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How ell outlines
drug use policy
By JOE GUIDRY

.,, For the University to
recognize the problem and
The University administra- make a committment to solve
tion has declared its intention the problem .
of eliminating the use of ille.,, To establish educational
gal drugs from the ca mpus programs to give factual inand is putting a new program formation about drugs.
into effect to . achieve their
goal.
.,. The establishment of
Vice-president and Dean of health programs to help drug
•· Student Affairs Joe Howell users and to reve;;il the dansaid
interview Monday gers of experimenting with
the administration was taking drugs.
a stroriger stand towards
.,. To . eliminate all. sup- 'drugs because there was a plier\,, pushers, and frequent
great deal of drug "misuse" users of drugs from th e. c;:amo'n campus., However, he pus.
stressed the number of users
Howell emphasized the Uniwas no higher than the aver- versity would not tolerate the
age for a college.
dealers or heavy users of
HOWELL ,OUTLINED the drugs _on campus and those
policy the. university adminis- that lived on campus -would .be
tration ' is ·ta.Rjbg 'to 'ebi.dibite .. ask'ecf fo' ieave. ·•'The, 'dormidrug use. f:Ie ·)?ai'd the pro- tories ~vill not be a sanctuary .
gram will 'have four main for· drug users," Howell said.
areas :
He .added that anyone caught
·
oracl• staff writer

in an

~-limited on campus
Mackey and his meri

By SUE KOSSOW
Oracle Sta ff Write r

Sta te Atty. Gen . Robert L.
Shevin said ci ties can not enforce municipal ordinances on
college campuses.
City policemen can come on
campus to enforce county and
state laws, such as narcotics
statutes, but the city could not
press its ordinances,~such as
. leash 11:fs, on the 'campus,
·aid Sh'eVlll ,- '
\
"ALL WE'RE saying is that
municipa l ordinances are not
program. Th e Behavioral enforceable on campus, " said
Science department also be- Shevin. "We 're not saying
comes part of the College of that a municipal policeman
can't go on campus to enforce
Social Sciences.
.,, The Bachelor of Indepen- the state law. "
Shevin's decision to allow
den t Studies adult degree provoting
supervisors to start
gram continues in the Center
regis tering 18-21-yea r-old stufor Continuing Education, and
dents to voe has createtl
much controversy.
See Page 3
To college students, Shevin 's ruling means avoiding
the technicalities of absentee
ballots. To local governments.
it could mean exira jobs and
added costs for voling machines and elections personnel.
STATE LAW requires one
voting
machine per 350 votus and we went to check it
ers.
out.
Registrar, Mrs. Wilma Sulli"She had tied two scarves
van,
has proposed the purtogether, then one end to a
chase
of 30 new machines at
tree limb and the other one
$2,500
apiece,
additional warearound her neck."
The Security Department house space for storage, and
reportedly had worked all additional poll workers to
weekend and had identified handle them.
The heaviest impact of the
the body by Monday morning
decision
to allow students to
but had not released the name
vote
in
their
college locations
waitilllg for further identificais expected in Leon County.
tion.
Two state universities with
Salla said that she had been
large
out-of-town enrollments
a student here last year , had
and
a
junior college which cacome back lo ·register but was
" undecide'a aoout m a n y ters to, surrounding counties
are located · in Leon County.
things."
Approximately 73,576 stuFinding no evidence of foul
play the Security Department dents are in the state universaid the death was "probably
a suicide."

Pres. Mackey's reorganiz,ation

chClng'e!S . USF JQcCldemic sit-Up
USF will begin the 1971-72
academic year with a nu mber
of m a j or organizational
changes resulting from the
dissolution of the colleges of
Liberal Arts and B a s i c
Studies and the Center for Research and Development and
the realignmen t of the five institutes formerly under the
general direction of the Center and the academic programs formerly housed in the
_dissolved colleges.
In place of the dissolved colleges and programs, the four
former divisions of the College of Liberal Arts were constituted as separate colleges.
These new colleges and their
deans are:

.,. College of Social Sciences, Dean Thomas A. Rich
v College of Natural Sciences, Dean Th~odore A. Ashford
.,, College, of Fine Arts,
Dean Donald J. Saft
.,. College of Language and
Literature, Acting Dean William E. Morris
Language-Literatur,e is the
only new USF college that has
not yet had a permanent dean
appointed. Morris was appointed Acting Dean after Dr.
Irving Deer, associate dean of
the former division, withdrew
from consideration to 'return
full-time to teaching in the
new college. Procedures have
been established for selection

of a permanent dean .
THE SEVERAL special programs, departments and institutes formerly under the two
discontinued colleges or the
Research and Development
Center were, studied separately by " P hase I" committees
apointed by P res. Cecil Mackey to seek the most appropriate alignment within the four
new colleges or the five older
ones. As a result of recommendations made, these organizations have b e e n reassigned as follows:
.,, Functional English and
Modern Foreign Languages
become a part of the College
of Language-Literature.
.,, Functional Mathematics,

SG proposes four-point
drug progra m to Regents
By ,JOE GUIDRY
Oracle Staff Wriler

The USF Student Government SG proposed a f~ur-point drug program at Friday' s ·
Board of _Regents meeting at Flo.rid_a Tech:
nological University in Orlando.
The m'eetino- also saw a recommendation
to reduce . the length of office of the chairman ofthe Board of Regents, action on the .
new constitutions of three universities was
del ayed :again , and Regent Elizabelh_ Kovachevic.h attacks the Regent's budget 'formula,
USF STUDENT Body Pres. Robert Hightower proposed the drug program to the Regents s~ying Hie · problem of drugs on campus was a serious one at all state universities and: the students had a responsibility to
· obliviat~ drug abuse.
The l our points of . the program as read
and explained to the ·Regents by Hightower
are: •
.
v Degree Prog(am - the creation of a
degree,grariting program for the training of
persons ,for careers in the drug abuse eduction anll: rehabilitation field.
This'."·program, Hightower said, is to help
reduce the serious shortage of persons qualified in the area of drug education rehabilitation. I
.,, 'r.eacher Training - courses in the College of·. Education in each university are to
be established for the tra ining of propective
teachers in drug abuse · and identification.

McGovern to speal< _here
Sen. George McGovern, D-North Dakota, will
speak at USF Tuesday, Sept. 28 at 2 p.m. McGovern has announced his candidacy for the 1972
Democratic par ty nomina tion for President.
McGovern will speak on Crescent Hill.

Such courses are 'to be required for graduation .

Physical Sciences and Biological Sciences join the College
of Natural Sciences.
·
.,, The American Idea department becomes a part of
the College of Social Sciences,
along with the Studies of Leisure program, the Environ mental Survival course, and
the Afro-American Studies

1

Security identifies
alleged suicide
The girl found hanging from
an oak tree at .the corner of
Holly Lane and Maple Drive
Saturday afternoon was identified as Joy Maria Minervini
of Hallandale, Monday afternoon by USF Security Direc. tor Jack P'rehle and Major
John Salla of the Hillsborough
County Sheriff's Department.
The girl was identiiied
through a comparison of her
fingerprints with the ones
found on " personal belongings" , found in the bushes
near the body.

HIGHTOWER TOLD the Regents . the
most. drug abuse was in the high schools and
junior. highs. and this point of the program ·
She was first spotted Saturcould help solve the problem.
day afternoon by a student
v< General Education - establishment of
driving nearby, Chief Prehle
drug abuse education courses available to all
said. "He thought it was a
members of the university community. The
dummy but he reported it to
format of these courses is to be that of _service and rehabilitation in the drug abuse
area (i. e. Hotline telephone service, "rap
groups", support services crisis intervention
groups).
·
·
This part of the proposal, Hightower said,
was to help drug users and to make the students involved in the courses aware of the ·
dangers and hazards of drug abuse.
The 23 Greek organizations
,,,, Community Education - · creation of
on
campus will begin .their ancourses and seminars aimed at the parents
nual
r ush programs thi s week
of college, high school, and junior 'high ·
with a series of smokers and
school- students, in order ' to provide these
parents with information on drug abuse edu- _parties,
Sorority rush begins Saturcation and identification on hte " drug culday, Sept. 25 at 8 a.m. and
ture" phenomenon.
will con tinue through Monday,
THE PURPOSE of community education
Oct. 4 at 3 p.m.
is to communicate with community about the
INTERESTED GIRLS may
drug problems and not to consider the probsign up in University Center
lem only as the universities.
(UC) 156 anytime before rush
Hightower recommended to the Regents
begins.
that a student faculty committee be appointTo be eligible fo r sorority
ed to study the proposal and report back to
r ush , girls must have comthe Regents in:l0 days.
pleted 12 hours and carry a
Regents' Chairman Burke Kibler referred
2.0 GPR.
the program to Chancellor Robert Mautz to
The nine sororities open to
report back to the Regents "at an approprirushees are : Kappa Delta,
ate time".
Delta Delta Delta, Delta
THE . USF proposal was primarily the
Gamma, Alpha Epsilon Phi ,
work of SG _Atty Gen. Gary Jones who has
Alpha Delta Pi, Delta Zeta,
been working on the drug program for over
Ch i Omega , Kappa Alpha
,
Theta and Alpha Kappa
See Regents, Page 3.
Alph a.

f

sity system: At least half are
between 18-21, · sa id Hendrix
Chandler, corporate secretary
of the Boa rd of Reg('\nts.
THERE ARE a)so 7,659
out-of-state students.
To be eligible to vote, an
out-of-state student must have
lived in the state of Florida
for one year, in the county for
sLx months, and sign th·e domicile statement. In si!fning the
domicile 'statement, a student
swears that he is planning to
. make his home in Florida.

dealing or using drugs would
be arrested.
HOWELL NAMED a number of services the University
is enacting to help cµt down
the numbers of drug users.
Among them are:
· .,. Help Line, a telephone
service for troubled students
which will start operations
this week.
,,, A Counseling team to be
made up of selected students
and trained by Dr. Ted Machler, the Consulting Psychiatrist to the Un iversity. The
students will "rap" with drug
users. Howell said the counseling tea m will not be asked
to give the names of the students they talk to.
."'· A counseler will be on
call full time at the Counseling- Center , a:nd may have office hours on some nights.
The campus ministers who
live on campus have also volunteered their se;-vices as
counselors.
.,, The establishment of an
Analysis Center: which will analyze drugs that are found on
campus and report the impurities found in them .
.,, A special booklet on the
dangers of drugs put out by
the University to be distributed in The Oracle.
T H E ADMINISTRATION
will also name a resource
reading in the library on
drugs.
A Night Owl Coffee and
Study House which will be
opened from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
will be started this quarter,
Howell said.
.
The Coffee House ,is not
being opened jl!st lJor elimi::-·7
nating drugs but w# give stu- .
dents a place to go and could
help reduce drug use.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

USF heads drive
to register voters
By VlCKI SMITHSON
Oracle Slaff Writer

If a voter registration program at USF- "lvins. county approval, the University may
set the pace for a nationwide
organization called Vote, Inc.
to register voters.
Chuck Caro, a Student Government volunteer, is working
for a permanent registration
facility at USF which will
probably be a pproved by Jim
Sebesta, Hillsborough County
supervisor of elections, after
the city run-off elections in
October.
"We have student activities
funds to hire two people to
work at the facility, but we
need volunteers," Caro said.
Students would be able to register from noon to 5 p.m. in either the Student Organizations
office or one of the small din ing rooms on the second floor
of the University Center.
"THE FACILITY will be a
separate organization and if
we can orga nize a successful

voter registration drive, USF
may be made a new precinct," Caro said. He added
that the precinct change
would have to be before the
end of this year since changes
are made only in oddnumbered years. The approv.al must come from the County
Board of Commissioners.
If enough people can be reg·istered at USF, we may be
able to influence areas across
the country and start a nationwide, non-profit organization called Vote, Inc. ," Caro
expl ained. "It would attempt
to register everyone who is eligible and would give advice
on registration drives, provide
posters . and pamphlets and
funds to start drives and pay
people to work on them ," he
added .
Caro hopes to have the
backing of ma jor politicians
so that the organization can
achieve its potential and register the many eligible voters
across the country.
'

Parties, ; smokers

·start fall rush
THE INTER FRATERNITY
Council began its formal week<
of smokers Monday.
However, anyone interested
in pledging a fraternity ·may
contact Jim Crotty in UC 156
or at ext. 2616.
Pledge sign-up ¼ill be open
all quarter. All ·men are eligible.
The 14 fraternities open to
rushees are : · Lambda Chi
Alpha, Tau Kappa Epsilon ,
Phi Delta Theta , Sigma Nu,
Zeta Beta Tau, Phi Gamma
Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Alpha Tau Omega, Pi Kappa
Alpha , Tau Epsilon Phi, Delta
Tau Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Theta Chi, and Kappa
Sigma.

See related Co111111e11tary
'
Page 4

Need information ?
USF's Information Booth has most of the answers, so if you're new on campus - or en,n
not so new - ancl eonfusecl, Sl'P the story on

Page 9-A for information on how to contact
Information for information.
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-High ·school students will · While yoL/ were a.Way~~
By

JEFF MILLER

Spec ial To The Oracle

~ttend Upward Bouod

__ USF. was the recipient of a
100-foot sculp91re .bY worldfamous artist Pablo' ·P icasso.
The towering statue, entitled
" Bust of a Woman", should
be completed by the summer
of 1972.• Since the formal annoum:ement was made ·on
. June 14, comments for and
against the sculpture have
come in from . throughout the
nation .

Of the 76 college-bound 1,tusored by the College of Edudertfs who left thel_program
cati9n.
THE USF PROGRAM re- this year, 25 entered USF and
cently got two college counsel- all 6thers have been ·accepted
ors, Mrs. Levina Laybold, at a university. The USF Pr:owho was a counselor ·at East gram is .the . _second largest
Y" Y" Y"
B<!.Y High_ School for many PUB project in ·the country,
years, and worked closely . with more· than 300 secondary
The Florida State
15,
June
On
with PUB, . and Mrs. Margot _students · ~mpleting the proUSF'S notorious "whistler" Cabinet rejected the visitation
Kenyon, a former teacher. ·
gram · since it began in 1966. Joe Engressia was caught policy which the Board of ReStarting. the first week of
October, the students will be
tutored as a supplement to
courses that they are taking
in their present high schools.
I
Most of these· courses will be
physics, chemistry, English,
A 30 ·inch·• model of the 100 Cecil Mackey at the Artists Florida Center for the Arts,
biology, physiology, or math
foot tall Picasso · sculpture · Market Gallery in Clearwater said he thought the sculpture
subjects, but any subject that
would be completed in the
Friday night.
the student feels he needs ad- plann_ed' for the USF campus
J ·. E. ·Greiner Co., Inc. do- summer of 1972, and added
ditional ·help in will be taught. was unveiled by USF Pres·. nated the model as well as en- that he hoped dedication of
'
gineering ·studies for the actu- · the sculpture could be Oct. 25,
al sculpture which will be con- 1972, Picasso's 91st birthday.
structed in stainless or. paintA fund raising effort will
·ed steel, or in concrete like begin as soon as the final cost
the Picasso sculpture in New of the sculpture is deterYork City.
mined. Camp said that no
· · Jll\f CAMP, .director of the problem obtaining sufficient
.r
backing is anticipated as donors will be, in essence,
buying a sort ' of "immortality."
The 150 invited art patrons,
university officials, and others
King Size Waterbed With
connected with the proposed
sculpture who attended the
20-year guarantee_..•. , ...... . .... : .... . . .
reception signed a scroll that
reads, "Maestro, we thank
· ··.
• Economy.package deal you" in Spanish, French, and
. .
frame, mattress, cover and pad . . . . . . . . . . . . .
· English. It will be mailed to
Picasso . in time for · his 90th
birthday Oct. 25th.
Waterbeds in all Sizes,. Custom Frames, Waterbed Accessories-; Bean.Bag Chairs India
The model .and related
,'
"
· .
Tapestries, Sand Candl~s, Lights, ·Etc.
drawings and photographs
· will remain at The Artists
Market pallery,· 807 Court St.,
J
13112 N. Florida Ave.
2328 W.. Brandon Blvd.
in Cl_earwater through Oct. 9.

One hundred fifty high
school students will attend the
Project Upward Bound (PUB)
program at USF this October,
despite cutbacks in federal
funds for the operation.
Mr. Dick Pride, director of
PUB at USF, said the number
of .s tudents had dropped from
the year before because of the
$36,000 cut from the budget.
"This is a decrease from the
previous year, w~ich was 175 ·,
students," he said. " I have
had as many as 230.;'
THIS IS THE sixth year of
Project Upward Bound at '
USF. PUB is a pre-college
program for high school students from economically deprived backgrounds who have

academic potential. The program at USF serves students
_from Hillsborough, Manatee,
Pasco, Polk, and •Sarasota
counties.
The students are tutored in
subjects of their choice during
the regular school year, and
may, if they choose, attend
the summer program here
and live on campus.
On a national oasis PUB
began in 1966, and no\; operates in all 50 states, the Phillipines, Puerto Rico and Guam
in more thah 300 institutions.
The programs ~e funded by
Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, and
by_the host colleges and universities. At USF it is span-

WATER B·EDS:'·:,

iurzPAINT
&.

BODY SHOP

WEST COAST WATERBED & FRA.ME SHOP BRANDON WATERBED & FRAME SHOPPE ,
·Ph. 932-1069 ·

Ph..685-1533

.

.

OPEN·10-9, SUNDAY 1-5

907 EAST 129th AVE.

"' "' "'

free

Mo.ck8y unveils Picasso

SPECIAL THROUGH SEPTEMB.ER·· 2495
6495

773,000

new vot-}
ge~ts had- set up just a week broug1It about
earlier. In- tanceling .t he poli- ers in the state of Florida.,
cy, the Cabinet ordered the ' However, since the law was
Regents to come up with passed, only a fraction of new
something more "workable". voters have takeij the time to
Since that time, a new policy register. (See re~at~ story.)
has been s~t up and passed effective September 1. (See related story.)
A fish-killing "red tide" lit- 1
tered the ·Bay area with tons .
of dead fish during the sumA new liberalized bill mak- mer. The organisiii lasted for
ing the possession of marijua- nearly two months before
na a misdemeanor w a s finally receding, hopefully for
passed in June. The new law · ever. Many USF students ascreated mixed ·emotions with- sisted Tampa residents with
in the Tampa Police Depart- the cleanup operations. (See
related 'story.)
ment.

again, this time in Memphis,
Tenn. The blind 22-year-old
former USF student was arrested and . became nationally
famou:s in . 19691 for whistling
perfectly toned singals into
the phone receivers and maklong distance calls.
ing
The second charge got Engressia a 60-day suspended sentence and a job .with the
phone company.

,,,, ,,,, ,,,,

"' "' ,,,.

.

Y" ,,,, "'

~· The Brahman golf team tied
Any USF student who must
for sixth in the nation with make a court appe_a rance due
Northern Louisiana University to a traffic violation on camin· the NCAA college golf tour- pus must have a parent with
nament at Chico, Calif. Rol- . him if he is under ·21. The rule
lins was the only other team will be enforced along with
' from Florida to place ahead . the speed limits on. campus,
of the USF team.
. according to Campu,s Security
Director Jack Preble·.
Death claimed two of USF's
A former Harlem Globetrottop professors during the.
sumlller. iDr. Cla~nce Webb, ter was named to the post of
· director of the Speecli Pathol- Assistant to · the Vice Presiogy and Audiology Institute dent of Student Affairs. Troy
since 1967 was electrocuted in Collier, a 30-year-old exhis home on June 20. Frank All-American from Utah State
Rampolla, 39, died of a heart played with the · Trotters for
'attack in his Temple Terrace two years before devoting his
home on June 25. His work life · to education and racial
has been on display through- problems. Collier s t a n d s
out the nation and he had won 6-foot-10 and weighs 230
·
.pounds.
· ·'
· several awards.
Y"

,,,

Y"

A new student affairs bud~ , Tqe Florida , Legislature
ap· raise,4 the tuition rates.· for get of $1.7-million
students at state universities. proved near the ·end'_of QuarThe tuition hikes raised• the ter .4. The new QUdget was an
· fee frorri $150 per quarter .to · increase of $31:{ooo /over last
·
1.
S190 for state ·residents and year's budget. ·
from $450 to $540 for outof-state students. · The · ~The USE' Athietic Council
creases took effect ·~ is quar· · recommended tha't baseball
,.
ter.
. and cross count.-.~<i-e il.-o~ed
~ J, ~
" ' " ' ;,,
from the Brahman' iriterco e- ..A handbook informing · all giate · schedule. tinmediately
USF students-. of the tights a(fer the announ~ement, a nand pr_ivileges was planned ,g-ered comments came from
The F lorida Women's Politi- an4 printed during the sum- ,;all sides, including a group of
cal Caucus met Sept. 18 and mer. "The Book" consists· of players who met with top ad19 at Miami Be~ch. It was de-, 29 pages and includes. laws . ministrators to get a better
veloped to actively involve · concerning alccihol; narcotics, view of the problem.
women as office seekers in visitation, unlawful assembly,
·,
•.
the 1972 elections.
.,;,, ·"' ""
and cheating. It wa·s !listributPreceded by the National
.Gf Engi. 'l'be
en
ed t~is w~k to }~II ·frr
_yloD).t?n's . Politi~liJ ~ ~ucus at onentation . ..- J -.•._J
-~ •,-_ _ _;ri,.. -.~:.. ..,;.,u1. ,.0 •
n~'Plo ~ _ _ p i e ~. _,......e
t!it~ mtlt -m Washmgto,~1D.C.,
JI' "" ~-~~ -- - • .
college mm USF this quarJuly 10 and 11, the women are
The 26th amendment -to the : ter: The transfer will increase
developing active state and
local programs in order to Constitution was ratified July the number of students enm ake women, who . compose 4 enabling Americans between rolled in the program &nd
53 percent of the po~ulation a the age s of 18 a nd 21 to vote gain new technical equipment
more powerful force 'in Amer- in elections. The new law for the college.
ican politics.
Currently, of 435 members
of the House of Representatives, twelve are women. Of
1()() U.S. Sena tors, one is a
woman. There are no women
governors. According to the
Ca ucus's fact sheet there are
few big-city women mayors,

(was

Women run
For ·office

~U;Colleie

CLOTHING FOR BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE

r

10202 N3 th
1

·_

• •

:"~:~ts~:f.'anTi::',~'.,:·

Interested persons may contact the F lorida Women's P o- .
litical Caucus, P. 0. Box

. .

.

·'===========~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~12:3~09~,_G~ain~esv~ill~e:'..,~F~l~a.:_·~32~6~0~1- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

TO OUR CAMPUS FAMILY: SAGA FOOD SERVICES
BIDS YOU WELCOME-BACK -JIAVEA GOOD ¥,EAR!
I

Our business i~ f~eding the "inner man" what he wants, what his good
health demands; and at what his pocketbook can afford.
But - STUDENTS are our most important "Product!" ·
Fred and Steve and their teams want to give you what you want and welcome your suggestions on food and servl~e.
It's your table, so pass on your ideas to them f o try - we want to cater
to your taste.
·We appreciate and thank you for your support !Jnd patronage.

Jo~nLyndes
-Oirecfor, SAGA food Services

••

..I

l.
z.

·
:::==!;'"

'

20 meal •••••••••••••••••• •••• $202.11
Yearly ••••••••••••••••• ~ • • • 559.52
15 meal •••••••••••••••••• •••• 183.80
Yearly •••••••••••••••••• ••• 497.12
10 meal • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 173.40
Yearly ~ ••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ·465.92
• Includes 4% Sales TalC

~

Meal plans may cfso be purchased any time during the quarter
based on the remaining unused portion. This price changes each
'
Monday of the quarter. Purchase in Andros 11 0A.

~

•

u.c.
~ - - .-LOCATED IN
ANDROS AND AJtGOS

Organizational meeting of_the
National Society of Professors

.

Tentative Serving Hours fol" Board Plan~
Monday-Friday

Breakfast
Lunch
Qinner

Saturday

Sunday

Oct. 26, 1971
7:30 P~M.

c
10:30 a.m.
7:15-9:00 a.m. ·.. , 9,:00-10:00 a.m.
:JQ-12\45 p.m. 1 :00-2:15 p.m;; . '
11:15-2:30 p.m. ·"\ l_
_4 :~0-5:45 p.m. .
4 :30-5:45 p.m.

··. ·
Andros - meals s~rved seve'ri. days per week.
Argos - meals $erved Mon·day through Frl~ay lunch . ·

Andros1 -

Brown Bottle at Schlitz

Snack Bar h~urs are-te ntatiJely 9:30 ·a .m.
- 10:30 p.m., MQnday through Fridciy. Sat;.
urday· and Sunday hours will be posted.
FRED
VENABLES

STEVE
MARTINI

JOHN
LYNDES

Andros Cafe.

Argos Cafe.

f.S.D.

...
t:._______________________________________________________

t

•

But not without a strong campus
organization with .state and ~a_tional
support.

i

ulu

CENTERS ·

MEAL PLAN PRICES

• •

~. UOLL

.

SAGA Food Services will also cater any dorm lunch or dinner functions
you can ~e proud of at low, low prices.yetwi1h all the fancy trimmings. See us
to help you with the planning.

:

Due Process in Personnel Practices. :
• Meaningful Participation in
Institutional Decision Making.
. Professional Security

•

..

IC
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Permanent meal hours will be posted in the cafete•
rias Sept. 18, 1971.
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Ortwein case nears end
1

,,

f

By ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

table radicals," is made up of with the Academic Relations versity Professors (AAUP) to
the following members: Tim Committee, and he asked the be the watchdog for the proRilly, chairman; Roger Clapt; ,American Association of Uni- _ ceedings.
David Snider ; _Robert West;
Willard McCracken, Terence
Owen; Sue Saxon.

Final settlement of· a dispute, which has stretched
' over a two year period, between a U$F tennis instructor
The dispute began two years
and the Director of Physical ago, when Bowers attempted
From page 1.
Education moved one step to dismiss Ortwein. Ortwein
"'" requested and received reanearer to a close, when it was sons for the dismissal.
the Off-Campus Term (OCT)
· learned last week a pa11el had
program now . comes under
Ortwein then objected in · the Center. Academic credit
been selected to hear the
writing not only to the dis- for the OCT program, . howcase.
missal, but also to th~ reasons ever, will be granted by apThe seven member panel of given for the dismissal.
propriate USF colleges.
the Academic Relations Com,,, The former College of
THE ISSUE died down for
mittee was agreed upon by
Liberal Arts Honors program
·both Richard Bowers, Direc- a period of ·almost two years continues in each of the nine
- tor of PE and Phillip Ortwein, until June, 1971, when execu- USF colleges but on a volun- I
tennis instructor to mediate - tive assistant. to USF Pres. tary basis al}d with some centhe dismissal of Ortwein and Cecil Mackey, James Clarke, tral coqrdination in a mann,er
charges brought against Bowse11t Ortwein a letter of resig- yet to be determined.
. ers by Ortwein.
.,, The Humanities program
nation with a date one year ·continues with Dr. H. C. KiefACCORDING TO David Cle- earlier than the earliest date
er as coordinator. The proment, chairman of the Aca- Ortwein could retire.
gram will be coordinated on a
demic Relations Committee of
continuing basis by a commitOrtwein returned the letter
the USF Senate, thel)anel will to Clarke, which included a tee composed of the Deans of
hear the case in either "late reassignment from the PE de- the Colleges of Fine Arts al')d
September or early October." partment to the College of Language-Literature a~d Dr.
Basic Studies and a termina- Kiefer. Personnel of the HuClement said the hearing will tion date of June, 1972.
manities department a r e
· be open to the public if either
being· assigned to the college
Ortwein or Bowers request it.
prtwein objected to the let- most closely associated with
Ortwein said he would request ter, because "there might not their training and interest but
that it be open.
even be a College of Basic . they may still teach in the
Humanities prdgram.
Ortwein said, "I want it Studies in 1971-72." The ColUSF'S FIVE INSTITUTES
(the hearing) as open as it can lege of Basic Studies has
have been realigned to be-·
be." \ _Bowers could not be since been abolished.
come either departments in
reached for comment.
Ortwein then charged Bow- one of the four · new colleges
THE PANEL, agreed upon , ers with . "discrimination and created from the former Colby both parties, which- Cle- unprofessional, unethical con- lege of Liberal Arts divisions
ment said, "contained no no- duct." The charges were filed
or to be assimilated by the

I

From page 1.

changed or altered. Initially
colleges.
he will consider a few select,,,., Four of the institutes Aging, Exceptional Children ed departments ; later he will
and Adults, Rehabilitation and expand the focus of his study
Speech Audiology - join the to include eventually all de. partments at USF.
College of Social Sciences. .
Y" Examine USF's courses
,,,., The former M a r i n e
Science Institute joins the Col- to determine if current methlege of Natural Sciences. ods of teaching them might be
Some details of the transfers improved by application and
of the institutes are still being use of modern training aids or
otlier alternative forms of
finalized.
. Other aspects of reorganiza- presentation. Also to be detertion will be reported as soon mined is whether the courses
might be better designed to
- as possible.
Special Assignments for For- allow more effective "pacing"
mer Deans Martin and Cooper of students according to 't heir
Edwin P. Martin, dean of own needs an_d abilities.
,,,., Attempt to determine if
· the former College of Basic
Studies, will have a new as- there are ways which USF
signment for USF. He will can identify promising high
conduct a three-pronge_d • in- school students who may be
vestigation of instructional offered certain college-level
methods, presenting his find- courses both during high
ings and recommendations to school terms and during sum- .
the Vice President for Aca- mers, thereby allowing them
demic Affairs. Working close- to complete before, graduation
ly with college deans and de- from high school special
partment heads, Martin's in- studies for USF credit should
vestigation will:
·
they matriculate here.
I
v Study · the rationale for
RUSSELL M. COOPER, who
USF course offerings - com- had been dean of the College
paring them with the of- of Liberal Arts since its incepferings of other colleges and tion, will continue to serve as
universities to determine if overall coordinator of the eximprovements may be recom- tensive.... ten-year self-study
mended and o f f e r i n g s · program upon .which USF embarked last year. Objectives
of the self-study include a complete examination of where
-USF and its programs have
c o m e in the ten years
(1963-1973) since accreditation
by the Southern Association -of
Colleges and Schools (SACS)
and the- areas in which
changes have been made· in
USF programs and the ration- ~
ales for those changes, and
Hours for the Textbook Cen- consideration of recommendter and Argos Shop have been ed directions which USF programs should take during the
announced by Thomas R. decade 1973-1983. Each college
Berry, division of Auxiliary and university member of the
Services director.
SACS must be reaccredited by
SACS ev~ry ten years.
Center hours from Sept. 14" The completion of the USF
24 include:
self-study in time for presentation in 1973 to the SACS
Monday-Thursday 9a.m.-7p._m . reaccreditation team will proFriday
9a..m.-5p.m. vide invaluable insights to the
Uni\!_er~ity Commu¢ty1 abo L .
11
J Starting ~t. zt,the cent~
our progress in the lapt de<:!will be open from 2 to 4 p.di. ade and also hopefully consid- Mon., Wed., and Fri. only . .
erably siiorten the time the
SACS team must spend here
Argos Shop hours are noon to review·our ten-year record
through 7 p:m., beginning and our future direction,"
Mackey said.
Sept. 14.

Hours change for translerred
Bookstore

Books await buyers
even though classes have begun. USF's waterfront acreage
on the Hillsborough River on Fletcher Avenue is still open
for students who want to add recreation to -their academic
agenda.

Regents

At the end of Quarter 4, the
panel was still in the process
of being selected.

Reorgc;1nization

I
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a year. While not directly related to the USF
administration's new drug program Pres.
Cecil Mackey, when questioned after the Regents meeting, said the Administration is
"working with various· parts of Student Government program to implement it locally."
Among the other developments, at the Regents meeting was a report by Tampa Regent Chester Ferguson of his Special Projects Committee.
Ferguson recommended the tenure of Regent's chairman be shortened from four
years to one and current chairman Burke
Kibler end his term at the end of this year,
Kibler's third as Chairman.
FERGUSON, a former chairman himself,
said his recommendation did not reflect on
Kibler's service but was proposed because of
the pressures of the office.
In the Speciaj. Projects Committee report
Ferguson also said he considered the current
regent's visitation policy fair and it gave students a democratic choice.
He defended the rights of radicals to
speak on campus saying he "believed in
freedom of speech" and "it was the hep.rt of
the education system" and "anyone who
does-not share this view has no place trying
to·run the universities."
THE FINAL ITEM in the report was an
attack on the permissiveness of universities
in sponsoring non-credit courses concerning
non-academic activities. Ferguson said he
·saw no reason for such courses as "Sex Perversion" or "How to start a Revolution,"
and that the Regents should adopt a policy
to stop such courses.

. The report was accepted by the Board of
Regents unanimously and referred to the
council of university presidents for them to
report or: at the next meeting.
Consideration of new constitutions for
USF, Florida Atlantic University (FAM) ,
and Florida Technological University (FTU),
was delayed until the October meeting. The
three university presidents accepted the
delay though both FAU and FTU's presidents asked for no further delays.
MISS KOVACHEVICH, armed with articles on college-education from Time and
Reader's Digest claimed the current poverty
of universities may be a blessing in disguise
which force them to decide what is essential
for a college e ducation.
·
She went on to attack the budget formula
which allows the universities to determine
the value of a course in determining the Re1gents b,udget.
·
She also said she wanted to know who
was in the classroom teaching and suggested
an internal audit of the universities to drop
courses and professors not bringing meaningful results.
AFTER THE MEETING, Miss Kovache-_
vich said her reasons for demanding to see
which professors were in the classrooms
stemmed from complaints by students of,
professors who never are in the classroom '
and teach courses by assigning reading ma-·
terial.
·
Miss Kovachevich also introduced Robert·
Gray, spokesman for the Concerned Citizens ;
of Tampa. Gray attacked the offering of re- ,
medial classes in a university saying the :
classes should be closed and the students requiring them denied entrance to the universi-·'.
ty.

Aegean '72 reservations ,
..
available ,n UC Lobby
Reservations for a 1972 Aegean can be made _this week
in the University Center fobby
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., editor
Gail Kallins, announced.
.After Friday, reservations
for a $2 year book can be
made in Language Literature
(LAN) 472 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and F r i d a y s
from 2-3 p.m.
"ONLY THE number of
books ordered are printed,"

. ._

. . . .J1:

·

and social security number.
Receipts will be mailed back.
For those who won't be on
campus during disribution .· in
May, an Aegean can · be
mailed for an additional 55
cents.
THIS YEAR'S staff includes

Sherry Mason, managing editor; Susan Matthews, organizations editor ; Bob Bruce,
sports editor; Fred Hanzelik,
Greek editor; and Linda
Chase, student life editor.

_ M~s !f~lli_ns, sc}ld "We_want

Miss K1 llins_-sa~d. ~ o..extras _ the .Aegean to be more than
are sold at distribution.
just something to buy because
you are a graduating senior.
Checks may be made out to We hope to have poster-like
USF and mailed to the Aege- pictures, collages designed
an. Students should include and made by students, each
name (printed) , local address expressing viewpoint or com-

ment on life. Besides refle ct~
ing the variety of opinions
which exist on campus, they.
will be visually exciting, giv;
ing the book a noticeably dif~
ferent look. ·
·
"The Aegean ·is USF's year.:
book. It will have a record 200
pages, the most in its eightd,
year existence, and will ini
elude color photographs and
special graphic effects," sh~
said.

i'

All students who ordered
1971 Aegean. and have not
ptcked_it. qp ha.v:elr until (?ct.._L_
to do so. Books may be picked :
up in LAN 472 during the free
hour and between 9 a.in. and
5 p.m. during the week of
Sept. 27-0ct. 1., On Oct. 1'.
those books remaining will b~
sold on a first come basis.
;
0

Seniors Graduating Through
August
Make Your Appointment

NOWI
Come By LAN 472
\

Or Call 974-2679
....

Student commentary
Sept. 22, 1971
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ORJ\.CLE--------------

Qf TQRfALS

AND

COMME·NTARY

The Oracle is written and edited by students at the Un-iversity of South ' Florida. Editorial: views therein
are not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University administration.

Improvements in··school calendar
possible through Regents' ,actiol'l
Revising tJie calendar this way · Christmas break. Other schools,
would bot effect Quarters ~• 3, or 4. both on the quarter and semester
systems, are considering smiliar
Vand·erbilt University has moves.
begun using a calendar which
We hope the Board of Regents
starts the first semester two weeks will examine the possibilities of
earlier than before to complete this change before approving the
final examinations before the 1972-73 calend9-r.

At this time of y_ear, everyone
connected with the University
looks at least briefly at the academic calendar to check dates for
the beginning and ending . of
classes. Most of us just accept the
dates given without a second
thought.
USF has a calendar committee,
chaired .by . {l)e Vic~ Eresident of
Academic 'Affairs, which works out
the significant dates of the year,
but its dedsioris. must be. approved
by the Board .of R~gents.

I

Planning could eliminate Jewish conflict
For many students in the state ·
university system, September
brings two major events - the beginning of the new school (year and
the.Jewish ·High Holidays.

This year .the Board· of Regents
, made a wide decision in specifying
a uniform opening date for all
state universities. Last ye_ar USF
began a week behind the other
schools and our vacation \l~riods
did not coincide.

Again this year, the Board of
Regents has scheduled the beginning of cl~sses for Quarter I coincidin·g · with Rosh Hashanah, the
Jewish New Year. It would be very
easy for the Regents to consult a
c·a lendar to · check exactly when
these events fall before se,tting~e
opening day of class,

The calendar committee has already completed work on the
1972-73 year and has submitted the
calendar to the Board of Regents.
But it's nbt too late for improvement!
Move the opening of Quarter 1
tQ immediately after Labor Day.

By starting then, the quarter
would end before Thanksgiving
avoiding the situation .occurring
this year with final .examinations
following, the four-day Thanksgiv1 ing weekend.
·
The earlier starting date should
not inconvenience many as most
vacations and summer jobs end
with Labor Day. ·There would still
be a three-week break after the
end of Quarter 4.

·~,,-~
:;:
"
~-:s

I

~

I,

The six-week.,,, break ·betwee11Thanksgiving and the beginning ·of~Quarter 2 would give students a . ffi
head start in finding empl~yrrtp-it · ~
!~~- 1the Chrystmas _seas_on ap? p,rov1~e a longer perl<?<l In w~s~ '.to?.
work.. Those dependmg on ili1s fype;. i
of work for school expenses would
welcome the chance to earn more;
The University could set up pr~ lm
grams in community action· and W
job training during the vacation.
The six-week period would be long ~
enough for significant contribu- ~~
tions to be made by and for students.
}j

I
I

II

By MARK LEVIN
The Oracl~ Cre;itivlty Columnist

Since the dawn of time, the creative urge of man has
driven him to create the poem and the story. But man needed
a piace to share his works and ideas with other men, so he
built The Forum.
In keeping with this ancient tradition, The Oracle has
formed its own Forum, USF style. It is hoped that this column
will act as an outlet for the " creative ur,ges" in1both students
and faculty. Feel free ·to send your poems and stories to this
f:Olumn and know th1 satisfaction of sharin~ your works with
•
• . f
I
},
• '
~th~. •
. , Brmg_,,,cqntnbutions to Language-Literature 469 or mail •them'to CAN, Box 128, USF, Tampa, Fla. 33620.
. Here a,re poems of my own . . . I hope yours will appear
next week.

I
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Single Copy (non-students) .------ - - - - - - - ------- 10 cents
Mail Subscription, s·1.so for Qu~rters I, II and 111,
W.
Sl.00 for Quarter IV; S5,00 per year ,
Ottice of Student Pupllcallons, the director: !,AN
ri,
472, phone 974-2617. . Newsr(?Om, LAN 469, phones
.~:,;,,_~,'.·_._
974-2842 and 974-2619. Advertising, L AN 472, phones
974-2620 and 974-2560. .
i:1beadlines: Advert ising, W!'{lnesday noon for in- ,:ir
sert ion the following Wednesday , Requests for news •
coverage, Wednesday for publication the following
1
Wednesday.
Genera
l news,
noon
for Wednes_:.':,:,·'.
day publ ication.
Classifi
ed ads
· wilFriday
l . be taken
8 a.m, s,
to 5 p,m., Monday through Friday, i n per son or by
mail with payment enc.losed. C,lassified ad deadline is 101
n09n F r iday for Wednesday publication,
Ji

UNHOLY REST
The night is split,
Dream of eternal plight.
Man lays in his crypt,
Sweating from inferno fright.

from a nightmare.
The incense, they smolder
and burn.
As I questioned the scholar in
turn.
Life goes by, too cruel, so
"What teachings of life must I
vain.
learn?"
D·a ys so long ago.
He turned his head and reExploding head, internal pain.
plied,
The future infinite woe.
"We are a marble and life is
a maze."
Patches of green cover grave
- plots.
·
He nodded his head and he
sighed.
Fungus bending words' of
"We are the sober and life is
Tombstone talk.
a daze."
Oozing for th, blood that 'clots.
He
bowed his head and he
Limbs won't _move, .you'll.
cried.
never ,valk.
"We are the wood and life is
Eyes never see, they only
the blaze."
stare.
He lowered his head and he
In death there is no waking
died.
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Students have a · confiict between celebrating the holiday by
attending synagogue services and
attending the first days of class.
E ven though notices are· distributed informing instructors·-of the hol~
. 1 iday, it is not reassuring to stu. dents, especially freshmen, wh,o
face the beginning of classes with
~ ·
·
uncertainty.
·
The Board of Regents would be
the first to stress the benefit of religious values for students.-With a
little forethought and consideration, they could help create them.

'The Forum

I
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HAVE \,VE
America falls from., golden walls.
Pus~ied back deep within hidden st<ill.s.
Kill anything that walks or crawls.
Has freed01n shrunk so very small?
Has hate and bigotry g1:own so tall?
. That we have forgotten we are all?

Fraternities are changing ·
By JIM CROTI'~
President, lnterfraternity Council

Editor's No~: Jim Crotty is an active ,mem,ber of Sigma Nu _Fraternity .
and a senior majoring in Public Relations. Crotty w'rote the following article
in response to a. request by Herbert
Wunderlich, former vice president of
Student Affairs, for a reply to an analytical article -about 1he fraternity system. That article, written by Norman ·
Googe], current sports editor of The
Oracle, appeared in the final edition of
The Oracle for ~arter 3, 19TI.
'

league pants and Gant shirts .. . "
Unfortunately?
If , it is so unfortunate, why should
fraterJ]._ities make this u n fort tin ate
change? Maybe they already have made
the change!
When was the last time you rapped
with a ' 'frat maµ? " Have they chahged?
This is a question which can only be
answered from someone on the inside.
Let me first say, yes, fraternities have
changed. And they are still changing.
Chang!ng, yes, but to what extent?
The basic idea of a fraternity still

In an. article. pttbiished · in the June 2
edition ·of The Oracle-· Norman Googe!
said, "Perhaps the greatest and most
disheartening problems facing the fraternities today are the 'myths' about the
system a nd the tremendous lack of understanding between fraternity members
and other students."
·
'
He is so right!
Too many people do _not know, or
even care, what fraternities really are,
what they stand for, or even why there
is such an animal.
·

Oh, sure! We all have an idea what a
fraternity is, but do we really know? I
say no - a very emphatic no.
Fraternities are an experience. An experience one can realize only by joining
one. Googel was supportive of this reasoning when he wrote, "Most inactive
fraternity members say they are not
sorry they joined; they ·believe that the
system should b~ perpetuated , so that
others may have the chance to experience fraternities."
I believe this says a lot for the fraternity system. Those who ''drop ·out" appreciated the experience and encourage
others to give it a try. An attempt to describe- this ''.experience" however would
be futile, simply because each person derives his own unique experience and
therefore only he can describe it.
Despite any "e:\.11eriences,',' as Googel effectively pointed out, the system
will not be perpetuated as long as
fraternities cling to their antiquated
traditions. This we realize. But must
we become "symbols of the new culture"?

remains very simply, a. group of college men involved in the business of
learning. Not orily dassroom learning,
blit learning to live and work with people, learning to share experience and
ideas, learning principles of leadership
and human relations, learning tolerance and consideration.

Googel said, ". . . the basic needs
and drives for college students does not
seem to have changed ... ," thereforJ I
suggest that this basic idea of a fraternity will not cnange either.
I further suggest that it is this
"unchanging" which provides t he key to
the "c]langing" occurring within the fraternity S}:'stem. Sihce ; fraternity members are students, they are aware of student ideals, symbols and aspirations. It
is these same students who change these
. ideals, symbols and aspirations into

Pollution series
In every issue this year, The
Oracle . intends to publish an indepth report on ppllution. It may
be concerning a new proble·m, an
old problem, or a problem that's
been solved. It may invo1ve USF or
the Tampa Bay community.
We don't think you can _say
enough about pollution until there
is none.
· Articles planned in the series
include USF's contribution to pollution and to clean environment;
the Bay area compared to other
metropolitan regions in the state
and countr y ; and individuals, government, and industry involved in
action.
We want to call your at tention
to these areas, start you thinking
and maybe acting. Written contributions and comments are welcorried.

Changes are also· established through
the Interfraternity Council (IFC) , the
governing body of all fraternities at
USF:- IFC realizes the need for change :,
and has taken positive action toward it
The most recent change has been the '
abolishment of the traditional "formal
rush.'' By doing so, the fraternities are ·
seeu in a friendlier atinosphere, and enables the rushee to see them a s they
1
really are.
IFC has also changed their standards
reg2.rding eligibility for pledgeship. Before, a man was not eligible to pledge a
fraternity until he had . completed 12
quarter hours with a 2.00 average or bett er. Now, however, a man may pledge
anytime as long as he is carrying 12
quarter hours.
These a re but a few examples of the
fraternity system's· constant desire to
up-date themselves. · In this sense, fraternities are a part of the " cultural revolution" and therefore are becoming " symbols for the new culture."

A parable of disease
By S. A. Zyistra
Asslslanl Jlrofanor of Humanities

ACME, ULTIMUS OF FUS
LeBrik :X, monarch of Ivy's Triupe
archipelago, promoted Acme from ·subdominor of Suf to Ultimus of the island
Fus.

Lette~ p~q~icy
addressed including student
·
clafsification.
Letters should be no more
than 100 words, double spaced
typewritten. The editor reserves the right to edit or
shorten letters. Letters received· Friday w ill be considered for publication the follou;ing Wednesday.

. But it does';)'t stop there. ~ a f~ate r- _,
nity member wants change, it is his
obligation to see it· through. For example, the majority of the 14 fraternities 1
at USF have adopted a no-hazing policy . This has done wonders in dispelling
myths about the traditional "hell
nights."
, ,

Faculty comment

Before one can answer this question
we must first ask ourselves, just what is
the new culture. Googel says, "UnfortuWhen Acme arrived on Fus he found
nately, the cultural revolution has been
the .island contaminated with diseases
primarily a revolution of symbols of culwhich he diagnosed as Vestidium, Col. ture .. . Pot has replaced beer, dun- .' bastum, Humanitium, and Imparitum.
garees ~nd tee ·shirts have replaced ivy
Since he was rather familiar with Vestidium (and its subspecies Deanarum) and
found it prevalent among those in charge
of the health of Fus, he decided to supplant the carriers with wholesome figures whose Vestidium count was under
contro!, The5r, }e gave positions such as
Penultimus, ::submaximus, Grand Mal,
The \ O,·µcle welcom.es letand Petf Mal. As to Colbasturri , Acme
outlawed it. Drown the child in its bathters to the editor on all topics.
water, he said.
All letters must be signed and

~

realities. Therefore, when a man joins a
fraternity, he is given an extra opportu•
nity to express his -ideas.

Humanitium (often ·mistaken for Colbastum but really belonging to the genus
Generalisum) was a special problem. It
was unknown anywhere else in the archipelago and the strange thing was
that those suffering from the disease felt
fine an\1 argued that a cure might b€
hazardous to their health. A team of
health officials struggled long to diagnose the case and concluded that, though
somewhat quaint, Humanitium contrib- ,
uted valuable antibiotics to Fus. Nonetheless, Acme decided that it was an .
unhygenic disorder and put those afflicted by it under the strict supervisiqn of
Fass and Sirrom. Lli, a rather isolated
campsite, came to ser ve as a quarantine
for some.

This was subjected to a long ter m cure.
Acme ordered a universal inoculation
with the serum Sycophantitus and the results are already startling. Health, Hygine, and Order have been restored and
the Fusians rejoice.
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published nearest to fil ing da te): A. Total no. copies
printed : 12, 100, 14,500. B, Paid circulation (sales
through dealers and carriers, street vendors and
count er sales]: 11 ,567, 13,948. Mail subsc riptions: 409,
422. C. Total paid ci rculat ion: 11 ,976, 14,370. D.
F r ee d istr ibut ion by mail, carrier or other means
(samples, complimentary, and other free copies):
39, 40. E. Total d1st ribu1ion: 12,015, 14,410. F. Office
use, left-over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing :
85, 90. G. Total: 12,100, 14,500 .
•
I certify t hat the stat ements made by me above
are cor rect and complete.
Leo Stalnaker, Jr.
Director, Student Publ ica tions

There remained, then, Imparitum.

SG official hits demise of Standards Board
Hidden in the confused jumble of
reorganization, a little known or relatively unimportant · Dorm Standards Board
has gone the way of Freshmen Visitation
and the Ford Edsel. It has been canned.
This symbol of home rule for dorms
where students took a n active part in the
r egulation of dorm rules has been
deemed unnecessary by dorm administrators and University personnel.
It would be faulty to maintain that
Standards Boards were near efficiency,
but to students the Board was generally
considered respectable and effective. In
Beta Hall, the Standards voted to re=
move a student from the dorms last
year. Whether the student was removed
or not was then an administrative. action.

Any ineffectiveness there could not be labeled ,student.
But in any event, the Standards
Board have gone to the big home for defunc t student bureaucracies with its fellow dorm organization, the Inter Hall
Resident Council. It appears that USF
residents are reversing a nationwide
trend toward a student self regulation of
dorms. The Housing Office and Office of
Student Affairs can't be happier. Maybe
next the dorms and the Office of Student
Affairs will vote to repeal visitation, then
have administration officials run the Student Government and Student Activity
Fund money. It could only happen at
USF.
ROBERT SECHEN
Secretary of Residence Affairs.

Verses on the frustration of preregistration
As I sit here thinking about p,:eregistration,
I wonder how 1iwny are through,
Running here p,nd there
And everywhere
T urning in· cards No , 2?

My appointment was late on Friday afte rnoon
This is how the dilemma began.
I paid the fee
Of 190, you see,
And the frustrations were never to end.

I ran right over to H umani.ties first
To give ·Music for Early Child a try.
'Tm-sorry, my dear,
Mrs. Bridges is not he're.

Can you come back before five?"
vVell, I rushed downstairs to find
Art for Ea:rly Chi1cl,
Why can't these artists pa'int directions about?
By the tilne I find the place,
They say in embarrassed di.sgraGe,
'T m sorry, that class is closed ottt."
"But I think I was placed on a special l-ist.
\Von' t you check for my name?''
"\Ve will take you,
If you have a No, 2."
Hey I think I'm leaming this game!
Over to FAQ for CBS 202,

But the line turned my hope to fear.
Stand an how about
Fincl'out it's also closed out,
vVonder if I'll gradtµLte next year?

And that really completed by day.
lVith a hopeless look
She said, "That class is booked,"
Exhausted, w/wt more could_I.say?

Time's getting short and I've three.more to go
So I rush up to EDU
:'May I take this class, m.a111?"
"Yes} I think you can,
·
·
Ancl'the times have be,en changed fo r it, too."

Since l 1n-iss being a Senior by ,5 of an hour
I can't go bac;k until the last afternoon,
For $190
I've a total of 8 hours
At that rate I can't graduate by J1111e.

ff s a quarter to five and I've got to try
And find a way to reschedule this mess,
But even.if I do,
I /ust can't get to
All the colleges in 10 minutes or less.
Made -it back to Music Ed just before five,

Now I've been thinking it through for Q'Ltarter II
And I've made a solemn declaration.
It's hectic in the gym
Hopes for courses are slim ,
!
But I'll wait fo r open registration,
Shirley Sanzenbacher, 3EEC
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Stevens Spirit pantyhose -so sheer, •t;=.:,ie,·
so stretchy you'll want to
·
take advantage of this limited offer.
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"

'

I

Grooming Kit
FEMALE

ONLY
•

Now on sole ot

No,.,., on sole ot

LOVE

$i:39 1.00
5

.IS ALL
YOU.NEED ,

Are. you anTM Love's
Eau de Love
\

Gels

girl? .

Beauty Aid
Kit

for your face,
cheeks and ·
body

There is
only one
Love's
Fresh Lemon
~

Now there are-14
fabulous ways
to use it!
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5Oc OFF
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CURRENT- ALBUMS
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COME SEE

RULES

OUR

Introducing

COLLEGE FLOWER
· SERVICE
I

Come into
the U. C. , ·
Bookstote and
fill out our GCS order form.

Allow one to four days service depending on
location. ·

$239.95 VALUE will be given away. No purchase

-LARGE
SELECT I-O N

Love's
Moisturizing Gel®

Flowers
Delivered
Anywhere
in the U.S.A.

:

necessary. All students elig_
ible. Clip out the co~pon below and return it, fill~d o~t, to the main
book store located in the U nivers1ty Center. Deposit coup~n in -the box located_in the record lobby
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I
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I
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Dormitories receive
visitational red light
By VICKI SMITHSON

privileges to Florida state
campuses withdrawn by the
Board of Regents under legislative pressure last June.

Oracle Staff Writer

Only a good conduct record
can restore former \'isitation

Young voters to be
equal,· says court
An unanimous d e c i s i o n impermanency in the commuhanded down by the Califor- nity may not be used to justinia Supreme Court ruled that fy special presumptions voters between the ages of 18 .conclusive or otherwise and 20 must be treated like all that they are _not bona fide
other :voters for the purposes of residents of the community in
acquiring a voting residence. which they Jive."
JOHN GARDNER, ChairThe court based its decision
on both the federal constitu- man of Common Cause, action and on state law.
claimed the Court's decision
by saying, "it marks th·e first
THE COUB,T RULED that
judicial statement since the
registrars who refused to regratification of t h e 26th
ister young voters at a place
Amendment that our newly
other than the voting resienfranchised citizens are to
dence of their parents were
be judged by the same stanacting in violation of the redards as all other voters."
cently ratified 26th AmendMrs. Anne Wexler, ·rnrectorment. The registrars' policy
of the Common Cause Voting
was held to abridge the voting Rights Project further comrights of 18 to 20-year-olds in
mented, "We hope that this
the contravention of the
landmark decision will have
Amendment.
significant impact on the
In ruling that the 26th other court suits and the
Amendment requires young thinking of state and local ofvoters to be treated the same ficials concerning t h e allas all other voters, the court important matter of where
stated that, "Fears of the way young people may register to
minors may vote or; .of their vote."

WINN--D IXIE
KWIK/CHEK

Get Off

to a Good
Start!
11605 Nebrask.a

9225 56th St.

Students 21 and older and
those under 21 with parental
consent may have visitation
between the hours of 5 p.m.
and midnight during the
week, and 2 p.m. to midnight
on weekends. Freshmen do
11-ot get visitation privileges
and Gamma, Alpha, Zeta and
two floors of Epsilon have
been desigtJated a s novisitation dormitories.
THE NEW policy replaces
the former one of visitation
for all from 7 a.m. to midnight during · the week and 7
a.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends.
The change follows eight
months of investigations set
off by St. Petersburg Regent
Elizabeth Kovachevich's remarks that dormitories were
whorehouses."
" taxpayers'
Miss Kovachevich, . a 34year-old Pinellas attorney,
was the only dissenting vote
at the August meeting.

"I am not opposed to visitation, but I cannot vote for a
policy that permits it in a
bedroom," she explained.
Miss Kovachevich apparently borrowed her now-famous
quote from John Morrison, a
Vero Beach citrus grower. His
daughter Barbara Lynn was a
resident at Fontana Hall two
years ago and complained of
ffi€n using the bathroom,
noise in the hall at all hours,
and the trying of her door at
night.
. MORRISON testified at a
hearing of Miami Sen. Robert
Haverfield's Universities and
Colleges Committee in August. Barbara Lynn transferred to the University of
Kentucky where Morrison
said "none of this nonsense is
permitted." She later reported that there was as much
sex at Kentucky as at USF,
" only it's more discreet."
Officials at USF agree that
the only way to restore visitation is to follow the rules and
hope for the best. ' 'We're
going to do' everything we can
to see tt.av the:::rules are followed," ·said Raymond King,
director of housing. "First
violations will receive a warning and repeated violations
will be dealt with in a severe
manner," he said.
Bob · Sechem, student government secretary of resident
affairs, said the Regents have
created more problems by
trying to get rid of the visitation problem. "The new policy
got them off the hook, but
created numerous problems
for students and administrators," he said.

Hickman -

and we're waiting for Miss
Kovachevich's term to end ·in
January so we can get it
changed," he-added.
Sechem agreed with King
that students must follow the
rules and prove that they
can be trusted. "If we don't
accept the hours, we may find
ourselves in an even worse
situation - no visitation at
all," he concluded.

Steck -

What i's a

DIAMOND TRIO?
• ONE RING FOR HIM
• TWO RINGS FOR HER

Fernelius -

Coordinator

Reporters will be Bob
Boyle, Sue Kossow, Joe Guidry, Ben Waksman, Liz
Barnes and Ed Conway. Jon
Wilson will be the correspondent fcir the St. Petersburg
campus of USF. Linda Smith
and Susan Spiegel will clerk.

stunning one diamond trio
set in lustrous 14-karat gold.
Illustration E nlarged

leisure

Kaplan -

Max Kaplan, Director of the USF Center
for Studies of Leisure served as a faculty
mem ber at the Summer Institute on Research
and Teaching in Gerontology. The Institute is
sponsored by the Gerontological Society and
the National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development.

chemistry

leaves post
A top USF cooperative education coordinator Mrs. Marilyn J. Fager, left July 8 to
join a Tampa environmental
firm.
Mrs. Fager was the Liberal
Arts coordinator for USF's cooperative education program.
A member of the co-op faculty
since 1967, Mrs. Fager had
been at USF longer than any
other coordinator.
She had also served as advisor to the Student Co-op Advisory Council.
Her work as both a coordinator and consultant was
highly regarded by both students and co-op experts.

The Innovators, Tampa's first (and only) financial
club for ages 21 to 35, offers you free checking,
a free safe deposit box, preferred rates on personal
Joans, group travel rates, ·money-management seminars, and d iscounts from the following merchants:

WIiiiam A. Benitez, Photographer
Olin Mott Tire Company
l_ppolilo's Restaurant
David Wayne Limited
Slak/Shak
Stereo-Go-Round
Fraternity House Barber Shop
The Daisy Pot
Sllk-Chlk Fashions
The Men's Room
Sea Swank Inc•
Exotic Fin• Pet Shops
Palmer Fence Company

llllSISL

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%-20%

11%-12¼%
10%
10%
10%
15%
10%
10%

Ollns Rent-A-Car
Automotive Parts Inc.
Matthews Currie Ford Co.
Tape Town
The Great Pants Factory
The Waterbed Store
Docktor Pet Center
.
Factory Pants Stores
Gourmet Wine & Cheese Shoppes Inc.
Tampa Sklndivers Inc.
Tape City
Dan Good Liquors Inc.
Michelle's Fashions
Buddy's Texaco Service Center
D & D Paint•and Body Shop
Gordon's Jewelry Co.
For more information about The Innovators, .
call Terry, Libby or Ginny
at 223-0192.

All 3 rings ...

s175

CHARGE IT... even if you ve never had credit before!

The advertising staff will be
headed by Bill Kopf, ad manager. Gary Bostic will be assistant ad manager; Don
Schreck, sales m a n a g e r;
Nancy Glover, classifieds;
Salesmen will be Fred Bez,
Bob Fant, Jeff Christmas,
Margie Charles, Pat Wells and
Bruce Gaines.

1

GORDON'S
~ JEWELERS
IN TAMPA SHOP AT GO!IDON'S

• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
• NORTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
• 392~ BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR·.
OTHER STORES IN: ST. PETERSBU R;,. CLEARWATER.
SEMINOLE. BRADENTOO, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

4 ·5-07-16

News deadlines will be noon
on Friday preceding the
Wednesday publication.
Advertising deadline will be
noon on \Vednesday for insertion the following Wednesday.
• News phones are 974-2619
and 974-2842. Offices are in
Language Li terature (LAN)
469.
Advertising phones a r e
974-2620 and 974-2560. · Offices
are in LAN 4n ·1

2ti%
30%
10%
20%
10%
15%
10%
10o/o
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

••
•
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BURGER

KING

The Oracle staff for 1970
Quarter 1 has been named.
The editor will be Mary
E llen Moore ; managing editor, Laurel Teverbaugh; editorial editor, Eliot Safer ;
news editor, Beth Serata;
copy editor, Vicki Smithson;
s ports editor, Norman Googe!; activities editor, Walt
photographer,
Steigleman;
Helene Wiley.

Scalloped edging enhances

WUSF radio ·

Dr. W. Conrad Fernelius, professor of
chemistry, was elected chairman of the commission on the Nomenclature of Inorganic

Oracle staff
named f-or
Quarter I

VJEWELERS

Milani - modern language
Dr. Virgil I. Milani of the Modern Language
Department returned Aug. 13 from Mexico
City, where he had gone last March to serve
as Director of the Overseas Center of ·s tudy at
the National University of Mexico.
Milani directed the academic activities of
USF and other American students th.ere.

Richard Steck, manager of WUSF(FM)
radio station, was named president of the Florida Public Radio Association. He succeeds Dr.
Dave Platts, director of FSU radio and first
president of the one-year-old organization of
eight public radio stations. According. to the
association, two other public stations are
currently tinder construction.

"I DON'T think the program has been well accepte~

GQRDON'S

Chemistry of the International Union of Pure
and Applied Chemistry.
The appointment was made in July at the
biennial meeting of the. Union in Washington,
D.C.

·

medicine

Jack W. Hickman, assistant dean at the
USF school of medicine, was selected to be a
member of the council on continuing education
of the Florida Regional Medical Program.
His selection was announced by Coyle E .
Moore, chairman of the Florida regional advisory group.

\

,
IT TAKES TWO HAN·DS TO HANDLE THE WHOPPER®
'

\

THE TWO-FISTED BURGER AT BURGER KING~

Burger King®Welcomes Back USF Students

r-------------------.
I

I

BURGER

KING

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I

10 A.M. to Midnight
....

I

Free Order of French Fries
with the purchase of a

I

WHOPPER

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I
·t

and a Coke'
WITH THIS COUPON

Redeem at 11210 30th St.

BURGER

KING
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Fr~eze ' opinions
Here is how some members of the USF
community reacted la-st week to President
Nixon's wage and price freeze:

By RO ERT BOYLE
ora

staff Writer

Nixon's

that educational loans were
now more ctifficult to get at
wage- · . ~ocal -banks than in the past.

: price free has affected· ev:.eryone ·at SF eit~er directly
; or indirec . At th~ universi. ty level in lorida, most have

THE BANKS complained
that the loans were "highly
unprofitable," and "paperwork and red tape" was too
much. Many banks have cut
back on the number of new
loans, or are no\y making
loans to juniQ_rs and seniors
only.

' been dire Y affected.
;. ..Last mo th, USF Pres. Dr.
•Cecil Macey said he ctid not
'. feel the w,ge freeze· would af;fect USF. clarification froII).
Students were 11ot the only
; the Off~- of Emergency members of the USF cqmmu: Prepared ss (OEP) ruled · nity hurt b! the freeze. Annu. the freez ctid apply to appro: al salary increase~ for staff
•
I"
members, were withheld be:priated lary increases for cause of the freeze.
: ttie Uni:tity.
, ·
The mon.e y had already
THE
P ALSO ruled that been appropriated by the
tuition i reases were not af. state
the increases in salafected b~ the price freeze, ac- ry for faculty and staff memcording b James Clarke, ex- . hers: but now the money .
ecutive . a~stant to Pres. would be returned unused to
Mackey.tClarke said, the reathe state, Clarke said.
son the ituition could· be increased was because the inALSO ' TABLED during the
creased .tuition had already freeze was a- three per cent
been ch:ig~d prior to the im- salary increase for university
plementltion of the freeze. professors voted during the
About 10000 of USF's approxi~ 1971 Florida Legislature.
mately ;2q,ooo students paid
Most persons at . U S F
the ne .1 tuition during the
seemed to take the results of
fourth q arter.
the freeze calmly, even those
. A furt er burden -on the stumost
hurt by : it. · Thos~ o_pdent \va expose(! in a St. Petersbur Times article on Au- posed accepted their injury as
gust 23. fhe Times reported temp·o rary and necessary.

for

<

'1'm mad as bell, because my raise wa-s
doe last month," one secretary said, bot
then · thought and added, "I guess it bad to,
be done."
_ '
''I don't like the tuition ·bike," a student

sa~d.
"Bad!" said another. "Bad for the kids ·
who- are working on a steady salary and
have to pay the higher tuition fee."

Voicing the most common complaint of
the st-a.ff members, "I was expecting raise,
and,a lot of things changed."

a

"I'm not in fav.or of it, I was looking forward to my raise," complained another
staffer.

Two deans step down
as. shuffling continu-es
By PAUL WIL~ORN
Of The Oracle Sta4f

Administrative reshuffling
which began -last spring continued through the-summer as
two deans resigned their posts
at USF.
.
.
Dr. Irving Deer, the aJsoci• I
ate dean of · the languageliterature· division and ' Dr.
Jean A. Battle, de.an of the
College of Education both r~
'signed in August.

president of the University
last year, Battle 'wa,s considered a leading canctidate for

"I don't think he is attacking the probfem. It is like potting a bucket of water on a
burning house," complained a stqdent.
A faculty member said, " It didn't directly
affect me. I'm on the same contract I don't
think an increase for a student assistant
would ruin the nation's economy."

"I don't like the 10 per cent surtax on
foreign ca;rs. It is hurting. the -consumer,"
said a consumer-minded student.
''How can I have an opinion -on something
I know nothing about," another secretary
said.

the top post.

DEER, WHO has been associate de.a n for ttie past five

years, is stepping down to_ a
position as a full professor of
English.

State savings and loan
training program Set

I
A statewide program in coBATTLE, who has . been operative education to train
dean since the University
studenfs in savings and loan
opened, resigned so that he
institutions, sponsored by the
could devote his time . to State· University System and
teaching and writing.
the Florida Savings and Loan
Dr. Clarence Hunnicutt, .a
League, has recently been iniprofessor in the College of tiated in Florida.
Education, has been:· named
-This is the first such stateacting dean.
\Vide cooperative program
USF President Cecil Mack- with a private business assoey said he and the administr.a- _ciation to be established in the
tfon q.re de~eloping proce- country.
dures for the selection ·of a
. THE OOQPERATIVE edupermanent dean.
cation program, Participated
BATTLE WILL become a in by 25 Florida public and
full-time professor in higher private universities and junior
education and will be working ·colleges, provides students
with junior colleges in a 12 - with an oppor tunity to alternate terms of academic incounty area._
WHEN JOHN S. Allen an- struction with periods of paid,
nounced his retirement as practical work experience di-

' .the cost of living
- "I'm in Javor of keeping
down, and if that means keeping my salary
down, that's all right with tne," a ·secretary
said in support of the President's -action.

rectly related to their areas of
THE PURPOSES and benestudy or interest.
fits of a cooperative education
Instrumental in bringing to- in the savings and loan indusgether the University System t ry are discussed -in the broa nd Savings and Loan League chure. Placement procedures
to form the cooperative edu- and work-study alternation are
cation program were Regent explained, and a schedule of
E. W. Hopkins of Pensacola, job assignments is suggested.
Associations wilJ be seeking
and Savings and Loan League
qualifie.
d business students
Pres. George K. :page of Sarawith related majors such as
sota.
finance, management, acA detailed brochure outlin- counting and business and
ing the program for savings computer science, for employa nd loan institutions has been ment.
published by the Board_of Re- . A copy of the brochure may
gents Cooperative Education be obtained by contacting Mr.
Program office. The brochure William Hussey, executive
is a how- to - do it for savi~gs vice president, Florida Sav'and lean associations that ings and Loan League, Post
wish to establish a coopera• Office Box 2246, Orlando·
tive education program.
32802.

/

s·G members
atten-d conf·erence
j

i

Paul Br ey, student secretary of ptblic relations for
USF S t u e n t Government

(SG) and Rod Highsmith, SG
·1egislator,. were featured on
Channel 13"'s College Kalaidescope, Sept. 19.

Filmed .two weeks ago when
Bradley · and Highsmith attended the state-wide Florida
Youth and Politics Conference
(FYP) iri Gainesville, the·
The
uction of a new half-hour Kalaed(scope se~
sea-level anal ·could have ment was original}y planned
drastic bilogical - eff~ts !> -:;_~o .r.e late student _c?nferenc:
the marirt environment ac- - ideas to the teleV1S1on aucticording tobr. John c. Briggs, ence. "However", said Bra dprofessor If zoology at USF. ley, "because some college
A mar' e fish specialist, representatives didn't show
Briggs i finishing a major for the taping, we ended up
reference ork on the general talking mostly about SG here
distributio: of marine animals at USF, our operations and
entitled Marine Zoology," our accomplishments."
-~ eight years of ',
v V V
that reqll"ed
REPRESENTING Flor ida
research.
high schools, universities, poTHE TfO major segments litical factions and religious
of tropica ma rine waters di- and black. interests, approxivided by e New World Land mately. 900 students attended
Barrier ~ve existed for ap- the FYP conference a t UniproximatfY three m i 11 i o n versity of Florida, Aug. 27-29.
years wi the great majority
"The by-partisan - seminar
of the aDmal populations on
was
introduced to teach peoeach s id evolving into sepaple
methods
of getting pror ate ·spea?s, Briggs said.
· A co~ nuous, salt water spective voters to register
passage .::ross Panama would with some emphasis on the
present Jmigratory route for 18-year -old vote", "Bradley
the highl! mobile fish and in- said.
vertebraJ unlike any engi" Although I'm sure it was
neering oroject in history. valuable to some groups who
Briggs Sad the Panama IsttL- ha d never encountered such
mus doe~ ot offer salinity or wor k before, we ctidn't feel
temperat e barriers that the seminar was particula rly
h ave l!str icted migration valuable, not only because
through he Suez Canal , a USF Student Government has
similar pbject.
had voter registration drives,
He saidthat known zoologi- but also because the program
cal prin~pals indicate that
had no follow-through - there
the richej fauna of the Atlan- were lots of nice speeches, but
tic wouldlenter into competi- no real incentive to act."
tion with ecological equivalept in th Pacific and eventuCONFERENCE speakers inally elim ate many of those , eluded F lor ida Gov. Rubin
species.
Askew ; State Treasurer Tom

Prof studies

ne

I

The planners of La Mancha.Dos are young people with their own
university experience fresh in their minds. They know what dormitory
life is like. They know that tf:!ere is a time_for P.riva~y_and sc;,litude
and a time for group living, for shared experiences, and for just plain
fun. So they designed La Mancha Dos in town house units with two
~eparate levels. One level for the quiet times ...those hours of study, and for
those times when you just don't want to be disturbed. The other level for
gro_u p living ...eating, parties, group discussions and for all the things that just
·
being together with other young people can bring.
Each living unit is complete with all the amenities of home. First and
_foremost, you have your own private bedroom and there's also an all electric
kitchen, central heat & air conditioning, modern Barcelona style furnishings and
wall to wall shag carpeting throughout.
Each unit has its own private entranceway and all units open onto a beautifu lly landscaped
patio·. Parking is provided immediately adjacent t o your apartment, too.

C
I

I·

BRIGGt NOTED that a
number ·marine animals existing in e Eastern Pacific
such as he poisonous seas nake andthe Crown of Thorns
starfish, a voracious cor al
predator, vould be capable of
migratin through the canal
and estblisbing themselves
in the ft1antic Ocean. The
probabilf of a population explosion f.these species is increased eatly since the ar ea
has no tive species occupying sim 1. r niches.
If th sea-level pla n is
a dopte d light of other con·. tingenci , he said, an extensive fre water block is of
crucial i portance in the new
canal.

O'Malley; Atty. Gen. Robert
Shevin; U.S. 1972 announced
presidential canctidate, Paul
McClosky; U.S. Senator Fred
Harris, and Al C. Hastings,
nationally known black candidate who was defeated in
Florida's senatorial race last
year.

· YOUROWN
PRIVATE BEDROOM

An adctitional feature was
the appearance of Pete Yarrow of Peter, Paul, & Mary
who entertained the students .
with politically inspired songs.

c=i

Also a ttending from USF
were SG Pres. Robert Hightower; Sec. of Finance, Mike
Rose; Atty. Gen. Gary Jones ;
Sec. of Resident Affairs, Robert Sechem ; and Diane Hirsh.

n

HI-RI SE
DORMS

L...J

E. FLETCHER A V E.

UNIVERSITY
OF SOUTH
FLORIDA
CAMPUS

7

Further, there's two pools and a modern recreation
area for you and your guests. Everything is programmed
for a rich. full experience at La Mancha Dos. As for
location, y_ou can't beat it...behind th e hi-rise dorms,
. just off Fletcher Avenue on 42nd Street. Yo u're just
seconds from everyth ing,

•0

bD
0

LIVING ROOM

STUDENT
UNION

Smaller groups or individuals will
be introduced toJ)Otential
roommates by 1he management.

BEHIND THE HI-R ISE DORMS, JUST OFF FLETCHER AVE. ON 42nd ST.

STUDENT APARTMENTS
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Career .Planning begins
computerized program
By LIZ BARNES
oracle Slaff Writer

Grad II, a computerized
program designed to aid senior and graduate students in
choosing employment interviews, will begin at USF this
quarter at the Career Planning and Placement Center.
Deadline for entry into this
program is Sept. 28.

INTERESTED s t u d e n t s ment Association, said the inimay fill out forms that indi- tial test of Grad II was ·so
cate factors important in the successful on the 17 camstudent's job search such as puses that participated durjob interest, degree level, ing the past college year that
major field, job function, type the program is being expandof employer, and geographical ed to 132 campuses.
Sponsored by the College
.
· preference.
Don Colby, director of Placement Council, publisher
placement and president of of the College Placement Anthe Southern College Place- nual, the program offers
graduating students an opportunity to see the full range of
opportunities offered by em~
players in the program. Companies and employers participating nationally will number ·
from 175 to 200 this year.
"THE PROGRA.~ should cut
down on the _number of wasted interviews and bring to the
there is abuse of the privilege, attention pf students some
(false IDs, buying beer for a which might go overlooked
minor, excessive drinking), , without the benefit of this
Eastern will lose its license type of system," Colby said.
Another major benefit will
and studentfi will lose their
be the supply-and-demand inbeer-drinking on campus.·
The beer sold will be Bud- · formation generated by the
weiser and Michelob, pro- program, giving placement ofduced at the Anheuser-Busch ficers and students an overall
brewery about a mile from picture of the employment
campus. These were the beers market early in the college
year.
re'quested by i,tudents.
Each student in Grad II will
WHEN SALES WILL start
is_ unknown. Rem~deling of receive a personal report of
the UC cafeteria facilities to I the matchings between emserve beer has been delayed player offerings and the stuand no one is sure when work dent's qualifications. Employwill be completed. Estimates ers and placement offic;es will
ranged from the middle of Oc- receive "mini-resumes" with
tober to the middle of the pertinent data on students. In
Quarter., Another delay will this way more realistic hiring
be the fact that, until the facil- and counseling is expected.
STUDENT participation is
ity is complete, Eastern may
not apply for a license to sell free and entirely voluntary,
and there is no obligation for
beer.
Of seven state universities, a candidate to interview an
·USF is the third allowed to employer with whom he is
sell beer to students. The matched or to take a job if
·
other two are the University one is offered. ·
The Career Planning and
· of Florida at Gainesville, -and
· the University of West F1orida Placement Center · is located
in Library 518, ext. 2295.
·
at Pensacola.

...

Wizard of Oz CQst
I.

duct.ion - the first of several

Wizard of' Oz cast • • • poses before the
presentation of. last weekend's Speech pro-

anned for

Quarter 1.

Regents: Easten
to

fill Empty K~g

By HEATHER SHIELDS
Oracle Staff Writer

The Empty Keg will soon be
full, following approval by the
Board. of Regents for the sale
of beer on the USF campus.
The final decision _pn the
matter came Aug. 20, after almost two years of planning
for it by students, staff, and
,
administrators.
THE BEER WILL be sold
only in the University Center
(UC) and only to stude'nts who
have _ positive identification
that they are 21." In a speech
to freshman Sept. 16, Duane
E . Lake, director of the UC,
said, "State statutes rule that
you must be 21. The controls
will be such that you'll have
to present your ID card. If
you are under ·21 you may patronize the area, but' you cannot purchase or consume alcoholic _beverages.''
Eastern Food Service will
sell the beer and check IDs. If

Riggs, Hartley ioin
Mackey's new staff
Appointment of two new ing provost at the University
vice presidents, both for aca- of Oklahoma at the time of
demic and administrative af. his new aJ,Jpointment, and Alfairs' complete the high level bert C. Hartley, 28, previously
administration team assem- assistant vice president for
-oled by President Cecil_Mack- administrative affairs at Flor·
u·
·
SEPT. 24, 25, 26
1d:1' State mvers!ty. H1¥gs
ENGINEERING AUD. (ENA) ey.
, The new vice presidents are _ will head ac~dem1c affa1_rs,
·
~artley :Vill head adminI Dr. Carl D." Riggs, 51,, an act- ~nd
6:45, 8:30, 10:30 P.M.
istrative affairs.
ALL OF the new administrators, including Dr. Joe A.
ill
•
Howell who was named student affairs vice president in
June, have assumed their positions.
Riggs, in the academic vice
®
.
presidency, fills the vacancy
created when Dr. Harris W.
Here's the "high performance" machine of the Seventies!:
became acting president
Dean
the all-new Sony 366 Three-Head Stereo Tape Deck. It
following the resummer
last
threewith
price
and
combines single-motor simplicity
tirement of President John S.
motor performance, to give completely professional reAllen.
cording quality and tape handling. The 366 features two
Under Dr. Mackey, Dr.
major breakthroughs in the medium-price fie ld: Automatic
is serving as a special
Dean,
Total-Mechanism Shut-Off, and Hyperbolic Heads which
to the president. A
consultant
Tape
Stereo
366
Sony
The
D
pads.
pressure
no
require
member of the Oklahoma facDeck comes in a beautiful slanted walnut base to provide
ulty since 1948, Riggs, had
the perfect.angle for either vertic;al or horizontal operation.
vice president for gradubeen
D Come in today arid check out the many performance
and research and
studies
ate
Deck
Tape
Stereo
366
Model
Sony
the
make
features that
professor of zoology before his
the.value leader of industry.
service as acting provost of
the university. He received
• Automatic Totalhis bachelors, masters, and
Mechanism Shut-Off
doctor of philosophy degrees
from the University 1of Mic~i• Three Heads for
gan.
Convenient Tape/
S011rce Monitoring
HARTLEY, IN the administrative vice presidency, suc• Mic/line Mixing
ceeded Elliott Hardaway who
• Exclusive Record
the University to become
left
Equalization Selector;.
of libraries for the
director
Switch
City of Clearwater. Hartley, a
• Servo-Controlled
native of Pensacola, holds
Back-Tension
bachelors and masters de- ·
grees from Florida State. His
• Built-in Sound-on-Sound
four-year period in the U.S.
• Exceptional Fa.st-Forward
Air Force was spent in comand Rewind Performance
puter schools and service as a
• Vinyl Dust Cover
specialist

--f
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SUPERSCOPE®I

You never heard it so·good.

decals
o w on sale
n_

.Car

SUNCOAST STEREO CENTER
839-2945
1539 South Dale Mabry
Tampa's Newest Component Showroom
• 1

Commuter automobile decals are on sale now in the
USF Security Office, but resident, motorcycle, and bicycle
decals have not arrived yet.
Cost of automobile decals is
$10 for one year and all twowheeled vehicles are $2 per
year.
Captain J . D. Garner said
his office has been selling 1000
to 2000 decc1ls a day. "We expect resident and bicycle decals by the end of this week,"
he said. "Everyone will be
given the opportunity to purchase a decal before the officers begin giving tickets not for -several weeks." Resident decals will be sold in
Argos Center.
Bicycles not pa rked in blocks
where available will be ticketed and those not registered
will be fmpot)lded.

.,.
\

This Year .YOri
Can Save $13 87
n Your Sub~cription'-l0 -----to the
./

St ..·Petersburg Times
Pick.the savings yo·u want on the Student Special O er

FULL SCHOOL
YEAR ,

APPRO·XIMATEL
HALF SCHOOL YE R

1

I

From now thru Jamrary 29, 197.~

From now thru June 9, 1972

Jus~15

98
Save over $5°0
'

J

Save over $1300

Renewal for balance of school year at ~ame low

ce

Start enfoying the best in sports, state and national news this school year. There are no coupons, no gimmicks! Pay once and forget it! Peliveries are automatically suspended December 14 thru January 3 for Christmas vacation. Delivery resumed on January 4, 1972. lfyou
leave school permanently, before end of school year, balance·will be refunded.

Your ve,Y best way to start each day!
.W e've got a daily Horoscope, Ann Landers, Sports gcilore, a crossword puzzle and Snoopy!
On Sunday we've got the Floridian, TV-R_adio Dial, Parade Magazine, Book Reviews, Travel
Section, and Snoopy in full color!!

CALL 229-2300 FOR GUARANTEED HOME DtLIVERY
Fill out the coupon at the right and indicate which
money-saving subscription you want. Clip it out and
send it with your check or money orcler.
lfyou want the carrier-salesmqn to pick up your pay1
ment, please check that box.

Offer ·expires October 15, 1971

Jfrtersburg Wi
FLORIDA'S BEST NEWSPAPER

Second largest circulation
in the State of Florida

---------·-------•
I
I
I
I
I

·1
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

•I

Student Specia

St. Petersburg Times
P. 0. Box 1121
St. Petersburg, Fla. 337 31

Date _ _ _ _ ___

I

Please start delivery

D Full School Year

□

Now thru June 9,1972

I
'I
I

I

Approximately Hal
School Year

I
I

Now thru January 29, 1972

I

Name-- - -- - - -- - -- -- - - - - ---1
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ Apt._____1
City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _;P-- --

-1

O Have carrier pick·up payment.

D Payment enclosed.

·

·-------------------

I
I
I
I
I
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EPISCOPAL UNIVERSITY CENTER ·

THE GLORY OF-GOD
IS MEN FULLY ALIVE

BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER
UNLESS - YOU LOVE
University of South Florida
12910 No. 50th St.
.
1311 0 - 50th Street ·
SOMEONE NOTHING MAKES
' f
Tampa, Florida
988-692
8
,
.i
Phone 988-6487
SENSE * GOD GIVES Ll~E, WE
, 9:00 a.m. Holy Communion
S~ndays:
Ronnie L. Hawkins, Director
{Folk Song) . ·.
LiVE IT. * EACH OF US ·1s THE
1re ne Letchworth, Associate
.- 10:30 a.m. Holy Co.mmunion
.
ONLY PERSON WHO CAN GIVE
.
or Morning Prayer
REGULAR ACTIVITIES
t
1
11 :00"a. m. Coffee Hour.
.EACH OTHER WHAT EACH-OF
Tuesdays:
. Vespers, 6:30 p.m., weekly _
J
'
Prayer Breakfast, 7: 15 a.m."'
6:oo·p.m~ Snack& Song Session
US
WANTS
·
TO
(every
HAVE
two weeks)
*
(Bi-weekly)
Wednesday s: Commuter's Bible Study, 2:00 p.m.
PEOPLE ARE LONELY BECAUSE
J~esdays:
··; 8:00 p.m. Folk Son_g Choir
Seekers' Class, 2:00 p.m.
.
Wednesdays: ·
11:30 a.m.-1:30,p.m. Soup .:&
Thursdays:
Lunch served at the Baptist
THEY BUILD WALLS -RATHER
I.
.- ,
· Sandwich Lunch.
I' .
Student, Cen'ter, 11 :30 to 1 :30 '.
.
.Chair of Bible Course, 6 :30 p.m.
THAN BRIDGES * A FRIEND.IS .
· • 7:30 p.m. lnquirer~s Clas·s
Fridays:
Friday Forum''' (once a month)
SOMEON
E
WHO·
LEAVES
YOU
..
_Fr. Kevin Stanley, Chap·l(]_in _· ·
"' Watch for announcem ents concerning time and dates
- -WITH ALL YOUR FREEDOM ·1N _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TA~T, BUT WHO OBLIGES YOU -- - - - - - - - - - TO BE FULLY WHAT YOU ARE * WHATEVER SEPARATES MAN FROM LOVE CAN'T BE OF GOD * WHAT DOES THE
; LORD REQUIRE OF THEE BUT TO DO JUSTLY AND LOVE MERCY* WALK HUMBLY WITH
;L
THY GOD * THE MOST HUMAN EXPERI·
ENCE ·OF DIVINE LOVE IS THE AWESOME
DISCOVERY OF ANOTHER IN ANOTHER SELF, .
A FRIEND * WHAT YOU ARE IS GOD'S GIFT
'; . rn You, wHAT You MAKE oF YouRsELf .
.
1s YouR G1Fno GoD * uFE 1s A MYSTERY
TO BE LIVED, NOT A PROBLEM -TO BE SOL- .
VED * ONLY WHEN WE SEE BEYOND OUR
· LIMITED WORLD CAN WE REALLY cHANGE
IT * SACRIFICE 1s THE ONLY LANGUAGE
.
;-~- _LOVE CAN SPEAK AND LOVE IS THE ONLY MEANS OF -FILLING T~E HUMAN HEART * THINGS GO BETTER · WITH
~.. , LOVE * THOSE WHO WORK
FOR PEACE ARE HAPPY.
., Go·o WILL CALL THEM HIS
SONS* OPEN
YOUR HEART
,,
T.O CAP_
TURE TH~ JQY OF
.,.,
t..-.::.
r: ·.• ~-- c!t -~=-;,:;~
· iF ·-:-= ~· -~·- i-:.:_·.
, , ·-__ ~ :J'l-~.:.1"\D·
·Y .-* KEE f0i ·McI: GOING
7
\:1 ::•
,.,..,
V A
CATHOLIC STUDENTS
LORD * _THE GREATEST -GOOD
W.E CAN DO FOR OTHERS IS
Father Austin Mullin - Chaplain
· (Catholic Student Center)
NOT JUST TO SHARE OUR·
13005 N. 50th Street
RICHES WITH THEM, BUT TO
Phone: 988-3727
METHODIST
REVEAL THEIR RICHES TO
Mass ......... . ... . .. ... .... .. . 9:30 a.m. Sunday
Mass (Folk) ... . .. . . .. . . . . ..... 11 :00 a .m. Sunday
PRESBYTERIAN
THEMSELVES SMILING AND
Vigil Mass ... .. ... .. .. .. . . ........ 6 p.m. Saturday
Confess-ion ½ hour bef ore masses on request.
ENJOY THE MIRACLE OF NOW
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Mass ........... ...... . .... .. . . 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
Charismatic Prayer Group . . . ... . 8:00 p.m. Tuesday
* LOVE
ISN'T LOVE TILL YOU
,
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST
Mass ... ... . . ....... . .. . ....... 5:00 p.m. Wednesday
Search Meeting .. . .. . ....... .. . 8:00 p.m. Wednesday ,
GIVE IT AWAY * THE MAIN
all meet at the.University Chapel
Inquiry Class ........ . .. . ....... 7 :30 p.m. Wednesday
THING
IN LIFE IS NOT TO BE
Mass . . ... . .. . ......... . . ...... 5 :00 p.m. Thursday
Fellowship 988-1185
Newman Club Meeting
AFRAID TO BE HUMAN *
Contempora ry Theology ..... . . . ·.. . 8 p.m. Thursday
Mass
... .. ..... . .. . .... . ....... 8:00 a.m. _Friday
l 0:30 Sunday - Morning Worship
FEAR NOT THAT· YOUR LIFE
Newman Social Event ..... . ..... 7:30 p.m . Friday
5:00 Sunday ·_ Fellowship & Dialogue
SHALL COME TO AN END, BUT
Beginning Sunday Sept. 26, 1971 there will be a special bus
8:00 Wednesday - Community
service to the Episcopal Center.
.
RATHER FEAR THAT IT SHALL
On Sunday morning for the Episcopal services the bus will leave
October l & 2 - Retreat "The Meani_ng
the center at 8:30 a.m. and. make the following stops:
NEVER
HAVE
A
BEGINNI
NG
*
. of Christian Commitm ent"
8:35 a.m. - In front of Argos Center
8
:40 a.m. - In front of Andros Center
THE-· CREATOR HAS MADE A
8:45 a.m. - Oppos ite Fontana Hall
Bible Study For the 10:30
WORLD, COME SEE IT* WHEN
Coffee House
Episcopal Service:
10:05 a.m. -·Argos Center
10:
l O a.m. - Andros Center
YOU LOVE SOMEONE, YOU
Encounter Groups
· 10: 15 a .m. - Opposite Fontana
Draft Counseling
LOVE HIM AS HE IS *
For the 6:00 p.m.
Service:
5 :35 p.m. - Argos Ce nter
Yoga ·
5:40 p.m. - Andros Center
CELEBRATE THE DOING RIGHT
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
5:45 p.m. - Opposite Fontana
AND BEING RIGHT OF YOUR
Latin American Studie•s
For the 9:30 a.m.
Social Action
Sunday
Catholic
9:05 a.m. - Argos Center
HEART * HAPPINESS IS
Mass:
9
:10 a.m. - Andros Center
Building is open 9 a.m. - 11 p.m. daily
9: 15 a .m. - Opposite Fontana
ANYONE OR ANYTH·ING AT
Ray DeHainaut
For the 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday
Catholic Mass: 10:35 a.m. - Argos Ce nter
ALL
LOVED
BY YOU * A
Bob Haywood
10:40 a.m. - Andros Ce nte r
10:45
a.m. - Opposite Fontana
PERSON
IS CONSTANTLY
Ministers
All students will be returned after the services.
CALLED UPON TO CREATE HIS
OWN FUTURE*
.
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SHOUT FAITH
LIVE HOPE
and LOVE
ONE ANOTHER
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God Is Love Is God
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Aegean' schedules seniors
for yearbook portraits

Expected draft changes clarified,
new students · may not be deferred
The Selective Service Sys- pected in September.
Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, Selectem today clarified expected
Service Director, said;
tive
undergradon
policy changes
"F·ew incoming freshmen stuuate student deferments.
College students who were dents are likely to be inducted
enrolled full-time in the in the near future because of
1970-71 academic year will be the student deferment phaseeligible for student defer- out. Of the 1,034,000 incomments in the 1971-72 school ing freshmen males estimated
·· year if they continue to make by the Office of Education,
sa:tisfactory progr·ess in their approximately 80 per cent are
programs of study, Selective 18 years old ·and only 20 per
cent , are 19 years of age or
Service officials said.
.
older."
men
YOUNG
HOWEVER,
who entered school for the - "The 18 year olds will refirst time this summer and ceive their lottery numbers in
those who enroll as freshmen ·1972, and they will not be subthis, fall will not qualify for ject to induction until 1973,
student deferments if the when draft calls · should be
pending changes to the Selec- low."
"THE· 19 year old freshmen
tive Service Act are passed by
Congress. The· House has received their lottery numcompleted action on the bill bers August 5 of this year and
and final Senate action is ex- will be subject to induction

,.

Foritanar .DeSoto become
private business concerns
with a landlord-tenant relationship and without university supervision," he added.
THE BALIS will notJ>lay a
correctional or punitive role
in their relationship with their
residents, but the management reserves the right to
evict any reiiident who does
not abide by the rules of the
Halls.
Visitation is from 1 p.m. to
1 a.m. during the week and 1
. p.m. to 2 a.m. on weekends .
For those who do not want
visitation, the first and second
floors of DeSoto Hall have\no
visitation. A spokesman for
the hall said tl1ere were several openings on these floors,
but that the visitation floors
were filling up rapidly.
The cost of living in Fontana or Desoto is $407 for one
quarter with the 15-meal plan
and $442 per quarter for the
plan.
20-meal
'

Fontana and DeSoto Halls,
,. formerly under University su- ·
,· pervision, are now operating
as a private business concern.
"The Urliversity and the
~
~ Halls' · management agreed
,. last spring that the· separation .
' would be beneficial , for all
concerned," said John Howell,
manager of the Halls. "Fonta~ na and DeSoto will .operate as
, a private business conce~n
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NATI ONW IDE·
-~+---:-,BUSINESS MACHINES
4043 W. KENNEDY 1 block east of Lois

i

..

877-1968

LO()K! ~! these.prices
SCM Smith-Corona
Electric Portable Typewriters

[·

•to-- ----- ----- ----- ----- -ELECTRA 120

~

d-~-~~-~ r.1~ ~;
&"

Regular $179.S0
• l2 inch carriage
• Full office keyboard
• Steel carrying case
• 5 Year Warranty

ONLY
50

$15.5

ELECTRA ss·
/ USE IT

ANYWHERE!
Electric or
battery powered
(Rechargea ble)

Regular $189.50

ONLY
12-inch Carriage,
Solid State
Steel Garrying Case_
5-Year Warranty

•
•
•
•

$l59 50
ELECTRA 220
Regular $240.00

•
•
•
•

12 inch carriage
Electric Powe r Return
Steel Carrying Case
5 Year' Warranty

Save an additional $5.00 when USF
PhotoJD card is presented

authorize the induction of
those registrants who hold or
have beld deferments. In this
unlikely event, Selective Service officials believe that
manpower requirements of
the Department of Defense
probably could be met by inducting ·those young men who
have recently dropped deferments because they graduated, dropped out of school, or
::hanged their occupations.

next year; at least one-half .
should have hig enough lottery numbers to· preclude
.their induction. Of those re:
mammg, approximately 50
per cent will be disqualified
on mental, moral or physical
grounds.
"This means that a maximum of 50,000 men will be directly affected in 1972 by the
student deferment phaseout
and one-half of these, or 25,000
will probably not be inducted
because of enlistments in
Regular, Reserve or National
Guard units, participating in
commissioning programs or
because of procedural delays. " ·
DR. TARR said that college
students will not be drafted in
the middle of a semester or
term. "If called while enrolled, they will be allowed to
postpone their lnduction until
the end of the semester, or
term. If in their last academic
year, they will be able to postpone their induction until
after graduation."
:Or. , Tarr advised incoming
freshmen and students who
started their program of
study in the summer of ]971
. or later not to file applications
for student deferments even
though the current Jaw authorizes granting deferments to
students in full-time programs
of study.
"If the pending · Selective
Service legislation does not
pass," Tarr said, "it would
not be in a registrant's best
interest to obtain a student
deferment which would extend his liability until age 35.
Should Congress change the
legislation to provide for
deferments for new incoming
freshmen, which is most unlikely, applications for deferments will not be jeopardized
by delaying their submission
until after passage of tne new
·
law."
THE PRESIDENT'S authority for the induction of all
men under 35, except for
those who have or who have
had deferments, expired on
June 30, 1971.
If Co_qgress does not reinstate the general induction authority, the President could

Recept college graduates or
dropouts would make up the
bulk of inductions, the officials said.
THE OFFICIALS added
that cancellations of deferments probably would not be
necessary nor would it be necessary to call those who have
passed into .the second priority selection group,
Currently, there are approximately six million young men

Off-campus housing
scarce ·for students
Off-c~pus ho us in g is
scarce this year despite every
effort of the Off-Campus
Housing Office to match students with apartmepts, and if
desired, with·roommates.
Off-Campus Housing Supervisor, Eugene H. Walls, said
there are more new apartments this year, but most are
renting at prices out of the
typical student's price range.
Also, there are no rooms
known to be available in private homes.

that they "always have something" to offer, though it may
not satisfy the student's requirements as completely as
the student would like. '
There are still available
spaces in Fontana and DeSoto
Halls, and some single apartmen ts renting at $155 a
month , doubles at $180 a
month. Also, some students
with apartments have applied
for roommates.
Inform ation is available at
the Off-Campus Housing Office in Argos Center 229, ext.

Senior portraits will be
taken by nationally known
Delma Portrait Studios in
University Center 204, 9
a .m.-6 p.m.

under age 35 with deferments.
of
500,000
Approximately
these normally lose their
deferments during a 12-month
period. -:fhe largest groups of
deferred men are those who
have received fatherhood, occupational or student ·deferments.

An appointment must be
made beforehand. For appointments and more information stop by Language Literature 472 or call ext. 2679. One
day will be set aside for portraits at the St. Petersburg
Campus.

SENIORS INCLUDE those

sh,ldents graduat_ing with a
B.A. and-or M.A. through August 1972.
Drapes will not be used for
the portrait that will go in the
Aegean, but will be provided
for personal use.
The portraits will be taken
free of charge and seniors are
not obligated to purchase any.
Proofs will be mailed back
within 10 days an·d students
should return them to Delma,
not to the Aegean Office.

:

BOWLING LEAGUE
FACULTY, STAFF, AND
WED. NITE 7 P.M.
STUDENTS WELCOME "
STARTS OCT. 6
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING SEPT. 29, 7 P.M.
•

Grab your team!
FLORIDA LANES
10400 N. FLA. AVE.

Ph. 932-6161
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JC suspends
student paper
By PAUL WILBORN
Of The Or•cle Stall

Citing budget cutbacks and
complaints about content,
Dean of Students Wesley
McClure has suspended publication of. the Wooden Horse,
St. Petersburg Junior College •
student newspaper.
McClure would _not specify
the complaints about the
newspaper's content, saying
he wants to tell the studentfaculty publications boru·d the
· · details; ·rather than have
board members read them in
a newspaper.
HE SAID he hopes the
board of · publications will
meet by the end of this
month.
"The budget <;_utback was a
factor,'' McClure .said. "A
major factor was that by almost all standards and opinions of the academic community - the students, the faculty and the community this
college serves - there was
dissatisfaction with the Wood~
en Horse and its operation."
years 'ago
A student poll
showed student dissatisfaction
with the newspaper, as did
complaints made last year by
a Veterans group and several
student groups; McClure said.
"IT IS supposed to be a student newspaper, but instead,
it is an opinion vehicle for a
handful of students that have
run the paper," he said.
McClure said the blame
entirely with the
doesn't
student editors.
"The college has failed the
Horse staff by not providing
an effective base for a news-·
paper," he said. "A student
newspaper should be not only
for dissemination of news, but
also for a learning experience. It is unfortunate that we
don 't have a • journalism department."
COMPLAINTS ABOUT ad. vertising for abortions and
for contraceptives "weren't
major, but there were complaints," McClure said.
The student editor for this
term hasn't been appointed by
the publications board, nor
has a staff been chosen,
McClure said .
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KARMANN GHIA Coupe, 1432. Automatic stick shift,

a ir cond itioned, radio, radial tires, Willow Green, balance of factory warranty ••••• • • _ . .... .. .. ..... . ... . .

'71
'71
'70
'70

VOLKSWAGEN

23109

Pop Top

.

$AVE

Kamper, fully

equipped and a one owner, balance of fac tory warran-

ty .. .... _...... _...... .. _...... _.. . , .... ... ..... .
$AVE
VO LKSWAGEN 3113 Fastback. Automatic trans., air
cond., radio, heater, ba lance of factory warranty. Sto ck
$AVE
# 1587..... . .. ........ - . ........ .. ........ .... .. .
1431 KARMANN GHIA COUPE. 4-spd. trans., radio,
heater, red finish wit h block interior. Balance of factory
warranty! . • • ..••... . .•••. . •...•. . . .. .• . . ...... ... $2097
VOLKSWAGEN Ka mper. Fully equ;pped and a oneowne r. Hurry! ..•. ...• . . .. . •.••......•••.. .•••.. . . .
VOLKSWAGEN 3613 Squorebock. Automatic transmission, rad io, heater and balance of factory warranty. ,
Stoc k# 1507.............. . _.. . .... - ... , .... .. . .•
VOLKSWAGEN 1131 Sedan. 4-speed tran,mission,
rad io, heater, factory cir conditioning, balance cf factory warranty. Stock # 1421. • . _.... ... ... .. • .. .. .. .

$3297

'70

'70

$2497

$2197

Wha t's inan a01 e?

Three great brews from one great brewer.
That's what.
SUTTON DISTRIBUTING CO. INC.
S301 E. DIANA
PH. 621-1371

,,

WE ARE PLEASED TO
ANNOUNCE THE

GRAND OPENING
OF ANOTHER

two

10027 CARROLLWOOD CENTER
PH. 932-2121
Open Mon., Tues., Wed., Sot. 9:30-5:30
Thurs., Fri. 9:30-9:00

Tampa's Newest and Most Beautiful
Ladies Specialty Shops

lie

.:.

FASHIONS

3964 W. HILLSBOROUGH
HORIZON PARK SHOPPING CENTER
Open Mon.-Sot. 10 A.M.-9 P.M.
Sun. 12 - 6

THURSDAY, SEPT. 23rd

HORIZON PARK SHOPPING CENTER
We Honor
BankAmericard
And
Master Charge

We at Pamela Arlhur's cordiall.y invite you to register for one of two $50 Gift Certificates to be given away
Oct. 1st. No purchase required.
Pamela Arthur's is your location for the utmost in personalized service and satisfaction with an accent on
value quality fashions, featuring the latest foll fashions with creative styling, meticulous detailing ond vibrant colors in Junior, Misses and Holl Sizes.
For exciting and distinctive clothing you con choose from such famous name brand lines as: A~t1 Ill, Aileen,
Bobbi Ann, Bodin Knits, Burlington, Burt Stanley, Butte Knit, Cassee Jr., College Town, En'c Jr., Delmor
Shoes, Devon, Donovan-Galvani, Frayne Sportswear, Grall, Henri of Dallas, Hopewell, Howard Wolf, Jantzen, Jennifer Dole, Jerell of Texas, Jewel's by Stonlee, Jonathan Logan, J. R. Handbags, Benjamin Nobel,
Lobel 4 Jrs., Lois Young, Magdeslan Bros., Moidenform, Marta'D, Mr. Fine, Red Eye, Riverside "7", Rontini
Knits, Slage "7", Terner's Handbags, Toni Todd, Searls by T(Trissi, Vicky Vaughn, Tom's Body Shop, Westbury fashions, White Stag and Wimzee Jr.

.- ..,

30Day
Lay-Away
Plan

,

,., ..
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Doctoral program goal
to fill research. needs
said, and "I think it will pro,vide a significant means by

"The program presently includes eleven students," Mazur

By ED CONWAY
o'tcle staff Writer

ll•A

HI STUDENTS! YOU ·ARE INVITED
/

FL£TCH£R

which public education in this
country will be improved."

Filling an ever increasing ·
, •need for r esearchers who can
l
'
•
.
~ ihelp school systems cope with
'expanding· governmental regu"'iations
. . and. demands by angry
,,_,
.t.f!tizens is the goal.of the USF
be absent during these periods of solemn obPhilosophy schedule changes
College of Education's first
servance.
James A. Gould, chairman of the Philoso.Students should make their absenc;e known
~;__ doctoral program.
phy Department, , announced the following
. .
_
instructors · in advance, if possible, or as
to
The program, urban educa- changes in the Philosophy schedule: Add PHI soon as possible following their return. Univer~
'
: ""
\ -tional research; features 90 to 311 :001, 4 hrs., Lan 123, 12-1 T&R, Foundations , sity ·offices are prepared to make necessary
of Philosophy. Taught by: Rev. Roger Rubben~ 135 hours of ad:anced grad~- nolt. Delete PHI 691 :001, 3 hrs. LAN 343, 4-5 R, arrangements for faculty and staff absent dur. ing the holidays.
' ate sttidyfincluding 48 hours m Phil. Movements. Taught by: Bruce Silver.
~ specialization, 12 in internship
Amoco awards scholarships
National Teacher Examinations
, -and 15 in dissertation.
Robert Curtis Johnston, a graduate of
College seniors preparing to teach school
• JOSEPH MAZUR, the .pro- may t ake the National Teacher Examination Southwest Miami High School, Miam,i, has
.,• gram's director, said it was on any of the four different test dates an- been named the 1971-72 winner of the Amoco
nciunced by Educational Testing Service (ETS) Production Foundation undergraduate honors
ii designed to CQJ:le with probscholarship in Geophysics at USF.
; lems presented by rather re- nonprofit educational organization which preThe award was announced jointly by Mr.
pares and administers this testing program.
•
J. Barr, foundation vice president,
Kenneth
teachprospective
the
for
dates
The testing
~ cently enacted governmental
S programs and by active cit- ers are: Nov. 13, 1971, and Jan. 29, Apr. 8, and . and by Mr. Wendell J. Ragan, chairman of the
. July 15, 1972. The tests will be given in nearly Department of Geology· at USF.
K izens groups. He said "the
Johnston was selected by University offipublic schools and other edu- 500 locations throughout the United States .
a nd the University will administer the
cials,
large
many
by
Results of the tests are used
~ cational agencies in this counaward. Southwest Miami High receives a $200
~ try don' t have- the capability school districts as one of several factors in the
.: tg engage_ in systematic i~- selection of new teachers and by several states grant from Amoco Production Foundation to
use for the purcha'se of scientific equipment:
, guiry µ,to and development for certification or licensing of teachers.
The Foundation is placing 16 freshmen
SOME COLLEGES require all seniors inand evaluation of educational
tending to teach to take the tests. The school scholarship recipients in · geology, geophysics
programs."
tal systems and state departments of education and engineering science at 15 universities this
t
F . i'
. which use the examination results are listed in fall. The scholarship program started in 1965,
,g?verhnm~n,
t arr '!d recen
•
b
h. h
'ti d S
ac s a~ programs, owever, . 1 afl
core Users w 1c may e- and now supports 66 undergraduate honor
a e et enh e
'fu · ti""
· -~· th t th
'
ETS
t
"ti
db
.
b.t
.
.
•• require: , a_ d i ese h nc · vns
scholarship recipients. Amoco Production
.
1 . , o rune y wri ng o
.Prospective teachers should write to the Foundation, Inc. was established by Amoco
• be pe~ Qrtmeb. ffdsc ~o
! tedmsTarh, fod e--1e era Y un_t- ' school system in which they intend to teach,-or ·Production Company, the domestic Explora· on w hic h ex- tion and Producing subsidiary of Standard Oil
~ 11 ·
. co
•, ef . . f'e e era
eges, f or specifi'c a dVJCe
. d·- t, · th e1r
h governmen
1
0
mt tea· . aminations they should take and on which Company.
J .tns .~cts~'thas .ehven
:
1
e. c; 00 s ~ en- dates they should be taken.
, ea 1 Wf.1_
Gen Tel Awards scholarships
Th e Bulletin of Information for can dida tes
for feducational
•al
t · 1
,, gage da d.itors
Telephone Company has awarded
General
O
contains a list of test centers, and information
on Y manci / ; - an C
to USFl students for the
scholarships
four
about the tests, as well as a ·Registration form.
1 accoun mg.
1971-72 academic year.
~ C o m '. in e these deve1op- . -Copies may be obtained from college placeRecipients of the General Telephone Com·men.t s :wmi militant groups ~ent-offices, sch~ol personnel departm:nts: o·r pany Scholarship are Lynda Louise Smith, an
; who as~- for i n c re a s i rt g directly from _National Teacher Exammmations, eiementary education major, and Charles
j arnountj/ of information and Box 911, Educational Testing _Service, Prine.e- I;)avid Hulme, who plans 'to become a minister.
l services,!1and the schools find ton, New Jersey 08540.
Both are freshmen.
Girl Scouts seek v~lunteers
tt:iem~e1y~s in -a very_ critic~l
The recipients of the General Telephone
l t.,;ction. fThey need informaAll-Employee Chorus Scholarship are Cheryl
The· Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. are looking
tion _ in' quantities never· be-·
Diane Hulme, a junior in pre-med and Frederfore requj.red ....: to base de- for volunteer staff members for their 1972
M./
Wider Opportunities. The events ar~ nation- ick Chester Peterson, a sophomore in pre-med.
, cisions on.
The recipients' parents are employed by
wide, and volunteers may work at more than
. _:_bf
Telephone.
General
MAZUR SA:ID that Clarence one in a summer. For more information, con:
JetCouncil,-37100
Scout
Girl
Suncoast
the
tact
of"edudean
acting
• Hunnicutt;,
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INFORMATION
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EXCHANGE.
BANK

USF
FOWLER

\

FOR FULL SERVICE BANKING.

BUSCH BLVD.

~'LET US BE,YOUR
BANKING HOMEn
\

\

FOR SAFETY OF FUNDS
PAY BY CHECK

r

/syr

J

A NO MINIMUM BALANCE.
OPEN
.
SPECIAL CHECKING ACCOUNT
.FOR STUDENTS
.

!

,

ONLY 10c PER CHECK
WHY PAY MORE!!

t

•

l

9385 56 thSTREET
TEMPLE TERRACE

OCT Alumni meet

•

Manker, ton Avenue, Tampa.
Charles
and
•~ cation
.i
The Off-Campus Term Program asks that
-"'ot-·•.e<lucation,
! _dean
associate
- ·
·
all former OCT . students I come to a meeting
Jewish Hplidays observed, .
began 'ft\ prqgffllll and that
•
The Jewish High Holidays, Rosh Hashoi:iah scheduled for Wednesday, S~p~. 29 at 2 p.m. in
~ the Colleges of 'Business Ad•
: ministration and . Social Sci- and Yorn Kippur, Sept. 28-30, will be ?bserved University Center 252E.
·
·
·
ences -ha~e been ;'quite tlelp~ · _by a ~ubstantial n~ber of the Uni_vei:sity stu- . · They plan to elect officers, form an adviso--_.
.
. .
l•
dents ?Jid faculty. _I~~£tors,,_.qe ~esttg. te1_ : ry__group and discuss publicity prQjects. Other...
cc,.. -: .
f ful" in f_s<d_~ o__
,
,
.
~ give ,consideration to J.ewish students Whl) ~ ideas will be welcomed.
~.. • · -=_
,
. .
•
The College of Business As}- I;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;:;:;::;:;::;:;::;:;::;:~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;:;:;::;:;::;:;::;:;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;::;:;:;;::;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~--i"
~ ministratj:on has designed a
' special ~ourse which places
(
, emphasi~ on, the management
} process · including decision
( making, . control, instaJlation,
~ evaluatiofi and leadershipi ''. -.
\

J
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Things Start To 'Move For You •••

i

"Manqgement is quite im• portant · to . this type of re',, search beca use it is usually
ff the school adJninistrators who
, will rbring their problems to
• our gra duates and interns.
\
• Our program will, hopefully,
1 make researchers more sensi• • tive to management prob.
., lems," Mazur said.

:

.

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK

;

SOCIAL SCJENCES has de•~ veloped a course which will be
lj taught by a
selected staff
t
\ from anthropology, · political
1 science, economics, sociology
d hist~ry and will present
~
_ dominant research methods
T"lmd -problems in these fields.
! Local scliool systems have also
~ cooperated in providing for
: irtterns who have researched
'r. such problems as busing.
'I (·
• ~ '· · Mazur said "a major differ~nce between our program
a nd others is that we're att tempting to develop researchI ;ers who can work in e duca~ •tional settings including pub' lie schools and not only in col! J ege offices as ·do so m any
.,• ,doctoral recipients.
~
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e is a growing need
.
•,, for"Ther
who can proresearchers
;v~de 1 e a d er sh i p in offc o 11.e g e situations.
'
,campus
, Our program has been devel- ,
: oped from an a nalysis of
.~these resear chers' needs. Our
;doctoral candidates will study
~h?w research relates to plan,ntng, development a nd evalu; ation. I think it's also unique
, in our pulling together of vari• ous disciplines to assist in our
:goal. The program's courses
' will also incJude computer
languages and capabilities
and demographic (population
· g_eography) analysis," h e
,said.

'

When You Switch To The Bank
Where The Action Is I
.

.
1

,
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P rospective members of the
should atS : tend tryouts which start Satur_~day, Oct. 2, Coach Wes Bert ner announced.

! · 1971 USF golf tea m

!

•,.

! . : In order to qualify, students
1

:must meet NCAA eligibility

: ' rules and have a thre~ or
,

..

.

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK

~ ~ Golf tryouts set

:

.

TJ-fE BANK WITH THE PhD ([e]roud and [b]appy f.Qlepositors)

i

I

'

ipvVLER AVE. af30th St.• P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/971-5700

better ha ndicap.
.

J •

Interested golfers should
sign up at the pro shop by
~ Sunday, Sept. 26, Berner said.
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M_EMBER F.0.1.C.

USF Information Booth ;
·said 'terrific time-saver'

THE ORACLE-U. of South- Florida, Sept. 22, 1971

\

, Senator McClain files
anti-drug_legislation-

......

\

.

students, McCle.ndon said. to visitors, and they have
" Parents and visitors can get pamphlets concerning activi.,
the name, address, . class ties both on the USF campus
schedule and home phone of and in the Tampa Bay area.
Also, if the booth doesn't
any student enrolled at USF
and delivery trucks can get have the information, they can
explicit directions to any refer the caller or visitor to
,. someone who can provide the
building on cam;ms."
answers.
loss
"Can you imagine the
to
e
inc9nvenienc
and
time
of
SINCE THE booth's 1970
visitors if they had to drive opening, staff members have
around campus looking for a distributed 15 to 20,000 camperson · or building, and the pus maps; it also stocks USF
countless USF personn~l they catalogs, schedu1e sheets, and
would · disturb before they housing inform·ation .
finally received answers to
Two direct-line phones _ to
their questio'ns ?" McClendon the booth , are located in the
Administration Building lobby · ·
asked.
If notified, the booth staff entrance, and in the University
can also give seminar and Center lobby, or call ext. 2235
campus meeting information or 2509 .

.

.

Sen. David McClain has
prefiled a bill amending "The
Drug Abuse Education Act of
1970" to include drug abuse .
education and rehabilitative
services for Florida's 28 community colleges, including all
of the vo-tech centers, and the existing law, there 9nly
Florida's 9 ·state universities. exits i~ our public schools an
.

'

i

.sG members on,
.

.

show

-television

'

'

• Hot Pants
• .Dresses

• ~ Skinny.Ribs
• Bikinis
(

1 •. .SEPT. 24, 25, 26
.
ENGINEERING AUD. (ENA)

.

"

·{3aa & ~ 2616·/ i ~ ,

-~ HIRVY
·alUillR
FOX
VIRGIL
WITH

··;;t .PABLO LIGHTS
l

~

•

I>

' ALL-BACH PROGRAM

RODGERS TOURING ORGAN
.,

..

NEWYO RK

PR@ - ..

J

\

,

j11usifll
.'

USF's FACULT.Y
CAN .ACHIEVE
. . . Due Process-in Personnel Practices.·

..
..

-

. Meaningful Participation in
lnstitutional·oecision Making.
. Professional Security

I

.But not without a strong campus
organization with state and national
·support.
Organizational .meeting of the
National Society,of Professors

,,
I

The 1971-72 Artist Series is a showcase for Excellence, featuring some
of the finest talent in the country. You are invited to enjoy these outstanding performa nces by World-Famous Artists.

• DANCE THEATRE OF HARLEM

8:30' p.m. Friday, October 8, Saturday, Octobe,r 9, Theatre-Auditorium ·

• MARCEL MARCEAU/ Pantomimist

Oct. 26, 1971
7:30 P.M.
Brown Bottle at Schlitz

8:30 p.m., Monday, November 15, Curtis Hixon ~all

·• HEAy_y ORGAN; Virgil Fox with Pablo·-Lights
8:30 p.m., Saturday, January 15, McKay Aud_itorium

• NEW YORK PRO MUSICA

8:30 p.m., Tuesday, February l, Wednesday, February 2, Theatre-Auditorium

• THE ROMEROS, "Royal Family of the Guitar''
8:3.0 p.m., Friday, Morch 31, Saturday, .April l, Theatre-Auditorium

• NO PLACE TO BE SOMEB9DY, Off-Broadway Hit
8:30 p.m., Friday, Apri"I 7, Saturday, April 8, Theatre-Auditorium

ii/II
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Football heads Quart.er l int ramurals
I

.

.

WOMEN

By JEAN HAR:t\fA '
Special To The Oracle

Intramurals at USF are an integral part of student life.
Beginning first ·quarter with sports such as football for men
and basketball for women, the intramurals program ' continues throughout the year and 1s carried through to summer
quarter.
Any student c~rrying seven or more credit hours may
participate with a fraternal society. If a student is residing
on _campus he -or she is eligible to play for his floor . Any
student not included within either category can organize an
indepepdent team or call the intramural office_and be placed
on a team.
I'
'
ANY STUDENT organization may file a formal application to inter a team. · ·
·
Atflvity points are awarded on basis of participation. and
additio a1 points are awarded to the winners of each event.
There are three divisions for women; 1) organizational 2)
dormitory 3) independent.
Men's categories are broken down into five divisions. 1)
Fraternity Gold Division 2) Fraternity Green Divis!on 3) Fra-.
ternity White Division 4) Resident Division 5) Independent
Division.
AT THE end of each academic year the top two I-M point
finishe!'5_ in the Green Div_is~o!1 replace t~e l~w:~ \ rn:o I-M ·
point fimshers of the Gold diV1s1on. The White D1V1s1on 1s generally designed for all fraternal organizations who enter second teams in football, volleyball, basketball, and softball.
Fraternities are -urged to enter as many teams as possible In
all sports.
Individuals desiring to officiate for the intramurals sports
can do so by contacting the I-M office. A small financial compensation is awc\.l'ded for each game officiated.
A mandatory Athletic Chairmens Meeting will be held
Sept. 27, 2 p.m. All organizations who wish to participate in
intramurals this quarter must send a rep~entative to this
meeting.

Entry deadline
AGµvity
Oct. 8
Basketball
Oct. 8
Tennis

Period of Activity
Oct.. 18
'""
Oct.11

Track and Field Oct.· 22
Nov. 3, 4
Archery
Nov. 12
Nov.17, 18
Practi.ce sessionsJor Activities:
Basketball:
Oct. 11-14

,.··

.
f

Sorority Rourid Robin :i?racticeTournament- Oct. 11-14
Track and Field:. Nov,. 1, 2
Archery: '. ~
Nov. ~5, _16

MEN
Period of Activity
Activity
Entry deadline .
Oct. 4
Sept. 29
Nov.
Football
Oct. 4
Nov.
Sept. 29
TableJe1mis
·sept. 29- .. Oct. 4
Nov.
Paddleball
0ct. 6
Volleyball
Oct. 11
Nov.
Nov. 17
·
Nov.
Cross country
12
Requited clinics:
Footba-11 - Sept. 28, 29
. Volleyball
Oct. 5, 6
Athletic Chairmen meeting - Sept '2:7, 2 p.m.

26
26
26
26

·.SpoTIS ~'1:/i/8s~·, ·"
begin program
I

I

By MlKE COHEN
Special to The oracl~

You don't have to be a star
athlete to compete in athletics
at USF.
• There il;e presently i5 active
campus sports clubs offering
everything from archery to
karate, and weightlifting to
1 modern dance, for interested
USF students.

THE ATHLETIC department also has facilities for
~oftball, golf, tennis, fishing:,
handball, canoeing, paddle_ball, bicycling, basketball,
and track.
Sports clubs are organized
and operated by those students interested in a particular sport. They plan their own
activities and . workouts, run
athletic clinics and sponsor
tournaments.
MANY OF THESE clubs
also participate in intercollegiate competition.

Presently active clubs at
USF include archery, modern
dance, ' gymnastics, j u d o,
rugby, water ,skiing, weight•
lifting, saiiing, sports cars,
synchronized swimmng, shodokan karate (USF Karate
Club) , Yoshukan Kar ate
(Competitive Karate), women's exq:amurals, Yoga, and
Wrestling.
Dr. Nelson Butler, coordinator for recreational sports, ·extended an invitation for USF
students to use the University
facilities and sports clubs and
intramurals to their best advantage. Dr. Butler has also
emphasiz~d the welcome addition of new sports clubs,
formed under the auspices of
the sports club council:
F or further information· on
sports clubs and other athletic
facilities at USF, contact the
Intramural Sports Dept. or
refer to the Recreational
Sports Handbook.

Has USF adopted a . football team?
NQt ex~ctly.- Btii' the University o{ Tampa a.thJetic qirector,

opener Saturday night against Louisiana Tech. · Dr. Dick
. Gus Dielens, said Tampa would like to "capture the student
Bowers, athletic direcior at USF, ha-s said he is considering _
spirit' at USF and cheer the Spartans as if they were their , ways to reciprocate when USF's basketball team starts 'i ts
owa
teani.'' • pSF students were admitted· free to the Spartans
I

.

.,,.

varsity season in December. Unfortunately, ·the Spartans
were defeated. by · Tech, ZS-2-0, spoiling • Bill Fnlcher's head
coa ching debu~ with Tampa. · .

: °.'G(oupies,' Film Art Se_ries opener:
·, freaky ·side of rock folio wers,.
'

./

(

.

By WALT .STEIGLEMAN "
·.Oracle Activities Edilor

"Groupies" h he next movie
in the USF 1 Film Art Series)
is one of those movies ··that
would make any popcorn
lover and concession stand
frequent staJ'. , giued ·to his
seaf. H_neyer lets up.
T p i s pseudo-documentary
explains many intricacies,
· good times and unpleasantries
in the dizzying existence of
the rock cult.

Gro upies: gir~s with own va_l~e·s.

•tion -of a p9blic place to an en. tire ·night or longer of intiIl}ate partying - all per•
formed with detached feeling
on everyone's behalf.

pains · to boast about who they
will "be with" next and what
they will do - like football
coaches. in pre-game discussing how they will trounc~
their next opponent. ,

Any onei groupie•!:_OCk star'
pair (or· threesome, foursome,
· etc.) will never develop what
the "outside ,world':., would ·
ever consider to be a meaningful relationship. The young
people involved are simply
determined to find a good"
time. '.

Although it is never stated,
the film makes it evident that
groupies don't make love,
they have sex (groupie vernacular is based upon a few
choice words extracted from
a bathroom graffiti dictionary).

HAVING A GOOD time
means l:.leing as vitally and ,.,
physically involved as possible-that demands sex, marijuana, drugs, dope and whatever else can be used as a
source_ of stimulation. And
tha t's where their music fits

GROUPIES ARE the " girl
.
'
friends, " "mascots" or
,· "sleepmates'.!.... of rock musicians who congregate in the
several rock mini-Meccas in
the United States and other
countries. The girls get their
kicks through association with
their heroes, the big ni;imes.
To a rock musician, a groupie can mean anything from a
quick good time in a restroom
or some other secluded sec-

/

in.

1

There is no deep-rooted affection between groupies and
their guys. After a busy evening one cilque gathers to discuss-the . events of the preceding night; comparing notes on
how good this guy and that
guy are. They take great

PERHAPS THE most intriguing scenes of . "Groupie"
center on the unusual collection and hobby of a Jopfinhaired groupie named Cynthia. She , i~ part of a group
called the Plaster Casters and
her unique hobby was born
from that n_ame.
In her spare time Cynthia
plaster casts the genitals of
rock music stars as "a lasting
memorial to their art.'' She
has quite an impressive
collection.

One part of the film deals
with the homosexual male
groupie p_opulation on the
West Coast (San Francisco's
very lean in the sex depart•
ment") .
THE ROCK l\UJSIC background in " Groupies" is ex~
cellent. Performances by Joe
. Cocker, Terry Reid. Ten
Years After and other big
names are featured through~
out the film , providing an
audio setting that lends conti·
nuity to the entire movie.

Groupies , have a limited
span ot' interest ("If he
doesn't strum a guitar or
think like a sex maniac, he's
a nobody.") However, ·their
own little illusions of shar ing
the glory of big names in rock
music by becoming the means
· to a good time for their
heroes provide intricate and
mind-arresting drama and
humor.
And this makes for a very
worthwhile movie.
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·Summer Theatre· scores

'Funny Girl' nexfr
••
on movie ((Jgenda:I
~
;
;
:
:
~
•

!
'

"Funny Girl,", "My Fair Sharif, Sept. 24-26. This is the
Lady," and "Butch Cassidy story of Fanny Brice, and her
and .the Sundance Kid" head- rise t<;> superstardom.,
"Butch Cassidy and the
line the boxoffice biggies in
the UC-P_rog~ant·C~uncil' s·fall Sundance Kid" will be shown
next. This warm and humor·
weekend movie series.
First on the age!Jda (Sept. ous story of _Western cops anµ
17-19) was ' '.Jge," a recent hit robbers stars . P aul Newman
•. and lwbert Redford and plays
release.
THE SECOND _filp:f-'offered dct:1-3. '. - · : · ,
will be " Funny Girt;" with ~ NEXT ON · SCREEN (Oct.
Barbra Streisand and Omar 1?-17) _is another space pie0

t

,.

WATER .BEDS
$25.90
TAPES

'

.

,

. ·BLACK LIGHTS
-$24.90
REPAIRS

$4.00

·o ··.

ture, "Marooned," filmed in
Florida. It fictionalizes the actual 1problems and ramifications of the U.S. space effort.
Dustin Hoffman portrays
Ratso in the sixth film (Oct.
22-24)- of the series, "Midnight
Cowboy." Ratso joins his
cowboy friend in a search for
Flotida · through the streets of
New York City.
On Oct. 29, Henry Higgins
and Liza Dolittle come to ·USF
•in the a c a d e m y awardwinning spectacle, "My Fair
Lady." This is perhaps the
most widely-acclaimed of all
classic Lerner and Lowe musicals. Starring Rex Harrison
and Audrey Hepburn, -"My
' Fair Lady" broke box-office
records throughout the coun-

.

- try:

. ,.

.

·.·

At _. the . beginning of last Tampa campus, " West Side Side Story" from across the
· Summer ·T h·e a tl e · USF Story" took off with its com- state :
studentOf
" . : . ,the concept of a pro fiaunched the<, in.,novative and P 1 e m e n t
. ambitious p'roJ·ect; of· present- professional actors, musicians
and technicians on its state- essional-amateur stage pro·
·
sepa.'rate···ifroduc. ing • three
w1'de tour t hat saw 41 perfor- duction of such an ambitious
.; • 1 • ,
•
nature has to be applauded . tions, one of which was a mu- mances in six cities.
· s1·ca1 sch edu1ed ; t o •t our the ' Meanwhile, back at Theatre more than J·ust applause is
called for." - St. Pete Inde·
USF, " The Happy Time" and pendent. "The voices are all
.. •
state.
ALTHOUGH T.HE 1inal tick- "Member of th e Wedding" excellent." - St. Pete Times.
et tallies haven·,:1: yet been continued the feS tiVal for one "Blockbusting entertainment
..compiled, it is ·e yident that week each, earning an abun- . . . handsomely staged . . •
. the 19TI Suminer·TheatrJ Fes- dance of critical praise and ilillJlensely exciting . . ." Orlando Sentinel. " A onevery few pans.
tival was_a ·major'success.
of-a-kind experience ..." began
FESTIVAL
THE
AS
•. ·' • ·' 1
•
THE ,)!~ffMISF? .was sim- to draw to a close- the votes Jacksonville Florida Timesple: give Tampa audiences began to come in for "West Union.
·three excellent productions - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and share the wealth a little
bit throughout the state; a nd
MONOGRAMS
at the same time provitle st u& Bags
Needlepoint-Yarn
dent performers with professional experience working
dlongside professional actors.
11615 Florida Ave. a_t Fowler
Ph. 935-8168
1

KINGCOMES TRIMMINGS

perf9rmers ,• ~.-. ·t
Student
..

.

After a week's run on the

·ca.rol Bischoff (seated), · Joyce WaHish a.nd Elay_ne Boosler
were_ part of the summer' t-Our ·of ''West Side Story."

Ex-adcl:ic-ts, ·Mao ·
Piographer -slated

$. 88

3.

~,cords :- •• ~......

All $4.98

\

··Ar~_y~u in<'need qf sp~akerJ1 We h,i~d
c.:stom,b·oxe.s;.desigQed·for. maximum
~ .-.~

with 'West Side Story' tour

A QUEST for "the perfect
wave" provides the s~tting for
"The _Endless Summer," another award-winner, showing
.
.
·,
List
Nov. 5-7. This movie involves
two surf~rs and their interna, .
j
-'tional· pursuit of sun and surf.
Goldie Hawn earned a "best
supporting actress" Oscar for
1
her. 'contribution to the ninth
speak a nd answer questions
Hy ROBERT LANGE
.wet::kend movie, ·"Cactus
on March 8.
Special To The oracle ·
·. ~lower." -Walter Matthau also
.
I Two of the scheduled :;even
_T he ~S~ Lecture s~ries
stars in this comeQy,hit, pre- events in the · Florida Center
for the Arts 1971-'72 Lecture . n:1es to brmg to the Umv:r•
sented J:,fpv. 12-14• .•
s1ty lecture~s of . reputation
!'Last Summer," a .stocy of Serj.es have been finalized.
teen-age love and heat will be - o · Nov 18 and 19 Mara- who have things v1~al to say
shown N:ov. 19-21. The four tho: Hou~e · a grou' from to students and faculty," said
young stars of · this flick all Boston, will ,present a ppsycho- Dale Rose, _Progr' m Develop.
earned.· critical acclaim' for drama in the gym. On Friday ment Coordmator.
theiz:-j)erformances.
aftetnoon they will conduct . THE LECTURES Commit.. - ~APPING UP the series, group sessions on drugs for tee t ries to bring in. not only
Thanksgiving weekend, will any interested students.
the '· ."hot" speakers _but the
be " The Committee," a 1969
THE MARATHON HOUSE knowledgeable speakers as
comedy-think hit. ·
m~mbers are predominantly well, said Rose.
· Elise Jordan, P r o gr a m ex-addicts.
Mrs. Phyllis Marshall, coorCouncil Adviser, 1 said that
Edgar Snow, leading author dinator of Studehf Organizamost of the. films will be pre- on ·china and official biogra- tions and Lectures Committee
sented. )in.. the new Language- pher of Mao Tse-tung, will member, said, "We try to get
Litetatnre Auditorium. ·
come to tl:ie Tampa campus to a balance of left and right."
. The- two- ~xceptions, "Endless Summer" and "Last
·1
Summer," ...will be shown in
Why. do some women \:'{ant to watch their.husbands.
.· ·
"" make love to another woman?
F ine Arts-Humanities 101, said
Miss Jordan.
~
~~111 .,: istbeir
SAID that ·other activi~• wnr tiesSHE
butoallt·
~
i
had rese·~ eiJ the auditori- 1
.
i
um for those dat es.
Most shows "\vill begin a t
7:30 and 10 p.m. Tickets ~ay
Marceau; worldbel pprctased. at the d~r/ for J).. Marcel
sof cents ,vith ID. Due to the- ~renowned pantomimist, \vill
·- lengths of certain film,, the highlight the live performance
·second showing may begin ·at end of , the USF "artistic"
'
.:
·.
10:30p.m.
entertainment spectrum this
.
Then the wife
Then •..
year. He will appear Nov. 1~
<
I
at Curtis Hixon Hall as ·part
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT
.,
..
.
of the .d:971-'72 Artist Series. ,
.
.
•
LEADING OF¥ the serieSj
•
Oct. 8 and 9 will' oe the- Dance
Theater of Harfem, performing o'n Centre Stage. This
· troupe is at once a ballet, jazz
and contemporary d a n c e
·ranking among the
company,
Cocoa Beach / Winter
c .o m p a n i e s
classical
first
Park
whose choreographers, dancSoon Tampa
ers and contributing artists
2204 $. Dillf! Mabry
ar.e predominantly black. .
strumentalists who interpret
On Nov. 15 Marceau's world the great music of the middle
cif whimsy will unfold at Cur- ages and renaissance..
· ·tis Hixon.
ON MARCH 31 and April 1
The third artists presentaRomeros, " Royal Family
the
tion will be a uniqu-e combina'
guitar," will offer the
the
of
tion of the classical and the
talents. According to Time
contemporary called "Heavy
Inagazine they are " indisputaOrgan." ·
bly the best guitar ensemble
"HEAVY ORGAN" will
America."
in
transpose the awesome elecThe final production of the
tronic squrids of Johanri Sebastian Bach into a dazzling Artists Series will be the
atmosphere of psychedelic forecful off-Broadway play,
lights a nd . colors engine·ered "No Place to Be Somebody,"
April 7 and 8. The play examby Pablo Lights.
In marked contras t to the ines the hopes, despairs and
psychedelic Bach presenta- desires of various characters
tion, the New York Pro· Musi- "hung-up" on life in New
ca will come to ·Tampa Feb. 1 , York's West Village.
Season tickets for the entire
and 2.
Now in their second decade series will be available at the
of performing, the Pro Musica Theatre box office through
is a troupe of singers and. in- •·. Oct. 4, for $15.

Authorized ElECTIPHONIC-dealer

-big

sound performance, featuring ·.·. ..
•' · "Karelson" and "Folded ·Horn
Enclosures.'; SPEAKERS (-15",:12'~, etc.) ·
also sold separately"

2934 N. NEBRAS -
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TQAN UNDERPRI\J'.lLE~:GED CHILD
MAYBE ITS JUST HELPING PEOPLE

to top -Arti~t ~eries
L

!t.·

;~~
· t ·:

Marcel

, JT,_

..

MAYBE IT'S BEING A FRIEND AND TEACHER

Ma·r ceau

'l-i
, ·,

......... _ _
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r,
-~
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WEIR-
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IF YOU CARE-·- SHOW IT!
THE CHILD~EN OF TAMPA NEED YOU
fL.-1' .
I

•,

• ,:;· •

INQUIRE AOC 218
EXT. 2099

.,

I

, ·"Fa.ntastic! The Mickey Mouse Club
grows up and rapes the American Dream.
Beautiful, terrifying and real."-Pe·t er Boyle
"I loved itf These are the women·
of tomorrow.-"-Andy Warhol

I
Maree Marceau<

~ -" 1/~ ..

Jeons. Slocks. Shirts. Jackets. Socks. Western Wear."Boots.

.,a

r

Starring

·

-

.

Miss Harlow, Cynthio·P. Caster, Goldie Glitter
And~ea Whips, Patti Cakes, Lixie & Katy
.

·. Joe Cocker and The Grease Band
TenYears After featuring Alvi11 Lee & Co.
Terry Reid Spooky Tooth

,,.,_
~.

W rang lerR eons at
•

I

and ,

FRIDAY, SEPT. 24; SATURDAY, SEPT.'25; SUNDAY, SEPT. 26

.

UNIVERSiTY DEPARTMENT STORE, 4909 f. BROADWAY, TAMPA, FLA. PEEPLES CLOTHING, ZEPHYRHIUS,
FLA. LOUIES DEPARTMENT STORE, 1902 E. BROADWAY, TAMPA, FLA. HOOKERS DEPARTMENT STORE, PLANT
CITY, FLA. ·FLORIDA DEPARTMENT STORE, 119 S. HYDEPARK, TAMPA, FLA. ERICKS, 4th ST., WINTER HAVEN,
FLA. BLACKS ·D~ARTMENT STORE, PµNT CITY, FLA. ASHMANS DEPARTMENT STORE, BRADENTON, FLA.
BEALLS DEPARTMENT STORES, BRADENTON, .AND OTHER FLORIDA LOCATIONS•
...
. ..
..--. ,.. ~ : . . ,.· ·. . .
.:...

HEALTH F·OODS
OWNED & OPERATED BY USF STUDENTS

6:45, 8:30, 10:30 P.M. Engineering Aud. {ENA)
ADMISSION $1.00
FILM ART SERIES

FLA. CENTER FOR THE ARTS

.
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Mackey talks weekly
on WUSF 'Access'·
USF Pres. .Cecil Mackey
will continue efforts begun
-. last year to keep lines of communication open to all mem' bers of the University com. munity through a series of tel~ evision and radio programs
· beginning tonight on WUSF., FM (89.7 mh) at 6:30.

~

Film Classics to start Oct. 13;
subscription .tickets available now

affairs, and Chief. Security of
Campus Jack I;_>rehle , appearing on future programs.

WUSF-TV, Channel 16; has
programmed two shows during the fall schedule, "Emphasis," on alternate Wednesday evenings at 7:30 beginning Oct. 13, and "University
The radio program, called C?nversations," which will be
"Access" will be a ired every a separate monthly program
Wednesday at the same time
and will feature a telephone featuring members of the
· · questioning format. Listeners Board of Regents and other
· may call the program while it important visitors to USF.
is on the air at 974-2215 with "University
Conversations".
any questions concerning the may be incorporated in the
,- University.
twice-monthly
''Emphasis''
The schedule for " Access" ' program if scheduling perincludes USF's three new vice mits.
presidents·, Dr. Joe Howell,
student· affairs; Dr. Carl
Bill Neville, student news
Riggs, academic affairs, and director for WUSF-FM, will
Albert Hartley, administrative host each program.

This hoppy musician

HUNGRY?

Heston loses as
Ea,rth's last man
By BOB JEROME

/

',

''

.. .

is a character in "Fellini's Satyricoli," Oc~. 13.

- - - - - - -- - - -- -

,,

son's "I Am Legend," this
Special To The Oracle
science-fiction offering makes
The larger-than-life screen a valiant attempt to reconcile
personality of Charlton Heston its divergent elements - the
is well served by his new adventure of a man alone
film, "The Omega Man," against a blood-thirsty enemy
which orice again puts him in and the Larger Issues of
the unenviable . position of science and its culpability in
being the last man on 'earth. destroying the world.
Ironically, an earlier film
The setting this time is Los
version
of Matheson's story, a
Angeles, circa 1977, after
cheap
Italian
job called "The
germ warfare has killed off
Last
Man
on
Earth"
with· Vinall of the populace except a
cent
Price,
offered
more
exdying breed of hooded figures
citement
and
suspense
in
its
who cannot see in the daylight
depiction
of
human
vampires
and Heston, who roams the
1:30 P.M.
deserted streets s h o o t i n g stalking their prey. This outthese crazed half-human crea- ing the filmmakers attempt to
tures before they destroy him. intellectualize their villains,
who view Heston's dedication
BASED ON Richard Mathe- to science as the ultimate
crime in a diseased world.
There is also a truncated romance which allows Heston
the luxury •of finding the last
wom~n on earth, a tough-·
talking, gun-toting female who
joins him in hiding.
beyond comparison!
Rosalind Cash, a new black
actress,
plays this role with a
UNIVERSITY PLAZA
sassy charm which helps to
30th -at Fletcher- Minutes From Campus
brighten an otherwise dour
drama lacking the spark of
believable fantasy that made
Heston's previous adventures
on the " Planet of the Apes"
SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE •••••••••• 79~_
so inviting.

STOP BY THE
BAPTIST
STUDENT
CENTER

.

,/

LUNCH SERVED EVERY THURSDAY
.. 11 :30 to

ONLY soc call 988-6487

-.m ·oRRISOnJs

....

CAFETERIA .....

Two. showings of "Fellini
Satyricon" Oct. 13 will initiate
the Film Classic League
1971•72 series of select motion
pictures.
ALL OF THE movies will
be presented on Wednesday
evenings in the new 484-seat
Language-Literature (LA N)
Auditorium.
The 7 and 9 p.m. screenings
Oct. 13 will mark the premier
"first run" showing of "Satyricon" in the Bay Area. The
film is a sophisticated expose
of pagan Rome.
On Oct. 20 a BritishAmerican offering, "Oh, What
A Lovely War," will be presented hvice, at 7 and 9 p.m.
This is a 1968 success depicting the futility of war.
"Closely Watched Trains"
,vill have two showings Oct.
27.
"TRAINS" APPEARS on
the surface to be a story
aQout the Czech railroad, but
it i~volves the examination of
humanity. When this movie
was produced in 1970 it won
the academy's Best Foreign
Film award.
Ingmar Bergman directed
the next film in the series,
" Passion of Anna," which will
screen Jan. 12, 1972. "Anna"
is the tragic story of a woman
and· her tumultuous second
marriage.
Next on the classics agenda
(Jan. 26) is "Teorema," directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini,
an Italian master who claims
to have "but one idol, and
that is reality." The film is a
look at the varied relationships that develop between
each member of a household
and a mysterious young visitor, played by Terence ("The
Collector") Stamp.
"TEOREI\IA" won the Best
Film Award in 1968 from the
International Catholic Office
for Motion Pictures panel at

the Venice Film Festival.
This film, and all the remaining movies in the classics series, will be shown only once,
at 8 p.m.

I

.,

¾-LB. SIRLOIN STEAK

-·-----··-··-$1.69

with Cl~oice of Potato

I
I
I
I

f
-I

SUNDAY

Morrison's famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, Dressing and Gravy ...... 69c

MONDAY

CHUCK WAGON STEAK -----·····--···---···•

65¢

lU£SDAY

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE ·- -·-··-···-·-

89¢

I
I

WEl)NESDAY

BROILED LIVER
& STEAMED ONIONS ••••.••.• . ..

79c ·

1·

THURSDAY

CUTLET PARMESAN -·---····-··-··-·---··----

89¢

I

I PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I

I

U.S. PRIME ROAST BEEF-·--~·-----·----

Carved to order

·I
I

'

I

89¢

I
I

I'

,

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP ----·--·---•

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE

99¢

·--·-···----=-·· 79¢ ·

·- --~-- -------I

CHILD'S PLATE-----------·-··••-'-'-------····-··(12 or
under accompanied by parent)
.
,

49¢.

_J

WANTED
the

JAMES GANG
and·
COUNTRY JOE✓
McDONALD
PLUS WHITE SPRINGS
Three Notoriously Heavy' Acts

REWARD
.:

~

~ ...
.
'

,
.

.

.

.

.

Tickets may be purchased
from Mrs. Phyllis Hamm,
Film Classics Secretary, LAN
259, or at the UC desk.

"My Night At Maud's",
winner of. the 1969 N.Y. Film
Critics' Award for . Best
Screenplay, is the March 1
presentation. It is a study of a
30-year-old bachelor and his
femme fatale as they expound
on Catholicism, marriage, fidelity and other subjects.

Ride Mr.

THE APRIL 19 film is Jean
Godard's vision of he 11,
"Weekend.!'
This flick is stuffed ,vith
rage, violence, cruelty ...
and tender poetry.
"The Crazy Quilt," an
American film, rounds out the
Classic League series May 3.

Women, Women,
Women
Color, Rated X
/

Subscriptions for th~ nine-

THE

IN-FASHION
STORE

WESTSHORE PLAZA
NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKUM ST.
BRITTON PWA SHOPPING CENTER

I

FRIDAY
SATURDAY

l

film classic series are $7 for
the public, $6 for USF Foundation members, staff and
faculty, and $5 for st;d~nts.

The Feb. 9 Argentine offering, "The Hour of the Furnaces," was banned in Argentina. It depicts the revolution
of the exploited classes in that
country and it analyzes the
struggle for power.

r T;; ~;,;L-;'C;;N;-S;;,E;-F;.;U;;:-1

·I

3-B

CURTIS HIXON HALL, TAMPA
SAT., OCT. 2, 1971, 8 P.M.
Tickets $3.50, $4.50 & $5.50

Tickets available at Curtis Hixon box office
Sears (Tampa, St. Pete, Clearwater, Lakeland)
Belk's .of Britton Plaza, Tampa • El Motel, Brooksville
Pine Hills Music Center, Orlando
S iok Shak (2) • Rat's Hole, St. Pete

~Experimental Nameone
thi_ngthat
filin series hasn't
gone up
·opens Monday sbtcel950.

''FORBIDDEN FRUIT''

By WALT STEIGLEMAN
The Oracle Activitie.s Editor

A new feature has been

_added to the Film Art series
this year. ~
Although it appears to be a
pint-size version of the Film
Art Series, the Afternoon or
Experimental Film Art Series
may prove to be a sleeper.
This mini-series will open
next Monday with " The Father," starring Burgess Meredith.
During the same hour another short film, "Sean," will
also be shown.
ON OCT. 11 (films will be
shown every other Monday)
one film will take up the allot•
ted time. It is the story behind the making of "Fellini's
Satyricon" as told by Gideon
Bachmam1, Fellini's official
biographer.
,
"The Case of of the Mukkiness Battle-horn," is an insane Peter Sellers spy spoof
to be presented Oct. 25.
Also on this program will be
"AI-YE", an interpretation of
man's'1lniversal voyages.
On Nov. 8, three movies will
be shown. First will be
"Brummer's," a scene involving a girl meeting her boy··· frie_nd at 11- snack bar.
"LANDSCAPE of the Body"
will be the second film that
afternoon .. It is a visual p<;>etic
description of the human
cycle of life.
Rounding out the day will
be "Saturday Symphony,"
Saturday afternoon at a college football game.
The last moVie in the experimental afternoon series will
be "Max-Out!", follo,ving the
troubles that a black man en•
counters after his release
from prison.

1._________
Try. Try hard.
The o nly thing we can think of
is what we make. The Swingline
"Tot 50" Stapler. 98¢ in 1950.
98¢in1971.
And it still comes with 1000 free
staples and a handy c;irrying
pouch, It staples, tacks and
mends. It's unconditionally
guaranteed. It's one of the
world's smallest staplers.
And it's the world's biggest
seller. Could be that's why it
hasn't gone up in price in
21 years.
If you're interested in something
a little bigger, our Cub Desk
Stapler an_d Cub Hand Stapler
areonly$1.98. Both Tot and
Cub Staplers are available at _
Stationery, Variety and Colleg'e
Bookstores.
·

The Swingline "Tot 50"
98¢ in 1950. 98¢ in 1971.
If you can name something else
that hasn't gone up in price
since 1950, let us know. We' ll
send you a free Tot Stapler with
1000staples and a vinyl pouch.
Enclose 25¢ to cover postage
and handling.

s~
Dept.~
32-00 !li:iU111on Aw., long hlaad City. N.Y. 11101

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED
"WE GIVE RESULTS"
295 HUNTINGTON AVE.
BOSTON, MASS. 02115
(617) 267-3000

Our Cotton
Knit T-Shirt will be the "Apple of his
eye" shown with wide-wale corduroy
ieans. A winning combination.
.
I

T-Shirt

$5 99

It's easy to be fashionable

,

.

Jeans

$899

just charge it!
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HENRY'S

Dedication of the long-distance runner

COMPLETE FOREIGN and DOMESTIC
CAR REPAIR SERVICE

Hertz explains cross country :strategy

FAST SERVICE .
28 Years Experience
ALL MAKES, MODELS

USF'S DISTANt,'E m e n
ahead of their runners.''
Phone 971-9161
He be·gins the first of his "depth,'"' Hertz said.
By NORMAN GOOGEL
their season Sept. 23 at .
open
aspects
other
outlined
Hertz
15
to
can
7
we
WAY
work-outs;
two-a-day
"THE ONLY
13614 Nebraska , Tampa
The Oracle Sports Edito r
Florida State. · Four tough
mil~s in the morning, 5 to 7 win is if we 'bunch' our run- of his strategy: "If you want
discount to USF Students
10%
scheduled:
are
11Jeets
home
A clamoring alarm clock inmiles in the afternoon, 70 to ners together at the finish," to win you must run with the
Air
9;
Oct.
Tech,
Georgia
pack. No matter what pace·
terrupts his dream - though 100 miles a week.
he said.
Force Academy, Oct. 30, !- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . ! .
the frontrunners set, you must
still dark outside, a trim fig,
strate~
his
explained
Hertz
of
dedication
·
the
.
IS
SUCH
•
while also hosting the Junior
stay with them. If it's a fourure slips into sweat clothes.
_US_F 's . cross country _runners.. gy: "In cross country you can mile race then the outcome
College State Championships ;
: . Coach Gil Hertz will" have enter seven runners; but only may be decided after three
State University Championhis· top four run~e.rs, Cos\vell the first five finishers count in
Nov. 6; and the third
ships,
the miles."
USF Open Invitational.
_DePieza, Bob . Bro.st, Mili.e the scoring. However,
annual
HE CONTINUED, "Another
Godey and Mike Ogle, return- other two runners act as
In addition, there are seven
'pushers .' Tlie team· with the important element is 'con·
. : ·ing,from last year:
meets, including the
away
you
words,
other
In
t.'
t1f
wins.
. . . ~!though · -th~ Brahman's lowest amount of points
Daytona Beach Invitational,
opponents
your
follow
must
can
pushers
the
Therefore,
h,i.ve a strong,team, tliey Jack
Oct. 2; Aldridge Championadd additional points to the close enough so thstt you can
ships at Atlanta, Oct. 16; Calvaries
Contact
them.
opposing team if they finish watch
laway Gardens at Pine Mountain, Ga. , Oct. 23; Florida,
'
Oct. 26; NCAA Championships
at Wheaton, Ill., Nov. 13; and
the U.S. Track and Field Nationals, Atlanta, Nov. 24.
Hertz said, "All the dual
matches are tough. Florida
Cocoa Beach./ Winter .
.
Pcirk
1
and FSU will have strong
pa
m
teams again this year. GeorTa_
Soon
26
SEP·T, 24, 25,.
}
sophomore ,John Kiser, who was instrumen, Jly Y/\LERIE \VICKSTROl\1
gia Tech took flrst, second,
~e· Mabrv
2204
r- ENG.INEERING -.AUD~· (ENA) '·
tal ,in -the Brahtnan's successful first "season ..
.
Si>ecial To The Oracle
and third from us last year
-The f-irst pl~yer to s·ign was .Glen DuPont, . and I think we stand a good
~
•
~:-t5,
USF's ~agers, str~ngthened by' p~o]J1ising '.
.
.
6-6, from Gulf High,,School in New Port Rich'.
'
reci'uits and with all of last year's, scliolarchance . to · reverse the outsliip recipient$· returning, are preparing · for ; • ey. He led his:,high school to a 19-4 record,
Oct. 9 here."
come
averaging __ 23 points and 19 rebounds per
.·
practice beginning Oct.15.
continued, . "Air Force
He
. Accordil)g_to -NCAA rules, this . is the ~ar- , ·_ game. D)JPOl)t is an honor student and plans
will be tough, 'but
Academy
·
.
liest .date thiit practice can begin. Walk-Oiis · ; to study medich;1e.
this summer
Brahmans
the
Pa.,
Verona,
of
6-4,
BONNER,
WIJ,LlAM
.Four
.
are invited to try_· out at this -time
longer disrunning
been
have
Bonforward.
and
guard
at
USF
help
should
and
scholarships'
given
been·
have
fre~hmen
.- AT NORTHGATE
for this
preparation
in
tances
.
Veroat
ner scored 1;600 points in two :years
the1e ate numerous -Openings on the fr~sh'
.
per
year.'
··
rebounds
20
and
points
.30
averaging
na,
'man team, said ,Assistant Coach Don-Shiver.
.
game.
South Florida's two-mile,
_ LAST YEAR, the ··Bi,ahmans, in their ini. , The first junior college players to join the
figure 8, grass surface course
· tial season, ·chaJ.¾eli up )9 wins · with o!])y
USF- squad are Fred Gibbs, 5.9 · center, and
is also the site of the USF
fqur losses, playing ·other freshman teams
Robinson III, 6-.6½ guard~forward, both
Isaac
·
Open Invitationals. The meet
anq junior colleges,
from Cochise Junior College in Douglas, Ariis open to all universities and
•Thjs· year, however, _the Brahmp.ns begin
have both been
colleges, junior colleges, inde' a full varsity schedule. Coach Shiver said zona. Gibbs.' and Robins.onstrong
basketball
schooled in traditionally
· USF's· toughest opponents will be LSU, Wake ·
pendent athletes,, and the top
communities of Indiana. "We expect these
Forest, St. Bonaventure, Alabama, Missouri,
15 !Jigh school finishers , A and
men to be determined team, leaders, both in
Mississippi State, and Florida.
AA, for the state high school
' ;
'
and scoring," Williams said.
rebounding
run"
of
Shiver •said-last year's strategy
cross country · championships.
Another: new recruit is James Shoff, a 6-1
ning and shooting" will be continued. ·"It's
guard from Salel)'I, Ohio. He was an early
• tti.e cyp~ of game we like to play and the
signer with USF.
fans 1like to watch," he said.
ERIC ATKINS presents
The returning sophomores from USF's
obstacle
greatest
the
THAT
BE ADDED
1970-71 team are· Tommy Davis, Indianapo$22.9S
_.
he and Head ·Coach Don Williams encot.in1
!is, Ind., team high-point man; Arthur-Jones ,
tered while .recruiting new players was that
• Pre-styled-Pre -Set • 100% Dyne!®
rebound leader ; Rob Mineer, high
Mulberry,
players
"Many
USF is not well known.
• l ightweight cap-Uniquel y com fortable
comedy - drama
free-throw shooter from Louispercentage
to
them
get
could
we
if
4Jlpressed
be
would
• Plus C loira! 's o wn natura l colors a nd fashion serise
in
second
Kokomo,
Kiser,
John
ville, Ky.;
by Mort Crowley
visitthe caippus," he said.
rebounds; and Bill Lear, guard from
But Coach Williams and Shiver did land
Newcastle, Ind., the first player to receive a
some promising freshmen and junior college
basketball scholarship at USF. ~ob Frohman
transfers. Rick Chaplin, a ,6-5 graduate of
ENJOY BETTER LIVING WITH GRANTS CREDIT°
Cincinnati, Ohio, though not on scholarfrom
Western High School, in Kokomo, Indiana, is
the Brahmans last year and will
helped
ship,
is
Chaplin
sign.
to
•
player
?.M.
recent
the most
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M: T-0 9:30
be trying out for the team this year.
USF's second player fro_m Kokomo. He joins
fro111 one to 20 yards, -depending' on the individual runner.
In fact, some runners' contact
distance is 20 yards ahead of
their opponent.
Hertz will be depending on
veteran Ken Chorney to be his
fifth man. Behin_d him . are
Bruce Wilkenson an.d George
An<lrianos.
Coach Hertz invites pro~·
spective runners . to try out
with the team. "There are no
cuts; everyone runs," he said.
Those interested should contact Dr. Gil ·Hertz, ext. 125:

...·. ·STUP:F

· :to

WEAi·

~-f.

SBAKEY'S
UNCH-DF-LUNCB
all the pizza, chicken and salad
you can eat for

$1.39

Cagers begin varsity play;
new recruits toughen •team

s.

;,3~;'.i9:3~-p.;.,_:

The ClAtRO[ Wig

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARLOR
8114 N. Fla. Ave.

''THE BOYS IN JHE BAND''

What could

be more natura f!

l ·, • . '

· Opens Tues., Sept. 21, 8:30 P.M
at the,NE W CAFE THEATRE

Coloniaflnn, St. Pete Beach

------ =---- '----- --=-- ------ -

I . . .

.

I •

l

f . .. . ' . - ,

-1

NORTHGATE SH.OPPJ°NG CENT£R

886S Florida Ave.

$3.50· play and snacks ,,,_ bar.service.

f-

•

Basketball tickets
Applications for season tickets to USF Brahman basket. ball games are now being
taken, according to Richard
Bowers, Athletics Director.
A season ticket for the 11
home games, 10 of which will
be played in Curtis Hixon
Convention Center, is $22. A
site for the University of Missouri (St. Louis) game wlll be
announced later. Both Curtis
H i x o n and the Ba-yfront
Center in St. Petersburg are
booked for the Jan. 8 match.
Season ticket applications
can be obtained by calling the
Athletic Department, Ext.1
2125, or from Brahman Boosters.

Indtvidual game tickets,
purchased at the door are: reserved seats, $3; general admission, $2:50;· and. students
otil~r than · USF, $1.50. USF
students are admitted free.
Home games are:
Dec. 14 - U. of Florida
Dec. 18 :- Baldwin-WalJace
Dec. 20 - Southern Illinois
Jan. 8 - University of Missouri (St. Louis)
Jan. 13 - Florida A & M
Jan. 19 ::_ Mercer U.
Jan. 26 - LSU (New Orleans)
Jan 29 - U. of West Florida
Feb, 19 - Stetson U.
Feb. 22 - Florida Tech. U.
Feb. 24 · - J;lollins College.

-

'

Mat. Sat. 2:30 p.m. St~dents Half-pric e
and 50c beers. PH. 362-1011

I

,

Golfing fees set;
pl·ayi~g hours · slated
_
The student green fee at
USF's rugged golf course this
year is a minimal $1 for play
on Tuesday; Wednesday and
Thursday.
Weekends (Friday,Sunday) ·
and' holiday play will be $2said Wes Bern·e r, go!( pro.
Students must pre'selit valid
ID's and fee cards for play on
· the course, whose hours are
Tuesday-Friday, 8 a.m. to
dusk: and Saturday, Sunday
·and holidays, 7 a.m. to dusk .
.Starting times are required

EL!CX AN·GUS 3825 5. Dale Mabry
2304 E. BUSCH· BLVD.'.'

12-0z. Boneless N. Y. Strip . . . . . .

$2 99

DINNER INCLUDES:
Stea"1ing ba ked potato or french fries; fresh, crisp tossed salad with
Black Angus dressing, or cole slaw, or apple sauce; delicious hot garlic
french bread.

l

, 'SPECIAL
I/

LUNCHEON
MENU FROM
11:00 A."1.

,

* Fish*

Shrimp * Chicken Dinner .. . .. , .... From

Crisp Garlic Bread, Creamy Cole Slaw & Delicious
Home Fried Potatoes Served 11 A.M.-3 P.M. . . . . .
(Except Sunday)

Barhound Lounge

Biggest Drinks in Town ........... ... ,...
Also Draft Beer.

99

From $.89

i"'

',

Raleigh .
·Earth-mobiles
-are here!
You don't need snow, sand, surf·
orgas·10 hav,e fun on a Raleigh.
All you n_eed is a little earth. One
nice way to find out is on the new
Raleigh Sprite 27". Han.die bar ·
shift ,lever connected to 5-speed
or 10-speed gear and 27" wheels
for e!fortle·ss cycling. Come in ·
and see our full
lin e of Raleigh
bicycles.

FOR NATURAL LIVING-AA

$).79
$•

Jl; ,-..

. ':-: ... ~

OPEN FROM 11 A.M.

* U.S.D.A. CHOICE LUNCHEON STEAK served with

*

on Saturday, Sunday and holidays : 7 to- 9 a.m., 11 :30 a.m.
to 1:39 p.m., and 4:18 to ' 6
p.m.
Quarterly or yearly member. ships _ are available to students; faculty and staff at -the
·
pro shop.

RAIE ltHI
TAMPA CYCLE CO.
1605 FRANKLIN ST.

~rngiu'z
,n
Brandon
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Brahman booters aim for Oran ge Bowl
NCAA soccer finals will be
held prior to the Orange Bowl
, Even in England, where the football game.
HOWEVER, the road to
latest soccer happenings are
familiar to people as the Miami winds through a soccer
taste of fish and chips, USF's schedule tough enough to
soccer team has a fine reputa- make any coacfi leave a pile
of well-chewed fingernails
tion.
This year Coach _Dan Ho!- next to his scorecard.
The Brahman boaters must
comb's international squad,
which combines t a l e n t e d , conquer such rivalries as de•
players from St. Louis (the ' fending NCAA . champion St.
soccer hub of the U.S.), Eng- Louis, Air Force, Southern Il•
land, Ireland, · and the Baba- linois, and in this state, Roimas, is aiming for Miami's !ins and Jacksonville.
The Brahmans have already
Orange Bowl, where the 1971

By NORMAN GOOGEL
The oracle Sports Edilor

as

crushed Principia College,
11-0, in their opener in Illinois
and easily tamed Miami-Dade
South, 3-1, on Saturday. ·Today
the Brahmans play at St. Leo
College.
"THE BRAHMANS a r e
three weeks ahead of last
year in fitness and developing
as a team," Coach Holcomb
said, upon returning from the
team's successful four-game
exhibition season held _in St.
Louis.
The Brahmans lost their
forward line through graduation. Gone are Phil Vitale,
who holds the school scoring
record of 45 g9als, and Dan
Gaffney, the second leading
scorer and assist leader.
However, a host of promising freshmen have filled these
gaps admirably. But Hol-

comb's task is to blend· the
newcomers with the _returning
veterans.
THE BRAHMANS h a v e
their greatest depth ever at
goalkeeper. Ken White, a
freshman who tried out for
Ireland's Olympic team, is
competing for the position
with Gary King, a senior from
Moorestown, N.J. King, who
was unable to make the trip
to St. Louis for the · exhibition
games, improved as the season progressed last year, giving his strongest performance
against Navy in the NCAA regional play-offs. Ken White
gained valuable experience
working with the Brahmil!l
defense in St. Louis.
According to Holcomb, the
rest o~ the starting line-up
thus far is as follows: right

Sean O'Brien ( left foreground)
I

looks for help from approaching

STEAK

fullback - Mike Costello, Jr., all three of USF's goals were
St. Lo1,1is ; center fullback - scored in the second period.
Rick DeNike, Fr., St. Louis; Both McElroy and Kernick,
Left fullback, Russ Lail, Jr., who Jater injured his ankle,
Maryland ; right halfback . headed in their shots from
Gavin Turner, Jr., England ; corner kicks. Sean O'Brien
left halfbac:J{ - Greg McE!roy, bagged the other one on Gavin
Jr., Ireland; outside right • ei- Turner's assist.
Holcomb said exhibition
ther Jack Windish, Fr., St.
Lo_uis, Bob Hanna, Fr.,_ St. games with both Miami Dade
Louis, or Torn Fitzgerald, Jr., North and South were schedN.Y.; cent.er forwards, Sean uled in hope of stimulating
O'Brien, Fr., Ireland, and their interest in USF's soccer
Larry Grellner, Fr., St. program. The Dade teams
Louis; outside left • George have the finest talent in FloriUnanue, Soph., Ft. Lauder- da, he said.
dale; and outside right, Torn _ In their first home game
USF meets Florida PresbyteFitzgerald, Jr., N.Y.
Injury-ridden Steve Santos rian College, Oct. 2. The other
is a questionable starter this
year. Holcomb is also depend:
ing on reserves Dennis Sadler
and Dan Gartland.
AGAINST DADE SOUTH,

Brahman George Unan~e (right)
against Miami~Dade South.

CLASSIFIED ADS

at

HAMBURGE R
PRICES

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES
5

lines

(31 characters/line __ . $1.00
Additional Line . . . . • . .15
.90*
Repeated: 2-4 Issues .
More than 4 issues ..• .75*

four home g~mes are Jacksonville, Oct. 12 ; Miami, Oct.
16; St. Louis, Oct. 23; and Air
Force, Oct. 29.

The three remammg away
matches include Rollins, Oct.
9; North Carolina, Nov. 5;
and Southern Illinois, Nov. 13.

SOUTHEASTERN U.S. PREMIERE
SEPTEMBER 29 & 30, LANGUAGE-LIT. AUD.

ADVANCE TICKET SALE MO_NDAY, SEPT. 27, THEATRE BOX OFFICE

Medea.Maria Callas'first dramatic movie.
Directed by-Pier Paolo Pasolini.

- - - - - - - - - - - - Typist 11 COPSJ.2 secretary II-. Keypunch
Operator, Custodial Wor ker, A. v. Librarian, Lab. Technologist II , Program D1rec- ,
FLA, tENTER FOR THE: All.TS·
FILM ART SERIES
Purchasing Agent I, Personnel Tech- *Per five lines (31 characters)
tor,
-LAN: Phone 974-2620
For sale: 2 room eff. apt. Completely nician , 111 , Boiler Operator I, Personnel
-----'----'
furn ished, large fenced lot, fast sale Techn ician I. THE UNIVERSITY OF - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $8,000 cash . Must see to ·appreciate. Can SOUTH FLOR IDA IS AN EQUAL OP-

1. REAL ESTATE .

Weatherly P0RTUNITY

EMPLOYER .

For

further

: 1420 97th Ave. Corner 15th st. information contact Personnel Setvlces,1. Sirloin Str.ip •"•-· .• ••-.. .. ·"• •• •_•. 1.99 , · "935-7989.
. 25
FA_o _n_, •_xt_
-2-,-_-FO_R_R_E_N_T_____ _
2. Rib-eye ••••.••••••••••• •• 1.59
sale Co. needs aggressive students needing Money. Be in bus iness for yourself to
. ----------smvate
Fall
3. T-Bone •••••••••••••••• ••• 2.99 and
Take
Qtr. Phone 988--1371
more informa•
money!
Don't
tion,
4. 8-oz. Chopped Sirloin .. • . . • • • • 1.39 3. APTS & HOUSES
expenses . .• Waterfront home, 15, SERVICES OFFERED
5. Bonanza Burger Deluxe ••••••• 79c Share
paneled.
premises.
seaplane
sailboat~
Selectric. Will
Professional ·typist •
per month,
Call Jan. 248-5709.
6. 6-oz. Boneless Sirloin Butt •••• 1.69 resumes, theses,
- - - - - - - - - - - type
Call 971-6041. If no answer, 93J-.l552.
MISC. FOR SALE
7. Fried Chicken •••••••••••••• 1.39 6.Herman
20, PE'RSONALS
Miller Cha irs $60. Eames
and .steel contemporary design. 933-3694. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1
8. -Fried Shrimp Platter ·••••.•• ; • 1.59
have
your& corduroys in reg ulars & BELLS. Al~o
10. AUTOMOTIVE
Western hats. Only lo
shirts
--------•----5 boots,
9. Fish Platter ••••••••••••••• 1.59 1
Bermax Western
min.
resell

when

out of college.

_ . _ _ __ __
_ JO
Help wanted - Male or female - Whole-,

hel p f inance school or fun & games. True
wholesale pri ces _ You can double your
heed!
money. Xmas is coming.
For
pass up
call 839·7134.

fv:ale St_u~ents-Room for rent In
a1r-con_d1t1oned home. Imm aculate.
Wmfer

A-C. Close to USF. Good beach, • - - - - - - - - - - - on
ski.boat,
IBM
$75
etc.
term papers,

w~

4

This is

1967 Datsun 2000 sports car. 150 HP.,

from

LEVI store. We.

deni m

&
campus.

speed trans. Lucas drfving lamps, a ir Wear • 8702 Nebraska Ave.
horn, new top. Excellent condition with
only 42,000 actual miles. S1675 or will
•
consider compact car in trade. Call Lakend 813 68 -JJ_i_
ke.ts-,od-ay•_ I
1c•
-1._ _ _ _ _ _ _ ;;:;--yo-ur_F_ll_m_c•,a•ss•1c•s•,•
-'a•- • •--- 6Finest series ever. Students only S5 . Ctr
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Desk of Phil osophy Department Lan 259.
1
Used portable typewriters from $19 to STAFF VACANCIES
The following positions are to be filled by $59. Underwood, Royal, Smith Corona.
non-students: Clerk 1-4, Clerk 11 -4, Clerk Come in. See today . American Typewriter
.
111-1, Clerk TVPist I (11PM·7AM)·2, Clerk 2512 E. Busch

TAKE OUT - 10 CENTS EXTRA

21 MISCELLANEOUS ·

10009 N.• FLORIDA AVE., TAMPA
Come as you are! No Tipping

iust Juhiu·wruhmg <t!n.
BOUTIQUE

14. HELP WANTED

Telephone 932-3401

SENIORS!
ADI

thlB CHI•

mt

lndl• Trading.ls& Com-

••••••1 Aew. <ompl••••r

,,...., And tolllly aliit.

last lni1ia, fnlm th oN

auntly fortodlf'11...

p

entlon. c..atin In con,.
apt. Dau11., lit 11..

Now! I

1111. J•d lp,Ug. A uw

lllncttoa fol' th naw

. . . . tf far-noclills

•luxfaaliJN.

If you're planning to graduate before·JuneJ971, plan
your inteniews today.

OVER 100 FIRMS
Interviewing on Campus Qtr. I.
The labor market for college graduates remains competitive. The Career Planning and Placement Center is responding by assisting USF graduating seniors to enhance their job
placement opportunities through 2 new programs. They are
the Grad II computer placement system and career counseling through video tape recorder assis~ance.

CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT
USF OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

. FOR MORE tNFORMATION SEE US TODAY!

J.IBRARY 518 EXT. 2295 -

REFRESHMENTS SERVED
PHONE 971-0077

12802 NEBRASKA AVENUE

6-B
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. The Florida Center for the
·Arts will present the remaining six films in its fall . Film
Art Series on yarying days of
the week and at varying times
of the day.
Selected for their photog ·rap hi c or · tec~nological
merit, or for outsta{lding di-

Art films ·nam8d
for fall quarter

rectoral achievement, these
movies are widely regarded
as art in celluloid.
THIS FRIDAY, Saturday
and Sunday "Groupie," a look
into one segment of rock culture, will be presented. · The film will be screened at 6 :45,
. 8:30, and 10 :30 p.m. each day.

AMERICAN
MULTI-CINEMA
Presents!

Maria Callas stars next
Wednesday and Thursday in
the Pier. Paolo Pasolini classic, "Medea." It will be the
premiere . showing for this
movie in the southeastern
United States. -Showings will
begin at 7 and 9 p.m.
On Oct. 11, 12, and 14 the
Film · Art- Series will offer
"Fellini's Satyricon" (on Oct.
13 the film · will be shown as
part of the Classic Film
, League series).
"BRAND-X" is the film to
be presented Oct. 15, 16, and
17, at 6:45, 8:30, and 10:30
p.m. each day. This one is described as a raunchy parody
of normal television programming. In one scene the guest
on a TV panel show is to have
th~ players guess "What's My

,.,, ,.,, ,.,,

, ..

The c:oncluding movie in the
Sex?'' The movie includes
Abbie Hoffman, Miss Ultra fall Film Art Series will be
the 1969 international awardViolet and Candy Darling.
"Z." It involves the
winner,
,
ofbe
The next movie to
fered .(Oct. · 25 only) will be attempts of a journalist to dis''Pound ,?' 'directed by Robert cover the true circumstances
Dowriey. In this weird flick, surrounding the death of a pethe "Pound" is a kind of ani- destrian hit by a truck.
Tickets for eai::h film will be
mal· hell where all the occupants .are in human form and available in aavance at the
are anxiously trying to avoid Theatre box office or one-half
an imminent death. Showings hour before showings · at the
,vill begin at 7 and '9:30 p.m. dooP.
..

-TWIN BAYS 4 ·
42050 S. Dale Mabry
J

SEMINOLE 2 THEATRE

SEPT. 24, 25, 26
ENGl~EERING AUD. (ENA)

Seminole Mall, Seminole

6:45, 8:30, 10:30 P.M.

1--

REFLECTION
Pb. 839-7390

3812 Britton Plaza
I

,,

Self Motivation .
Edgar Ca)1:e · ·.

Witchcraft
" ·,. ·' -'AstrolotJy ·
Numerology
Psychic Sciences
Yoga Philosophy
-_ Mysticls~

UFO's

Zen
'
Eastern Religion~
.: Many Ot~ers
·,

I •

Check Next lssue:of The Oracle.
For .Announcem. ents of Fall-Class
,,. .
$chedule-· onielated_S~bie.cts_
,·

''

_,. VOLKSWAGENS
ARE THE ONLY
CARS WE
REPAIR! WE
HAVE TO BE BETTER!.!

COME TO

UNIVER$1TY
AUTO .REPAIR
For Fast, Courteous
and budget minded work

,.,, ,.,, ' ,.,,

-Paintings, prints, drawings
and bronzes, all part of the
Frank Rampolla Memorial
Exhibition, are currently ondisplay in the Library, Thea-

,,,, ,.,, ,.,,

For Partridge Family fans,
David Cassidy will be in
Tampa Sunday night for a
one-man show at Curtis
Hixon. Tickets are available
at the Hixon box office.

,.,, ,.,, ,.,,

· The
gram
open
p.m.

University Center ProCouncil will hold an
house tomorrow at 8
in UniversitY. Center

.

,.,, ,.,, ,.,,

A low-cost band dance will
be held Friday in the UC ballroom at 9 p.m.

,.,, ,.,, ,.,,

Tickets for the Oct. 15 .Jose
F eliciano concert will go on
sale Monday at the UC desk
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

,.,, ,.,, ,.,,

· The UC Permanent Art
Collection is currently on display in the University Center
Gallery, UC 108.

,.,, ,.,,

.

autumn fun . tirries
There's bound to be something ~n the entertainment
line to please everyone this
fall.
Whether your tastes lean to
the classical, to the contemporary or to t h e ultraconservative, you'.,re going to
run across _ something that
sounds interesting.
FOR THE HIP at heart, October at Curtis Hixon means
Jose Feliciano (Oct. 15) and
Chicago (Oct. 31).
October also means the
James Gang, Ike and Tina
Turner, and Country Joe
McDonald (the rest of the
group must have gone fishing) . .
And, in November, Cat Stevens will be here with Tea for
the Tillerman, undoubtedly,
still being followed by a
Moonshadow.

- where the ancient -Greeks
get a sampling of Women's
Lib.
And don't forget the inimitable harlequin Marcel Marceau, coming to Curtis Hixon
Monday, Nov. 15, as part of
the Artists Series.
If graphic~ arts are your
bag, you can lose yourself in
one of many fine art exhibits
where artists utilize every imaginable media from chalk to
bronze.
AND FOR THE bargainhunters there will be a sale on
folk and ethnic w o r k s
throughout November.
There will be something
doing for everybody.

Here is a sane and sensitive analysis of college
life which treats you as an adult. It throws out
the college stereotypes and gets down to the
subject at hand without bias~

HOW TO DO A UNIVERSITY was written by four
Michigan State University · professors in re- ·
sponse to questions raised by thousands of
incoming students.

Gllfml;j

ft speaks as freely and factually of marijuana
and sex as it _does tlie bl_urders of the Berkeley
administration during the Free Speech confron•
. tations.

One student, Barbara Hodgson of Mankato
State College said about the section on mental
health that she " ••• had Jelt every emotion cov•
ered in the section ••• not to any extreme de,.
gree, but enough to warrant concern and ••• to
app~eciale the knowledge that enough students
had gor e thrpugh the same thing to justify in•
ctusion in the book."

Straight talk
about college
and you

KNOWN FOR VALUES

It objectively probes the factors behind such
topics as Who Controls a University, racism,
study wessures, loneliness and depression,
sex, how to study and why _the grad ing system
may be stacked against you.

CAMERA SHOP

'WHY PAY
MORE?
KODAK KODACOLOR

PRINTS R~~~Lr

Low Price!

1s-~

Finally, it poinls out that if' you want to stay in
college, this is the chance in a lifetime 1o discover yourse(.f. You are rel'nov.ed from the-9 to
5 grind and the biased, if well-intentioned,
family and friends who want you to fit their preconceived image.

Of course, one student reviewer doesn't make
a good book. So why not leaf through it yourself
at the bookstore and see what you think?

HOW TO DO A UNIVERSITY
By Andrew M. Barclay, William D- Crane,
Charles Thornton, alf of Michigan State University, and Arnold Werner, Director, Psychi•
atric Serv'.c es, Michigan State University.

In your college bookstore in paperback.

plus negative developing cost
SPECIAL LOW PRICE . ON ALL
OTHER PHOTO WORK

. 24 HR. SERVICE

·lllilll·

JOHN WILEY & SONs7"c., 605 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016

GRANTS NORTH GA TE

. PH. 971-8783 .

PAST SKIPPER ROAD
./

t

SKIPPER

-""

N

I

.z::
0

FOWLER

FINAL
. EDITION

SUNSHINE
EVERY DAY

ON 30th .STREET
mENSION, JUST

FLETCHER

U.S.F.

AV.

~

The Apocalypse C o f f e e
House opens its fall season
Tuesday in the Empty Keg.

,

..

FOR THE NOSTALGIC,
.The Lettermen will perform
at Curtis Hixon, doi)Jg · th!! old
tear-jerkers and the new ones.
For those with a flair for
performing, the Apocalypse
Coffee House will audition
prospective headliners every
other Tuesday in the UC. Musicians and performers of all
types are being sought.
If you are a flick fiend, you
won't be able to resist the
Program Council's lineup of
fall movies: "Funny Girl,"
"My Fair Lady," "2001: A
Space . Odyssey," "Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid," "Midnight Cowboy,"
and others. Not bad for 50
cents.
OR, IN A MORE artistic
vein, "Fellini's Satyricon,"
"Passion of Anna," or Robert
Downey's "Pound."
For those with an ear for
fine music there wil be performances by USF's own peerless concert violinist, Edward
Preodor, by various faculty
artists, a USF band concert
and a "9ala Benefit Concert"
at Curtis Hixon by soprano
.
Elinor Ross.
For lecture lovers, the Florida Center·for the Arts has invited Edgar Snow, the official
biographer of Mao · Tse-tung,
to speak on. campus. Dale
Rose , coordinator for the lectures, has hopes of bringing
Norman Mailer or perhaps
William F. Buckley to USF in
the future.
IF YOU'RE the type who
enjoys real live performances
by real live actors and · actresses, check out some
Speech Department productions (such as "Adaptation,"
performed today and next
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in tJ:ie
Engineering Auditorium.) Also
be sure to keep an eye peeled
for the main stage production
·of .Aristophanes' ''Lysistrata''

Mysfo;al, Metaphysic al,iOc:cult, Bookstore and
Study Center

The Experimental Film Art
Series gets underway Monday
at 2 p.m., ,vith "The Father,"
starring Burgess Meredith,
a nd "Sean'• in Language Literature (LAN) 103.

(UC) rooms 255 and 256. Students will be able to meet
council members and join the
organization,

USF (!rea offer s
Oracle Activities Edllor

3978 W. Hillsborough Ave~

_.·.

,.,, ,.,,

By WALT STEIGLEMAN

HORIZON .PARK 4

"Gr_oupies," the s e c o n d tre and Teaching galleries,
movie in the Florida Center
for the Arts Film Art Series
"Funny Girl," with superwill be presented Friday, Sat- . stars Barbra Streisand and
urday and Sunday in the En- Omar Sharif, plays Friday,
gineering Audit_o rium (ENA) Saturday and Sunday at 7:30
at 6:45, 8:30, and 10:30 each and 10:30 p.m. in the LAN
day. Student admission is $1. 103. Admission is 50 cents
with ID.
,.,, •. '

Payments OnYour Own_
Townhouse Less Than Rent
PHONE

237-3 959

·nofuvootl'l\la ll91
FHA

236 COOPEAATIVE TOWNHOUSES·

AV.
30TH STREET AT SLIGH, TAMPA • MODELS OPEN 11-6 DAILY EXCEPT THURSDAYS
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HoWell unifies
student affairs
and' .procedures

•

By JOE GUIDRY

an_d Globetrotter, as Assistant
to the Vice-president for Student Affairs .

Orac1, Slaff Writer

It takes a special kind of nut
to fix a·Volkswagen.
Every last tool ond p_rocedu1 e y;e use_on your -~W y,os
e ither designed or a uthorized for the cor by the enginei:rs
who b uilt ii. ·
Every Josi nut hos to be lactoiy-opproved .
Including the nut wh o does th e fixing.
He's a gradua te of a VW service.school.
And he knows everythi ng there is to know about a VW.
Unless we make o n improvem ent.
, Then he goes right bock to school to 1leor~ o~out tha t.
Whal oil this nutty devotion lo sto ndord,zot,on odds up to,
of c ou rse, is service that's very efficient and ve ry sure-fingered.
So while a t first it seems a little insane, o n second though t
onything else would be crazy. . .

offers cailnections

CHARACTERISTIC of Howell's desire for unity, all Student Affairs departments are ,
now identified on the phone as
a section of Student Affairs.
Another new policy Howell
has introduced is to reserve
the title of "dean" only . for
department heads.

CANADY MOTORS
6202 E". Hill1borou1!i
Ph. 621-2411

Op11:. Wii; Tiil 9:00 P.M. . · . . . No _Ap.oi•tm11t1 Ntc1111ry
FIEE Customer Ji!lck-1p _o!MI Delhriry
'·

Ham radio club

special 'assistants to Student
Affairs. The students, Janet
Hogue and .Gary Jones, we1;_e
appointed _to make the office·
more "approachable" to students: They are tci find out
student feelings on various
problems and represent student feelings to the Student
Affairs staff.
· Another move Howell made
this summer was to unify Student Publications under Student Affairs · and name Leo
Stalnaker as director of the
'Office of. Student publications.
IN MAKING policies in the
operatioµs of student affairs,
Howen•~ · main <theory has
· been· to unify all the depart_ments that are in the Office of
Student Affairs.
The n i n e departments,
which range from Financial
Aids to Studen,t Health, now
worh: more closely with the
main office. The central offi\:e
makes final decision on the
· programs and practices of the
departments.
Howell said he wanted the
departments to operate with a
greater sense of the unity, of
their goals. He added the departments could help students
more effectively and operate
more efficiently with the Student Affairs Office's greater
centralization.

Since Joe Howell-tooki over
as Student Affairs vice presiIN THIS position Collier is
dent , a great deal of alterations have been made in responsible for .the handling of
the. operations and personnel student grieva'nces and serving the needs of minority stuin the Office.
dents
along with other adminOne of the first changes
Howell _made was to name - istrative duties.
Troy Collier, a former counIn· a n o the r appointment
_seler at Southern Methodist Howell named two students as

0

FILM CLASSICS LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

October

13 Fellini Satyricon {7 & 9 P.M.) ••••• ·••••••••••• ••• (Ital)

October

20 Oh! What

a

lovely
War (7
& 9 P.M.) •• ·•••••••••••
~-(Br)
. '
.
.
I

October

27 Closely Watched Trains (7 & 9 P.M.) ••••••.•••• ••• (Cz)

January

12 P~ssion of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) .....••••. -•••.••••• (Sw)
'

'

.•.

January

26 Tedremci (8
. I

.

pJe,.) ...... ·..•.... ; ... ·. ~ .·.... •.•.. (Ital)
.. -

Feb~uary

9 The H~ur ,of the J:"urnaces (8 P.M.) •_. ••• ·•••••.•••• : (Arg)

March

1 My Night at Mauds (8 P.M.) ~ ••••••••••• • ; ••••••• (Fr)

April
Maj

1

·19 Weekend ••• •

•••••••• • .

~

• • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • •

Memberships lay
Subscrj_ption .

'.

USF HOLi.DAY

SKI.PACKAGE
IN FRANCE

~299°0
l. Round trip air trans. from New York City.
:2. Overnight hotel accomodqtions.
3. Round trip transferes between airport and your ski
resort.

ADM1 02
AMERICAN · OVERSEAS TRAVEL CORP.
Your pn-Campus Travel Agency
*based on affinity ~roup of

fort:y:

·Outstanding Educators of · R. Kenerson, William E. MorAmerica (OEA) have choseh ris, Dr. Y. F. Lin, Dr. M. N.
13 USF faculty members to il'lanougian an d ' Professor
appe;r in their 1971 national Walter H. Krushchwitz.
awards volume. OEA .is an
Nominated earlier this year
annual awards program hon- by USF students and adminisoring distinguished men and trators, the people were sewomen for their exceptional lected for the honor on the
·service, achievements and basis of their civic and profesleadership in the field of edu- sional achievements. Guidelines for selection include an,
cation. '·
Those chosen include; Linda educator's talents in the classE. Erickson, Margaret Crick- room, contributions to reenberger, ·Patricia Howe, Dr. search, administrative abili' Robert W. Ellis, Jr:, Dr. ties, civic service and profes'Frecferic J .. Zerla, Dr. Charles sional recognition.
W. Arnaae, and Dr. William
· H. Taft. · Also included are;
Dr. James J. Sher)'Ilan, David

members plan to offer' free
classes in Theory and Morse
Code starting the ·second week
of this quarter.
Regular Monday meetings

are at 2 p.m. in Social Science
387, but Jenkins says that the
class times will be decided according to the hours convenient for interested students.

·'"-"~kne•Kap~~
COMPLETE PROGRAM

"CUE
n
''
•

!tt t

hao He t

-H

cl! U

-lll

iou_

PO U OR·DWSNID
MONE~' 6,', (!<.

ACNE PLAN

(;UAR .;NI t E

The Raven
FOUNTAIN
. ROOM
TEL. . 935- 1946

STANt.EY J•
'and MARY A, FIJAL

4 P.M . TO 11 :30 P. M . EVER Y DAY

Tape program
helps students
on inferviews

A cutback in general fund
allotments to the USF Li>
11rary ha s resulted in a change
A video tape program to
in previously announced 1971- help senior
and graduate stu72 library· hours.
dents perform wel! in interRevised hours are:
views with prospective emDURING ACADEMIC S~ ployers is now available at
SION:
the Career Planning and
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Placement Center, Library
Friday
8 a.'m .- 5 p.m.
518, ext. 2295.
~a~rday
Noon-5 p.m.
Interested students may
Sunday
1-11 p.m.
participate in practice interRESERVE SECTION (study views that are taped for study
.pur_poses). :
.
..
and evaluation by the student
M,on.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-Midnight . and his career advjgor.
_ Friday
· 8 a.m.-5 p._m.
The video program also of.Saturday .
Noon-5 p.m . . fers taped · interviews with
Sunday
1 p.m.-Midnight
USF campus recruiters who
Facilities are closed during discuss what they look for in
all-university holidays.
prospective employees. ,

'

Deitenbeck cleared
of:. o.bs~enity ~harge
•·

PURCHASE TiCKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTEI DESK
OR CONTA(T DR•. GOULD Ext. 2454, ~ 259

12bAYS KIPKG.

Educators cite
13 .USF ·facui ty

Round-the-world cammuni. cations· through a Ham radiot to-telephone link, is offered to
students and faculty by the
USF Amateur Radio Club
(ARC).
New . equipment c o s ti n g
$2,500 dollars should be installed by Oct. 1, making the
.connections between relatives
and friends with the best
facilities available.
AT THE PRESENT, the
club is the . communication.s
link between USF and Hondu:
ras for research in international relations. It also acts as
a media between researchers
ancf their sources of information, however, the free, long
• distance calls are most in de•
mand. ·
·Glenn Jenkins, ARC President, said " The club will try
to· compl~te all messages for
students and faculty with pPiority going to· emergency
transmissions. Last year we
made over 30 completed calls
for students throughout North
and South America." Lightning recently struck their tallest antenna, temporarily Jim.iting transmission with in · a
,1,000 mile ·radius. .
The 25 student and faculty

(Fr)

3 Crazy Quilt (8 P.M.) •.•... .- ~·•••.••••••• •.••••• (Am)

Lan-Lit Auditorium - LAN 103
Public $7.00 , :
Faculty & Staff $6.00
Students $5.00

Picasso mpdel ....
draws interest of USF Pres. Cecil Mackey and wife ·at exhibition
in Cleanvater.' See related story, page 2-A. .

New hours
for/ library

Presents the
World;, . Finest
Films
.
.
· In an .Unparalleled Series During. 1971-72

-

.7

r

·:

•

William· Deitenbeck, a · OSF
graduate who- ireely ·admits
he used a four-letter wqrd signifying sexual intercourse at
a student aziti-war rally last
April was found not guilty o!.
using ''profane, vulgar and in- .
decent". language, ·a magistrate cout:t jury unanimously decided,
.
The .jury. deliberated for 20
minutes after hearing . closing
arguments from- prosecutor,
Assistant County Solicitor
Richard Lazzara antl Atty.
Arnold Levin.

MOMENTS AFTER- receiving the profanity verdict, Deitenbeck was served with a .
warrant issued two weeks ago
charging he interferred with
an arrest..
USF security officer James
W. Drain, signed the warrant
on 'July 22. He said that Deitenbeck .had obstructed him
in the, arrest of an individual
at USF.
When asked why n_early two
weeks assed before- serving
· the warrant, Drain said, " I
understood that the person
who served warrants was
sick."

AFTER THE TRIAL a
juror said, "I don't agree with
Deitenbeck's political views but I don 't think he should be.
persecuted for that."
"There is something incongruous about holding a .warrant for two weeks when Bill
is out working at Brandon
every day. I think it's part of
a pattern they've ·set of putting some undue pressure on
him," said Levin.

" It's obviously ' a case of
continued harassment," said
Deitenbeck.

HO~SE OF KAWASAKI

CYCLE WORLD
MACH II
350

7818 N Dale .Mabry
'
'

933-2 530

/

!
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Registration improved, .
smoother, easier: luccis
19,000 students to register for
the fall quarter."

By ROBERT BOYLE
Oracle Staff Writer

I

. •

•

\

•

student must make t h e
arrangments with the college
involved, and t urn the add
slip into the registrar's office.

Open registration was a surLucas said that approxiprise last week. It went rela-1 mately 10,400 students took
To drop a cou!'se, which
tively smoothly, at least ac- advantage of the "early regiscor:ding to James Lucas, USF tration," which took place may be done 'a nytime before
Registrar.
during the last part of Quar,- Oct. 29, the student- neeci only
complete ·the drop form in the
·
ter-4.
The Fall quarter registraregistrar's office. 'Lucas rec~
tion was a sharp contrast to
LUCAS GAVE the credit orrimended that students notiregistrations of the past. For
for the success of the "open fy -their instructors; 'but it is
the most part, the lines were
'
not mandatory.
May~, •if•1 give ~you .this one back, fake two of those, cba.nge this to that, and' . •.
registration" to the new early - . . . . . . , - - - - - - - , - - - , - - - - ' - - - - . . . . . : . . . . .....;_
either short or non-existent.
registration program. More
MOST STUDENTS found it than half of the students regeasier to get the classes they istered early.
.
'
needed and-or wanted. There
Open registration began
were some of the usual comreserved
plaints and tears of those un- Wednesday, and
. the check isn't the only thing that gets ripped-off.
able to either understand the for new· students and seniors.
The remaining two days were
"system" or cope with it.
The Student 'Health Center, tions for others. "We can give
open to all o~er students.
Although official registralocated on the 4th floor of the the prescription to the patient
Students who have not regis- University Center, is avail- and let him have it filled, or
.tion statistics are not yet
tered by Friday may register able 24 hours a day for all we can call it in and let the
available, Lucas said, he exduning ''late registration"
pected "between 18,000 and ending Friday, Sept 24. There full-time students who require patient pick it up here/' he
medical care. ·
. said. "This is very helpful for
is a $25 charge for the late
The facility consists of an students who need medication
registration, Alfred Crews, as- outpatient clinic open· from 8 but ' don't have the money at
11725. '12TH $TREET, TAMPA, FLORIDA
sistant registrar said.
, a .m. to 5 p.m. staffed by four the time."
I
LUCAS SAID that students full-time physicians ,and an inThe Health Center operates
firmary for overnight bed
,• Well balanced meals
~bing to take advantage of care.
on a $344,000 budget to prothe ~rap-add, must do so withThe Center employs 40 per- vide students with 24 hour
• Expert Child care
in the first five days of the sons including the four doc- medical and _emergency care.
• Approved by health dept.
new quarter. The last day for tors, 15 nurses and sev:eral lab
Coto.a Beach / Winter
technicians.
. drop-add is also Friday, Sept.
Park
bus 971..3391
DOOfORS ARE SEEN by
Soon Tampa
.
24.
only during the
appointment
2204 S. Dale Mabry
'Res. 935-0636
In order to add a class, the day; but a nurse may be seen
at any time without appointment. One doctor is on call
'
for emergencies at all times.
In addition to the physicians,
there are three part-tin:ie psychiatrists for patients with
emotional problems.
A gynecology clinic will be
Displaying their marked propensity toward procrastination & sloth
instituted when a qualified
·
announce a
belatedly
gynecologist is found. He will
be ·a vailable two nights a
week; one for female prob/
and one for family planlems
Hatha Yoga is the world's
In their quest for aggrandizement they cunnirtgly serve
ning.
oldest and most complete sysThe Center is not alloweq to
tem of physical exercise as give specific abortion referral
well as emotional and spiritu- information, but Dr. Robert
Egolf, director of the Center,
al integration.
said, "We can phrase the inAs you browse through, their various & sundry headgear .
Yoga classes will be held at formation a certain way and
I.
USF throughout the year, be- relate to the patient that Bob
ginning Sept. 24.
Haywood of the University
local
JOANNA ST. CYR will hold Chapel Fellowship is the
representative for an abortion
yoga classes on Friday eve- clinic in New York."
nings at 7 :15 in the gymnasiEGOLF SAID the Center
~
dispenses the drugs they have
um.
available and writes prescrip.
I
Joseph DellaGrotte, recently returned from the Siva11706 N. Florida Avenue
nanda Yoga Center in Canada,
Fowler Ave.
1505
Monday
on
will be teaching
evenings also in the Gym at
7:15 p,m. with more emphasis '
on vitalistic body movement.
.J-.
'
Faculty wishing to apply for
BODY RIGIDITY is Faculty Development Leave
One of the greats'from Volare.
into body flexibility.
changed
.All antiqued shiny patent with a little hand
for Quarter 1, 1972 and Quarpainted b~ckle.
As a system of emotional -in- ter 2 or 3, 1973,, should contact
the Office of the Vice PresiItalian to the core.
tegration, it teaches the elimifor Academic Affairs for
dent
nation of anxiety, inner conan application form.
tµst, tension, and nervous
Any eligible faculty memTrade-mark®
conditions through the pos- ber who applied last year but
': '
did not receive an award,
tures.
may re-apply. To be eligible,
''This style and many others may be seen at
As for spiritual integration;
a faculty member must have
yoga "centers" the entire or- six years of full-time .employBaron~s, W.est Shore Sho~ping Plaza, Tampa."
ganism through techniques of
ment with USF whether on a
meditation out of which come nine, 10 or 12 month contract.
· the sense of tranquility,
Quarter 4, 1972 is available
and oneness.
peace,
,
for faculty on 12-month con• 1
· Students, f~culty, and per- tracts only.
"";
\
applicaconsidered,
be
To
sonnel are invited to sign up
"
tipns must be returned to the
for both classes at the same Vice .President's Office, ADM
...,.
nominal fee charged by the : 226, no later than Monday, Oc"
tober 25.
Yoga Club of USF.
'

Open, registration going smoothly . . .

__ __

At the Cashier's ...

J/,J/,Jl, f/)ay '31wise'ty

-USF Health Center .
offers -24-hour care

was

9M ,i'Wttfu, ' J ~ I .. I

STUFl
-TO

(/at{, &xti2616

-WE!R

'i'BE OWNERS OF

(r/~)

T

HA!iDN ~ RAD!Nb
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USF's yoga
.club offers
new classes

COMPANY
GRAND OPENING

FREE .REFRESHMENTS
.' BLACK LIGHTS

POSTERS.

.BARK

· PAINTINGS.
WATER BEDS & At:CE·SstrMES~ -=cANDt;E·g.
TWO LOCATIONS .

55·Z
Ph. 933 _4_

Faculty must
file for leave

LANCtSMOOTH

~/1,/iJlllll

The returnable bottle
of Coke! It's
almost litter-free!
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SELECTRIC$ - STANDARDS - EXECUTIVES

Quality

.

•'

p;oducts at economy prices!

ATTENTION
• Office Managers
• Purchasing Agents
• Executives

• Office Personnel

•

~

Choose sleek designs, with the

"
,.•
"
It

outstanding features that made
IBM the leader in electric typewriters. Completely factory re•
conditioned by IBM. Don't settle

for less.

...

·

It.can make. many trips ··
in its useful life. And when
a bottle keeps moving, it is less

AMERICAN TYPEWRITER CO., INC.
2512 Busch Blvd. Ph. 932-0059 .
CARRIAGE 11", 13"., 15", 1711
From $329.00 To $399.00 .

ind its way·into the
·likely to f_
cast-off litter along highways,
beaches and parks.

So buy Coca-Cola in returnable bottles~
It's best for the environment
and your best value.
Trado-ma,k@

PUT AN ORACLE.

CLAS·SIFIED TO WORK!

•Coca.COi&" anel •Coke" are registered trade-marks which identity only the product cf The Coea•Cola Company.

BottledundertheauthorityofTheCoca-ColaCompany by: Tampa Coca Colci · ottler
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Freshman parents
attend orientation
Parents of freshman students entering USF Quarter 1
attended one of three dinners
and a series of orientation
ta1ks Aug. 30, 31 and Sept. 1
a tlhe Tampa campµs.
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HELP offers answers,

Key speakers were USF
Pres. Cecil Mackey, Vice
Pres. of Student Affairs Joe
A. Howell, and Vice Pres. of
Academic Affairs Carl D.
Riggs .

suicide,
By HEATHER smELDS

The purpose of the meetings
Others talking 'with parents
was to answer parents' ques- were staff members from the
tiors and to provide informa- offices
of financial aids, countion about services and opporseling
center
for human detunities on the USF campus. ·
' '
velopment, physical education .
Mo'DELED after a similar
and recreation, s tu d e n t
orientation for parents of resident freshman students dur- health, housing, university
ing pre-registration in July, student center, student relithe dinners were directed pri- gious centers, student publicamarily at parents of commut- tions and student organizastudents, though one th ird
tions.
of those attending the dinners
were parents of resident stuComparable · orientations are
dents who had been unable to being planned for Quarter 1,
1973.
attend in July.
.
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USF Pres. Cecil Mackey . ...
greets parents of new USF freshmen at recent parents orientation reception.
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· Welcome Back USF!!

Uniqu e cancer study
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'
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gets Society grant

Don's Texaco

(,

.

30th at Fowler
Ph. 971-2134

By BENJAMIN WAKSMAN
Oracle Slaff Writer

• U-Haul Rentals
• Reasonable Rates on Auto Repair
• Friendly Gourteous Service
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"STOP IN AND SEE US"
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CARRY OUT

EATIN

MICHAEL'S
SEAFOOD
9308 N. FLA. AVE.

CHICKEN

SANDWICHES
PH. 935-0005

SEAFOOD DINNERS
, . Din ne rs include French Fries, Hush Puppies, Cole Slaw, Tartar .
Sauce and Rol l

OYSTERS ½ Doz . •..•...•.•....• .•••••••••••• • 1.50
OYSTERS One Doz .••.••••..•.• ••••.•.••. ...•• 2.25
SHRIMP ½ Doz . ••••.•••••.•• •••••••••..•. •.• 1.45
SHRIMP One Doz . •• ·.......... .... ............ 2.1 S
SCALLOPS½ Doz ............. ............. .. 1.45
SCALLOPS One Doz ............. ............. . 2.1 S
MULLET -GOLDEN FRIED ............. .......... 1.25
· SEA BASS ...•.••••.••. •••.••••••.•• •••••.•.. 1.50
SNAPPER FINGERS ............. ............. . 1.50
FROG LEGS, two pair ............. ........... 1.95
I

"USF" SPECIAL
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Pepper Steak Dinner
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SHEETS• TOWELS

~:l\ir{\JSHEETS OF 100%
ACETATE SATIN

stj;\J
~

ALL SIZES
µ CUSTOM SIZES SPECIAL
~
ORDERED

$.89

*

SAFARI
SHEETS!
PILLOWS
SPREADS•

BED & BATH FASHION
SHOPS
; 394S W. Kennedy
3942 A Britton Plaza
·
Also 793S Gateway Mall, St. Petersburg

•
•

A USF Research program
experimenting with ways for
early and quick cancer-cell
detection received a $9,400
grant from the Florida Division of the American Cancer
Society effective Sept. 1.
The research . p r o g r a m
headed by Dr. Marvin R. Alvarez of the biology department is studying cancerous
and normal chromatins ( chromosomes which are not dividing) and their different reactions to heat.

'Track Night'
go_es to dogs

ALTHOUGH THERE are
many other universities and
professional insitutions' studying ways to detect cancer
cells before they reach fatal
proportions, Alvarez said, the
USF program is unique in its
methods.
"The ability of chromo- somes to withstand heat is
different in cancer cells and
normal cells," Alvarez said.
"We stain the chromosomes,
then apply heat. Cancer cells,
because most of their energy
is involved in cell division,
melt differently, therefore
would be easily detected.
"The way to do it now is by
a very, very experienced lab
technician recognizing cancer·ous cells after making a
smear. If our method proves
successful we would know the
reaction of the stained cells to
heat and would not necessarily need a quite-so experienced
technician to recognize the
cancer, just watch for the
reaction.
"C A N C E R DETECTIO
could then be made quicker
and treatment could begin."
The program is still working only with ·cancer in mice,
specifically one called ErlichAscites. The technique, devised at the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden,
has proved successful when
applied to the murine (mice)
cancer.
" But we're hoping, of
course, to work with human
cancers and be able to use it
oq m1my kinds of cancer,' : Alvarez said.

A fund raising night at the
Tampa Dog Track went to the
dogs for USF's Foundation
last week, when faculty and
alumni fail eel to show.
The turnout for the "Night
at the Track" sponsored by
the Foundation was only
about half the number of the
thre previous and successful
"Day(s) at the Races. " The
" Days" were held at Florida
Downs, a horse track near
Tampa.
BOB BLACK, director of
the founda,tion, said the atten·dance was "lousy." He -credited .the fault to the reduction in
working months ·and money
for the faculty, and because it
was held, during the quarter
break.
Tickets for the event were
$3.50, which included admis:
sion, a buffet dinner at Rusty's Gasparilla Room, and a
"small donation to the foundation."
Upperclass women, titled
Another "Night or Day at
the Track or Races" will be Freshman Advisors, began
held in February, the time working last week with freshand date will be announced. men women in Gamma and
Epsilon' Halls.
Freshman Advisors have
been assigned by twos or
threes to each freshman liv-

Students finding themselves
with no one to talk to during
the long night hours can now
call the HELP Line Operation
(HELP), a night time telephone assistance service on
campus.
The service offers many
types of help: everything
from answers to how-do-1apply-for- something a n d
what-time- does-it-begin questions to suicide and drug intervention.
THE NUMBER, 974-2555,
operates weekdays from 6
p.m. to 6 a.m. and all day
Saturdays and Sundays.
The idea of a student assistance line was born last
spring, according to Dr. Margaret B. Fisher, assistant vice
president · of Student Affairs.
''.It started as a .result of student concern in the University
last spring," < she said. "By
April they had a nucleus
group .
" The group held together,
trained and are now ready to
go. They deserve an enormous amount of credit. The
University is really indebted ·
to the workers and trainers
who stayed together for the
whole summer," Dr. Fisher
said.
, DAVID ELMAN, chairman
.of HELP, said, "This has
been .a student effort. All ~urnmer long we've been the ones
who have been cutting red
tape, running around, a'nd
doing things."
He said there are "about a
dozen" volunteer operators already trained, and, "We have
140 who have shown interest."
The operators, all student
volunteers, have been trained
in first aid, crisis intervention, and referral procedures.
They will not be giving advice
to the callers, but mostly referrinub them to a different
.
service which is qualified m .
giving that type of help.
"WE'RE
OT counselors.
We have a lot of University
people who are trained as
counselors," Elman s a i d.
Callers will be able to voice
grievances, get emergency
medical help, ask questions
regarding events or applications, or just talk to a good
listener when they need it.
All calls will be confidential, and neither the caller or
the operator will identify himself.
Finance of the operation
($1,700) falls under the Office
of Student Affairs. "Student
Affairs paid for the pilot ses-

Advisers aid freshmen
ing unit for the purpose of
helping
freshmen
women
adjust to campus life.
By forming non-authoritarian relationships it is hoped
that freshmen will benefit
from the upperclass women's
campus experience.
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Carriage Hills
· swayoflife

buy 3 and 4-bedroom

homes "ow -:-- ready for
. occupancy Oct. 15
•

Carria_ge Hills is located in the highly desirable community of Temple Terrace, anly
minutes away from the University of South
Florida and downtown Tampd.

See these distinctively designed
homes today, from $27,500.

East on Busch Blvd. (Temple Terr-ace Highway) to 56th Street. Left (North) to Druid
Hills Road. Right (Easl) on Druid Hills Road
to· Carriage Hills model homes.

Afll.AftHt
NORTH GATE

SHOES

1533 So, DALE MABRY

9-8

908 FRANKLIN

HORATIO HOMES
Builders of Better living.
Model Homes Open Da ily 1-6 p.m.

Sun. 1-6 p.m.

Phone 988-5941

drug counseling
.

sion, the first phase," said tion where we're not certain,"
Elman, "But if it works out a •he said,' "but as far as them
federal grant will be appiied answering the phones, nobody
for."
except 'the students; so far,
"WE'LL BE working with has been trained."
professionals; there are backPhase II of the operators
up people, resource people training starts this week, and
who we call in case of a situa- persons interested should con:

I

tact Dr. Bernard Lax, ext.
2100. A meeting will be held
today at 2 p.m. in Phy 141.
"We would like to have volunteers," Dr. Fisher said,
"We welcome any student or
faculty member who wants to
help. "

TEMPLE LANES
5311 Busch Blvd.
Ph. 988-4338

WELCOM
ES YOU TO USF
r
WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT OUR
BRUNSWICK EQUIPPED BOWLING LANES

/

OPEN 9 A.M. - ??
9 A.M. to 6 P.M. - .45 + .02 TAX PER UNE
. 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. SHOES .12

a_t JOIN A WINTER LEAGUE
·THE FOWLE
R AVE. BOOKSTORE
.
USF's F'irst Hippy, Yippy, Nazi,
.

.

'

'

Anarchist, Communist,
Hoodlu.m;
Crazy Undergroun·d. B_ookstore
BOOKS . ,
Tarantula
Steal This Book
Monday Nigh_t
Class , Be Here Now
Radical Reading

MAGS
Whole Earth
Mother Earth
· Evergreen
-- ~--i=Ramparts
Liberation

NEWSPAPERS
Rolling Stone
Free Press
Barb,. Bird, Seed
--Villqge Voice

ZA.P COMICS , PIPES, PAPERS
5710 EAST FOWLER

½ Block East of 56th on Fowler
Hours: 11 - 8 Mon.-Sat.

Evo

Crimson ki.ller cultivated he-re
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By BANJAMIN WAKSMAN ,
Oracle Staff Writer

Dr. Dean Martin and gradu. ate student Marion T. Doig
are growing Red Tide in a lab
in .the "underground" floor of
the chemistry building.
They are part of an experiment on ways of dispersin g
and eliminating gigantic Red
Tide colonies like the ones ,
that plagued Florida's West
Coast this summer.

sure that whatever reactions
take place in our experiments
take place because of - the
gyrnnodinium breve and not
from outside influence."
"COPPER PUT in lakes to
kill algae are an aid to the
Red Tide organisms," Heyl
said. "After awhile it dilutes
and when it eventually flows

DR. HAROLD HUMM, at
USF Bay Campus, is also
working on it.

" Past re search ," Dr.
Humm said, " has shown that
population explosion of Red
Tide occurs when the right
levels of things like salinity,
turbidity and nutrients are
reached in the same place at
the same time.
1

out to the bay it fertilizes the
gro\ving organisms.

1

'

The organism, which looks
like a cloverleaf and moves in
the W?ters in circular spirals,
is also aided by iron flowing
into the bay from rivers and
the humic acid pres~t in
swamps and rivers that attaches · itself to iron, said

Heyl.
As for the fish-killing toxin ·
released by the dynoflagellates, Heyl said, it is released
when the fragile cells are
shattered as fish swim
through the Red Tide patches
_and alter waterpre ssure.
WITH . THE TOXIN from
the gymnodin ium, Doig has

been killing small fish in a trying to discover chemicals
tank, thereby proving that it that will soak up the trace
is the toxin itself which is metals (such as copper)
fatal to the fish and not suf- which the Red Tide depends
focation caused by lack of ox- on and thus destroy the coloygen in the water due to the nies, said Heyl.
organism 's presence, as re"We still have a long w·ay to
ported by official agencies in go," Dr. Humm said, ''but
area newspapers.
we're not going to throw in
the towel. "
e
r
a
The experimenters

.Mike· Heyl ...
right is a
left, studies new developments in the jars of "homegrown" Red Tide. Jar on
bot.tied sampling.

"We are trying to find
chemicals with which we
could spray the Red Tide
patches and break them up
before they cause huge fish
kills like the ones last sum:

mer."

.Sand Bags -. . (
cover the narrow space under the door so nothing will seep
in or out.. Heyl .el.11lained tbat since the last heavy rains there
was a danger of sewage washing into the lab. If this happened
they'd have to start fresh, clean the lab "spotless" and
gather new sa.mples from the.sea.

"SINCE THERE is no more
Red Tide n~w," he continued ,
"we cannot experiment as
we'd like. So we grow the
gymnodinium breve · dinoflagellates (Red-Tide ) organisms, in a lab under extremely hygienic conditions and experiment with them."

At USF the., organisms are
being grown in big antiseptic
jars in a narrow room which
is kept "spic and span."
"This," said gra<;luate student ,Mike Heyl ' who has
worked on the Red Tide experiment s in the past, "is important because we have to be
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lEGEAN
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Sept.22-24 .
• >·

9 A.·M .-4 P~M.
PRICE $2°0

,.

Keep On-Truckin' In
After Sept. 24 Reservations · Made In LAN 472
'

'

Mon., Wed . and Fri.

2-3 P.M.

•··

New lallguage buildi_
ng
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Mrs. Pullia.m, 44, veteran
registrar's a,ide, dieS

a college in •itself
By SUE KOSSOW

·•" Th e

Language-Literature
building, newest and second
·largest building ' on the USF
: Tampa campus, will be a colJege in itself, under the new
university reorganization. .
Acting dean of this ne\V college will be Dr. William E.
Morris.
..,;i, ...

credit union and general merchandise space.
The travel agency will prov,ide services such as sales
a'nd reservations for numer-'
oils types of travel ' and rental.
transportation for. faculty and
stuqents.
USF's College of Medicine,
which will begin initial operation later this month, will utilize some facilities on the
fourth floor of the Science
Center.
A $~,000 medical· building,
,_ to be completed by Oct 1, will
contain· temporary medical
laboratories, classrooms and
offices.
The Medical Center phase I
complex, no)V awaiting federal funding, will be located on

..PIE · BUILDING, which
cost $3.4 million is · outfitted
~ ith closed-circuit ·television,
~-- .theater, extensive speech
ajld language laboratories,
projection rooms, seminar
rooms, faculty offices, and
·highly technical mass communic_ations equipment.
Departments in the Language-Lit.e rature C o 11 e g e
formerly the College of Liberal Arts) •include· American
studies, classics and ancient
sttidies, English, interdisciplinary language and literature,
linguistics, modern foreign
languages, mass communica-.
tions, philosophy, religious
Construction on the bicyde
studies and speech.
Plans' for the construction of path should start late . this
five .mort; n~w buildings, esti- wrek said Charles W. Butler,
m'fted to::-cost ·nearly $39 mil'- . Physical Plant Director.
· "The contract has been
lions are under consideration.
let," Butler said. ",The reason ·
~"THIS
b ~ i 1 d i n g the path
hasn't been built up
plan," said Dr. Mackey, "will to now is t hat
we're using an
increase _the value of the uni- outside
contractor and we had
versity's physical plant facilities by two thirds - from our
preseni $60 million to more
than $100.million."
The new buildings will in~l\lcie a research library,
b&Jkstore,
a medical ·building,
lJ
• '
Handicapped s t u ? e n. t s
and two phases of the medical
buying books for this quarter
school complex.
The research library will be should report to the ·bookstore\
financed primarily with USF's in the University Center to
s·hare of a $25 million bond re- give their schedule to· tlie recently sold by the state to · ceptionist who will get the
furid university construction ·,books from the text bookstore,
located near the Physica1
projects.
~ THE :NEW bookstore buildPlant.
ing will house · · a student
The books will be available
lounge, travel agency office, by ttie next day.

the west edge of the' campus,
across from 'the new Veterans
Administration Hospital.
Phase I construction, which
is expected to require two
years, will house b a s i c
science facilities for the Medical Center and will cost $11.4
million.
C UR R El'/ T CONSTRUCTlON costs for the phase II
project of clinical science
facilities are estimated at $18
million. The College of Medicine expects to apply before
the end of the year for an additional federal grant · to
fund construction.
USF plans to haye a full
class of 96 beginning medical
students by the time the
phase I complelf is completed.

Bicycl~ ·pathw~y

.
construction

TOTAL

Handicapped
get' b~ok aid

B

-

I

1

jfra:ternitp

n·ear

to receive and consider all
bids. But }Ve have a contrac:
tor now. They should start
building this w~ek and the
work shouldn't take longer
than five or •ten working
days."
Tlie path will be six feet
wide; said Butler, divided so
it'll be two lane. It will also
· have a curb and ramps ·certain distances apart so that
riders can leave the path
without ruining their spokes
over the curb.
"We are going to paint the
dividing line and build the
curb· and the ramps ourselves," Butler safd. "The
contractors are just building
the' path."

Barber Shop

_._-7!).ou~e,

WIN A FREE STYLE IN OUR
FOOTBALL POOL: · . '
Pick the winners of the foll~wing games ~n·ci cali:the
score of the tie-breaker - submit by -Friday
·
Arkansas
vs
Tulsa
Pittsburg
vs
Okla ho-in a
Rice
vs
Tulane
South Carolina
vs
• North Carolina State
Missouri
v~
Southern Methodist "
Tampa
vs
Chattanooga
Florida State
vs .
Kansas . ,
UCLA
vs
Michigan
Nebraska .,. ~
vs
Tex.as A & M
Tenn.
VS
Auburn
TIE. BREAKER -=
Alabamq vs Florida

•. ,

Pulliam, who wol'ks -in the'.oe-··
partment of Maintenance '· at
USF; a daughter, Miss -Suzanne Pulliam, Zephyr-hUis;
two brothers, David -and Jack
Harris, both of Jacksonvill!!;
and five sisters, Mrs. Leonora
Bates, Mrs', Rita .Fray, Mn;.
Ruth Wolfgang, Mrs. Rose
Reeves and Mrs. Barbara 1
Thompson, all of Tampa. ·

• .

~'- come in and get acqu'!lnted!
OPEN · . . .
10
I\. .,
It's our
,A.M. to 7 P.~
\\'1
. "GRAN
. D .OPENING" Ph.
988-~685 ·.
Complete lme Qf the best in Food ~upplements · .; ..·
and-health food specialty items .
.•
~

• Juice Bar
• Fresh raw nuts, grains

r--~-- --~- -i .'
I

I

\

,~ FREE

'

'

I

.d
nr·I .

• ;~;asrefr~: and salt free ·lw1tH ' ~NY' PURCH~SE OFI -. .
.
foods
·
I
·
·
I
• Fertile eggs
RICH-Llf.E SUPPLEMENT, 1 f
• Na~~al can die:; and
JI BOTTLE 250,PACIFIC KELP I
cookies
·
·
'
ID-BRI-T
• Fr~sh organic.vegetables I ($1.29 value) O~ 1 BOT~LEI
roduct if
• Or1ene natural
I100 CHEWABL'E PAPAYA I
isit us ·d ur
hypo-allergenic
I
..
• ·
l
ur- gra!l.d .
cosmetics
ITABS (DIGEST AID) $1.10 I
pening
••
• Acme, Atlas, Oster,
.
.
I
ile They
Miracle home juicers. . IVALUE.
• REPRESENTATIVES FOR:

•----------'

Plus, Shiff, Radian~e, Nutrition Square,

Hoffman, American'D ietary, Rich-life,

MONMoiloE
HEA LTH FOOD S

'

They're

biodegradeabl~

• • • nonphosphata , • •
highly concentrated pollu- tion • fighting Home Care
Products:

11103 56th STREET, TEMPLE TERRACE

~IR FRESHENER
HEAVY DUTY
CLEANER
VINYL CLEANER

RUG &
•

UPHOLSTERY
SHAMPOO
LAUNDRY SOAP

I

ORA.C LE

ULLE TIN . BOA RD.

Bulletin Board notices !:hould be
sent direct to " Director Campus Publications, J) C 226" (ext. 26)7) no later
than noon Th ursday for publ ication the
follwing Wednesday •.

r= Official Notices

.

Sports Car Club, 2 p.m., UC • 202
Senior Accounting , 2 p, m . BUS 107
Student Mobe, 4 p.m ., UC 252 E
Pre-Med Soc. Study Hall, 5 p. m., LIF

235 ·
·
Program council, 6 p.m ., UC 1.58
Windjammers, 6 p.m., UC 255 .
u~a ~ s Crusade for Christ, 9 p .m.,
2

.....

1

'Staff Registration: Registration for
THURSDAY
. faculty and staff is held during late
Aegean, 9 a.m., UC Lobby
regist ration period, Sept. 20-2.c, on a
Leclures Comm., 1O a .m ., UC 158
)h s_pace available basis. The late reg istraBIS Luncheon, Noon, UC 255
tion fee is au toma1ically wa ived . It ls
f're-Med Soc . 'Study Hall, 5 p.m :, LIF
. , imPOrfant .to follow 1hese sleps: STEP
23S . ·
.
J 1 - Obtain from the office of Personnel
student Government, 7 p.m ., UC 252
) · Ser\tices a Staff Waiver form . STEP 2
Tau Epsilon Phi, 7 p.m:," UC 255
1i • - Have the farm s igned by your DI recAfro-Ame'rican Soc., 7 p,m., FAH 228
? tor. STEP 3 - Obta in Registration farm
SAE, 7:30 p,m., UC 201
c. • in the office of Records and RegistraFRIDAY
i tion, ADM 26-4. You must present youiAegean, 9 8.m., UC Lobby.
'
'· staff waiver form. STEP -4 - Comple te P,e-Me<! ·. Study Hall, 5· p,m.; LIF 235
~ the Registration form and obtain course
UCPC Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248
~ approval from the Colleges. STEP s. SATURDAY
;t' Turn in the completed Registration and
Tri Delta, 1 p .m., UC 255-6
• i Staff Wa iver forms to the Cashier's OfPre-Med Sludy Hall, 5 p,m., LIF 235
ii. flee, ADM 131 .
SUNDAY
• · The Jewish High Holiday, Yam KipSAE, 5 p.m ., UC 202
"' ~pur, Sept. 28 {p.m . ) & '19, will beobKAT, 5 p.m .. UC 203
, . s erved by a substantial number of stuPre-Med -Study Hall, 5 p.m., LIF 235
dents and fa culty. Instructors are rePhi DeJta Theta, 5:30 p.m., UC 25 1
• quested to g ive consideration to J ewish
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 6 p .m. , UC 201
students who will be absent during this
Pi Ka'ppa Alpha Pledge, 6 p. m ., UC
,. per iod. Students should make their ab20}
'
• sence known to instructors in advance
Delta Gamma, 6 P.m. , UC 2'8 N
or as soon as possible following their
Sigma Nu, 6 P.m., UC 252 W
return.
Alpha Epsilon Phi, 6 p.m., UC. 255
Tau EPsHon Phi, 6 p.m., LAN 115
·
Secretaries Luncheon is Sept. 30 at
Delta
Tau Delta, 6 • p,m.. PED HM
.w" noon in CTR 255. Phone in reservations
Dena Zeta Sisters, 6 p.m., AOC 106
1o Margar'.1,t Mann, Ext. 2411. Cost of
ATO, 6:30 p .m, , UC 255
t'· Juncheo_n is SI.SO and, i f. you m ust canZBT, 6:30 p,m., BUS 110
L.
:8~1~rvations, ~tease do so prior to .
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 P.m., UC 158
. Pi• Kappa Alpha Litter Sisters, 7
' If you have received a doctorate in
p.m., UC 204
,
~. science within 1he last five y ears and
P i Kappa Alpha, 7 p.m., UC 215
· wish to spend between 5 and 15 months
'
C-ambda Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., UC 252 E
•· in France for research and study, conKappa Sigma, 7 p.m ., BUS 107
... tract the Division of Sponsored ReTKE , 7 p.m., AOC 105
sea rch {LAN 105) and ask about the
TKE,
7 p.m., RAR 235
_ French-U .S. E,i;change of Scient'ists.
.
MONDAY
.,.. Compuler Research center Non-:Credit
Fraternal Policies, 2 p.m., UC 1_58
Seminars : Basic Computer ConceptsFashion
Comm
., 2 p.m., UC 201
-= Sept. 27 & Oct-. l , J...5 p.m., SCA 2(i4
Gamma Sigma Chi, 2 p.m ., UC 201 , .
Ill/ Beginning FORTRAN Programming AIESEC, 2 o.m .. UC 20,
'
Oct. 4, 6, 11, 15, 18, 20, 3-5 p.m., SC A
Young Demo., 2 p,m ., UC. 205
204. Keypunch Training-- Oct. ,, 6. 7,
Women's Lib, 2 p.m., UC 215
.
\ 11, 13, 5 :1 5-o:15 p.in .. SCA 243. PL- ·
Training .Pel iod cont., 2 p.m.,
1 Post
• Programming (Introduction) • Oct. s, 7,
UC 252
, 12, 14, 19, 21, · l-5 p.m., SE:A 204. Call
Alpha Delta Pi, 5 p.m .. UC 251
'-" Ruth Turner at Ext . 2930 for reservaPre-Med .study Hall, 5 p.m., LIF 235
* lions.
Student Mob, 7 p.m ., UC 252 E
• . Faculty wishing . lo apply for- Faculty
Civnettes, a .:i.m.
• Development Le.ive for Qtr. I, 1972 a nd
TUESDAY
L Qt r. II or Ill , 1973, should contact the
Afro-American Society, 2 p.m., UC ' 251
" Office of the Vice President for · Acaffro-American Society, 7 p.m., UC
demic Affairs for an application form.
25
Any eligible faculty member · who a.:iAlpha EPSilon Phi, 7 p.m ., . UC 255
.- plied last year but did not receive a n
Environment 70's, 7:30 p.m., UC 200
L award, may re-apply. To be eligible, a
SAE, 7:30 p.m. , UC 201
~ faculty member must have six years of
Windjamme rs, 7:30 p.m., UC 215
~ full-time emPloyment with the Universi~ ty of South Florida, whether on a 9, 10,
or 12 month conlract. Qti;. IV, 1972 is
· : ava ilable fo,: faculty on 12 month con... tracts only. ;To be .considered, appl icaTODAY, SEPT. 2'2
,. tions must be returned to the Vice
CAREER PLANNING Conference for
~ President's Office, ADM 226, no later
students' l nterested in placement on Co- .
• than Oct. 2S,•1971., • .
operative Education training and as•
;
Reading,Study Skills · Programs will
s1gnments during Quarter 2 and 3, 2
• b~ offered .. SePt. 25 - Dec. 4 , 9 a.m,.p.m., soc 127.
noon each Sat. UiTiited to 10th, 11th
MONDAY, SEPT. 27
• and 12th graders, the college-bound .:iro.. gram meets in Andros ClassrOOm Bldg., _ P.?ST-TRAINING Period Conference
for
all
Co-op
students returning from a
,.., Rm. 108; fhe high school-bound proQuarter 4 Tra ining P eriod, 2 p.m. ! CTR
... gram, limited to 7th, 8th and 9th
252. The Post-Tr aining Period Con fer.,. . grades, meets in Andros Class room
ences have been consolidated into one
1
Bjdg., R91. 106, each. limited to 25 stuand Mr. Troy Collier. Assistant to the
:P- dents on a Urst-come basis. Course fee
Vice Pr~sideot for Student Affairs, is
I is $45. Also Offered is a Speed Reading
scheduled to lead the d iscussion. ~I.:
· Development course each Tues., Sept.
Co-op
students ~re urged lo attend the
I 21 - Nov. 23,~ 7-9:30 p.m. in Andras
meeting as there is no make-up.
,. Classroom Bldg.), Rm. 108. Class size is
FRIDAY, OCT. l
~ llmited. Fee is S45. C~ntr act Continuing
DE_ADUNE ~OR compleleing posti. Education, Ext. 2~03, to enroll or for
trammg interviews with coordinators
~ information on either. pr~ram .
for. students who were on a ~ Quarter ..,
I
New Film Catalogs f1971-1n3) are
tra ming assignment.
~ now available fot pick-up in the Film
CO-OP TRAINING opportunities for
Dept, basement of the Library. Film
majors
in all colleges are listed in the
' requests are now being accepted for
Co-op Office. Inquire in FAO 126 or
.. ~tr. I, 1971-72: It is advLsable' to get
E xl. 2171.
r' film orders in as soon aspossible .
.,, The Argos pool will be open 12.fi p:m.
, Mon., Wed., Fri. ; 12-9 p.m. Tues. &
1 Thurs.;
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
Beginning O:tr. I, 1971, the Library
'4 will be open the following hours: Mon.~ Thurs. 8 a.m .-11 p.m. ; Fri. 8 a.m.-5
The following organizations will be in•\. p.m.; Sat. 12 noon-5 p.m.; sun. 1 p.m.-11
terviewing on campus. Check with ca.,_ p.m. Reserve Room: Mon .-Thur s. 8
reer Planning and P lacement, ULl /51 8,
\. a.m.-12 midnight; Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.;
ext. 2295 (9r call 2200 for tape-recorded
Sat. 12 noon- s P.m .; Sun. 1 p.m .-12
schedule) / for interview locations, to
.- midnight.
schedule appo intments or for further in•
"
New Location and Phone: Dr. Frank
formation. .
H. Spain, FAQ 149, 974-2506 and Mrs.
OCTOBER 4
Betty Gillies, FAQ 149A. 974-250..
The Comptroller's and the Budget Of•
Xerox Corporation, M.B.A., Lib. Arts,
nee have moved to ADM 201, Ext. 2240.
Bus. Admin.
I· Ric k Fender has been named assistan t
OCTOBER 5
, director of the Budget Office and caA
International Securities, B.A. All ma, be reached a t Ext. 2240.
. jars.
Provident Mutual Life Ins., B.A., B.S.
Al l Majors. (Business majors Preferred.
f
Will consider others).
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco ca., B.A.,
i'- Meeting times and places of organizaMa r ket & Bus. majors.
tt tions which meet regularly a re posted
U.S. Navy, B.A.. B.S. All majors.
l' an UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
OCTOBER 6
.
S.S. Kresge Company, 8.A., M.A.,
f
M . B.A. in Bus. Adm in. (all 5 majors).
TODAY
e:, Student Organizations, 8:30 a .m., UC
Burroughs corporation, B.A., M.A.,
158
ALL Bus. majors.
Aegean, 9 a.m .. UC Lobby
OCTOBER 7
11Fla. Center for . the Aris, 9 a.m ., UC
Continental Can Co., B.S. ,- E.E ., E.C. ,
l:'obBY
.
·
Svst. Engs .
\
World Alfairs, 10:30 a .m. , UC 158
SUMMER-SEASO NAL
EMPLOYMENT
United Fund Luncheon, noon, UC 256
OCTOBER 4
,
Circle K, 2 p.m. , UC 200
Northwest Mutual Life Ins. Co., All
IFC, 2 p.m. , UC 201
.
Majors.

I':

'

. A memorial se·rvice for ing 11 years ago.
· Mrs. Florence Pulliam, 44,
IT WAS l\ffiS. Pulliam's
was held at First Baptist special request that in lieu of
Church, Zephyrhills, ~ept. 16. ' flowers, those wishing to, may
Rev. Roese! officiated.
donate to the American CanA_ native of Tampa, Mrs. cer Society, Tampa, in her
Pulliam had lived in Zephyr- memorial.
hills the past four years. She
Survivors include her huswas Assistant to the Registrar band Carl C. Pulliam, two
· at USF, being associated with sons, Dr. T. David Pulliam,
the University since its fqund- Tampa, and Carl Richard

..

•t

r:!

MAAS BROTHERS'
NEW ·sHOP

.,FOR ALL _THAT'S SO
WAY OUJ IT'S IN!
The HUNGRY BRAIN.
_ne1JdqtJarters for statio~ery.
. '· ·pesters, patches, candles.
. fr1cense, _blacklights, anti any
·other paraphernalia that expresses
you and Now·, Regi ster-for our .
· grand openir:ig prize~ Your
, own waterbed. No purchase
. ll.~lessary ••• if you can resist
~~,~ gear.

Co.•Op Education

.,
'·

Career Planning
And Placement

!

Campus Date Book

•

FLORIDA

l
J

, .

'

· l2·1

'

THE ORAC Lt:-U. of -South Florida, Sept. 22, 1971

''Welcome B a c k ,
Sport!''

...••
•

. · -~--THE GREAT _
. PARKING LOT SALE!

. GET INTO THE
SWING OF THINGS
ATF.A.C.

.

'

FLORIDA ATHLETIC COMPANY
.HAS CHANGED HANDS AND WE
-. AR E CLEANING OUT THE ATTIC
_FR I.an d SAT., SEPT. 24th -a~d 25th
~

;

'

'

...._

\

.

'

./

'

.

SAVINGS
UP TO -60% -

ON .

*· INTRAMURAL SU PE R
'

'

SP EC IA LS

*

SPORT·S JERSEYS ..•. ·-.. ·••. ••• •.• . ALL
-SWIMWEAR~ ..• •.• •.• .••_...• • COLORS ,.
SHOES ... •.• .. ,•.. ..• •.• ... •.. ·.~-. .•. ~-..
D
~ ••• •••AN
. •••:'•••/•••. ••• ••• •••
. "T" SHIRT. s •• ••••
••
.

\

\

I

WARM-UP JACl(ETS ... ... ... .•. ..• ... ... .. SIZES
ATHLETIC SOCKS ...• • ·•.• •.• ... ... ... ..• .. ·.... .•• •.. ••
•

THE ATTIC MUST BE CLEARED OUT FOR NEW STOCK!!

r .

COME DO W N AN D SAVE!!
.

FRI. and SAT. .

\
I

, FLORIDA AT.HLETIC COMPANY
.

I

PH. 229-0181
.
1514 FLORIDA A VE.
PION SPORTS INCORPORATED

SEPT. 24th and 25th
I

DIVIS ION OF CHAM

I

